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Abstract

Construction of an Apparatus and Preliminary Measurements for a Search for the Electric Dipole

Moment of the Electron using Lead Monoxide 

By Frederik Bay 

2003

We have developed a vapor cell and heater for an experiment to search for an electric dipole 

moment (EDM) o f the electron using the metastable state a(l)[3ST| o f lead monoxide. Using 

our apparatus and the method o f quantum beat spectroscopy, we have measured the g- 

factors o f the a(l)(35T) state. We obtain (g^) = 1.8571±0.0041 for the 7 = 1 ” component

and ( # „ ) =  1.8584 ±0.0045 for the 7 = 1+ component. We also establish a limit on the

difference o f  the g-factors o f M  < 2 3 - 1 0  ” 3 (90% CL). In the course
8 ( ( * , ) - + < « , ) ♦ )

o f our measurements, we have demonstrated shot-noise limited sensitivity to the Zeeman

quantum beat frequency o f 3 5  . We point out relatively straightforward improvements,
■jHz

which should increase the statistical sensitivity to \QQm^ z in the near future. With this level
JHz

o f sensitivity, it should be possible to measure an electron ED M  o f dt = l 0 ' 2 9e -cm in less 

than two days.

In a separate set o f  experiments, we have searched for electronic states with a strong 

coupling to both the ground state and the a(l)[JE ^ state, which could be used to improve 

the excitation and detection efficiency in a future EDM  experiment. To this end, we have 

measured radiative lifetimes and branching ratios for decay through the a(l)[32 T] state for 

most known states o f  PbO.
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C h a p t e r  I

1.1 Introduction

The discovery o f a permanent electric dipole moment (EDM) o f the electron would be clear 

evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), since new sources o f violation of 

time-reversal symmetry (T) are required for an EDM to be measurable. No EDM has yet 

been observed, but there is theoretical motivation to believe that this could soon change.

Symmetries play a fundamental role in modem particle theory, and provide a very powerful 

way to test our understanding o f nature. Among the most general symmetries figures the 

CPT theorem, which states that the laws o f  physics are invariant under the joint action o f 

charge conjugation(C), parity (P) and time reversal (T). The theorem is supported by all 

available experimental data, and is generally expected to hold for any viable model, since it 

relies only on the general assumptions o f  locality and Lorentz invariance [33, 59]. The 

situation is quite different for the individual symmetries o f C, P and T: N o general theoretical 

statement like the CPT theorem can be made in this case, and in 1956 Lee and Yang [42] 

predicted that parity is violated in the weak interactions. Their prediction was quickly 

confirmed experimentally [24, 67]. Prompted by these results, searches for violation o f the 

other two discrete symmetries, C and T, were initiated, and in 1964 Christenson et al. [11] 

reported observation o f  CP-violation in the K°L mesons. This evidence o f  particles and anti

particles behaving differently is one o f the most astonishing discoveries in physics.

I
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However, although more than 35 years have passed since then, the phenomenon is still not 

fully understood.

In the SM, CP violation is incorporated via a single complex phase in the so-called Cabibbo- 

Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, which relates the weak interaction eigenstates to the 

mass eigenstates o f quarks. All measurements to date, including the important recent results 

from the B system [2, 3J, are consistent with the SM picture o f  CP violation. This makes it 

likely that CKM provides a complete description o f low-energy flavor changing processes 

[47]. However, two serious problems remain. The first is the apparent absence o f CP 

violation in the strong interactions. In the SM, any breaking o f the CP symmetry in the weak 

interactions is expected to ‘leak’ into the strong sector, by inducing a term,

Q
L,g — —QCD̂ e  F " "  F£° , in the SM Lagrangian [53]. There is no known reason why the

y iK ~  11

parameter 9QCD, should be particularly small, yet limits on the mercury EDM 1 [58] imply that

9Qpa < 1 .5 • 10 ' 10 • The second problem arises from cosmology. CP violation is required in

order to explain the observed dominance o f matter over antimatter. W ithout this, any 

natural process would proceed at exactly the same rate as its CP conjugate process. This 

would necessarily cause the amount o f  antimatter and matter to be exactly the same, and 

because o f  annihilation there would be virtually no matter left today. However, the CP 

violating term in the standard model appears far from sufficient to explain the observed 

ban-on asymmetry in the universe. The observed ratio o f Baryon density to photon density 

is thus many orders o f  magnitude larger than SM predictions [8 , 47].

1 This is corroborated by limits on the neutron EDM, which imply 6 ^  < 6  -10 ' 10 [21, 52].

2
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The lack o f a fully satisfactory model for T-violarion and evidence for unknown sources o f  T  

violation makes test o f  this symmetry one o f the best ways to look for evidence of new 

Physics. Experiments that look for EDMs o f elementary particles seem particularly 

promising, since they are very sensitive to additional CP violating phases. The existence o f  a 

T-violating fundamental interaction o f any type implies non-zero EDMs due to radiative 

corrections: in the presence o f T-violation, virtual interactions dress the bare particle with a 

new structure that in the low-energy limit manifests itself as an EDM. In the Standard 

Model this effect is known to occur only in the fourth order o f perturbation theory [51]. It 

is therefore very strongly suppressed, and the SM prediction for the EDM o f the electron 

[38, 51] is e.g. d e < 1 0~*° e ■ cm , which is many orders o f magnitude out o f reach o f current

experiments. However, in most models with additional CP violating phases, EDMs are 

generated at the one or two loop level, leading to values that are many orders o f magnitude 

larger than the projected SM value (Figure 1-1). Such values o f  the EDM are or could very 

soon be within experimental reach.

3
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Yale I Yale II 
Berkeley (Projected) (Projected)

A-CP

de (e-cm)

Std Model: Standard Model 
LR-S: Left-Right Symmetric 
L-FC: Lepton flavor-changing 
M-H: Multi-Higgs Universality 
TC: Technicolor
AC: Accidental Cancel. (SUSY)

HsF: Heavy sFermions (SUSY)
A-CP: Approx. CP (SUSY) 
A-Un: Approx. Universality(SUSY) 
Align: Alignment (SUSY) 
E-Un: Exact Universality

Figure I - l : Ranges fo r the electron EDM, d0 predicted by the Standard Model and by the 
main contenders fo r  a theory beyond the SM. The current best limit on de and the 
anticipated limits from the I1' and ?** generation PbO EDM experiment are indicated with 
arrows.

EDM results have been reported for a number of different systems [38]. Many of these 

results set important constraints on models of elementary particles, and the different 

measurements are to a large degree complimentary. Lepton EDMs, however, have the

4
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appeal of being the most easily interpretable, since they, unlike atoms or neutrons, are not 

composite particles. This makes searches for an electron EDM particularly attractive, as 

a way to look for physics beyond the standard model (Figure 1-2).

Neutron Diamagnetic Paramagnetic
Atoms/Molecules Atoms/Molecules

n Hg, Xe, Rn, T1F Tl, Cs, Fr, PbO, YbF

\ \
Atomic/Molecular ] ( Atomic/Molecular 

Theory J  \  Theory

1
Nuclear
Theory

QCD
I

QCD

Quark
EDM

Quark
Chromo-EDM

Electron
EDM

c
1 4

Fundamental Theory

'"10'24eV

-1 eV

-1  MeV

-1  GeV

TeV

Figure 1-2: Steps necessary to relate EDMs fo r various systems to fundamental theories o f  
elementary particles. The axis is on the right shows the relevant energ scales (figure is adapted 
from [57}).

5
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1.2 General features o f electron EDM experiments

All EDM measurements rely on the same fundamental idea: the essence o f the experimental 

methods is to look for the precession induced by the interaction o f the EDM with an 

external electric field. To see how this can be accomplished, it is first necessary to 

understand the link between the angular momentum o f the system and a permanent EDM.

1.2.1 Orientation of the electric dipole moment

The only internal vector observable associated with a spherically symmetric system is the 

angular momentum vector j . In the absence o f accidental degeneracy2, rotational symmetry 

then implies that any permanent electric dipole moment d  must be along j , i.e. d  j  

[59]. For the case o f the electron, this means that a dipole moment </,must point either 

parallel or anti-parallel to the spin. If this were not the case, we would have to consider 

additional degrees o f  freedom, when building a quantum theory. Such extra quantum 

numbers would lead to violation o f a number o f empirically well-established laws, including 

the Pauli exclusion principle.

The association o f an EDM  with the angular momentum is what gives it its P and T  

violating character, since j  is a T-odd, P-even pseudo vector, while d  is a T-even, P-odd 

vector (Figure 1-3).

2 By no accidental degeneracy, we mean that the only degeneracy is the (2j+l) degeneracy of the magnetic 
sublevels. If states of opposite parity are accidentally degenerate, then a permanent dipole moment is 
possible. However, in nature such degeneracies are generally not perfect (e.g. in the case of hydrogen 2S1/2 

and 2 Pi/2 the Lamb shift raises the degeneracy). Furthermore, any such dipole is not T-odd like the dipole 
moment of an elementary particle.

6
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T
 ►

P

Figure 1-3: Behavior o f the electron dipole. . moment and the angular momentum vector, 
J , under time reversal. T. and parity, P. transformations. Both P and T  change the relative 
orientation o f dr and J  , and thereby the sign o f the EDM interaction d t J  E ■
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1.2.2 Principle underlying EDM experiments

f f
G)

j

\B  A B |0) I  I k <0
Efl ,

J
J

2  ]r

5E -  2(ji • B + d • E)

if

SE = 2|i B

2 |

1 f

2 |

h

Figure 1-4: Detection o f  EDM. A system with spin J  precesses in a plane perpendicular to 
the parallel electric and magnetic fields. In the absence o f  an EDM, the precession rate is 
given by the Larmor frequency. I f  a non-zero EDM is present, the interaction between the 
EDM and the E-field will lead to a torque on the spin and the precession rate will depend on 
the relative orientation o f  the fields. The insert at the bottom shows the analogous quantum- 
mechanical picture: in the absence o f  external fields the levels, I & 2, are degenerate. An 
applied magnetic fie ld  induces a relative Zeeman shift SE=2 -p  -B- The presence o f  a non
zero EDM causes additional energy shifts 6E = ±2 •  d  •  E  (this effect is greatly exaggerated in 
the drawing).
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It is now easy to understand — at least in principle — how an experiment may be done (Figure 

1-4): the system under investigation (elementary particle, atom or molecule) is placed in an 

electric field. Through applicadon o f an appropriate optical or RF pulse, the angular 

momentum and hence any EDM  is aligned in a direction perpendicular to the external field. 

The interaction between the E-field and any non-zero EDM, will lead to a torque on the 

system, and will cause the angular momentum vector to precess. The size o f the EDM is 

determined by measuring the precession angle for a known time T Prneuum ■ This classical 

model may appear overly simple, but it rather accurately captures the proposed method for 

the Yale EDM  experiment (ch. 6 ).

In quantum mechanical terms, the effect o f  an EDM, d ,  is represented -  in the non- 

relativisric limit3 -  through an additional term H ^  = - d  • E = - d j  ■ E in the Hamiltonian, 

which is the familiar Zeeman formula with the substitutions // —» d and B —> E . The 

effect o f an EDM is thus to cause a linear Stark shift. This energy shift is usually measured 

by determining the relative phase o f  two states (1 and 2 in Figure 1-4) with opposite angular 

momenta J . ,  and therefore opposite contribution from the EDM interaction. This may 

seem rather different from the classical model described above, but as we shall see in the 

section on quantum beats (ch. 6 ), the two descriptions are in fact intimately related.

3 This term is the non-relativistic limit o f f t ^  '

9
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1.2.3 EDM  enhancement

As it currently stands, the experiment outlined in the previous section would not work for a 

charged particle like the electron, since it quickly accelerates away in the presence of an E- 

field. Fortunately this does not represent a problem 4 since the effect o f a non-zero d t is

gready enhanced in atoms or in molecules containing a heavy nucleus, as was first realized by 

Sandars [61]. The enhancement is due purely to relativistic effects. In fact, according to the 

Schrodinger equation, the effect o f an electron EDM is exacdy canceled by the dipole 

moment it induces in the host-atom, as was shown by Schiff [64]. In classical terms the 

electron cannot be experiencing any net force as a result o f  an electric field, since it does not 

undergo acceleration. However, in the relativistic limit a motional magnetic field o f the form

B = — x £  becomes important. The net force o f  course is still zero, but the electric force is 
c

not zero since it has to cancel the force from the motional magnetic field.

The effective field seen by a valence electron may be expressed as £ ^ rrflvr =Q ■ P [28], where 

P  is the degree o f  polarization o f the system and Q includes relativistic effects and details 

o f the structure. It is possible to show, either rigorously or by hand-waving arguments that 

Q scales approximately like R ~ a 2Z i with the atomic number, Z  [38]. In atomic systems, 

where the degree o f polarization attainable with laboratory-sized electric field is P « 1  

(typically P  ~  10”3), the polarization is approximately linear in the applied electric field;

4 Experiments in storage rings have been proposed for the muon and for radioactive ions. However, this 
type of approach is unlikely to yield competitive limits for the electron EDM, since experiments using 
atoms or molecules with a heavy nucleus benefit from effective internal electric fields that are much larger 
than what is achievable in the laboratory.

10
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P  ~ 01'& External» where a  is a proportionality constant. In this case, ^ £  «*«■«* -  Q . a  is aC ^
eorma/

constant called the enhancement factor, which expresses the degree to which the effect o f 

d e is ‘amplified’ in the atom. Values o f R for some systems are shown in Table 1-1.

Atom Z R R /(Z V ) Best limit on de (Year) Reference

Rb 37 24 8.9 5 -1 O'25 e cm (1987) [25, 52]

Xe(3P2) 54 120 14.3 2-1 O'24 e cm (1970) [19, 42]

Cs 55 114 12.9 1-10‘25 e cm (1989) [23, 39]

Tl 81 -585 -20.7 1.6-10‘27 e cm (2001) [36, 46]

Fr 87 1150 32.8 Not yet measured

Table I-I: Calculated EDM enhancement factors and current best limits on the electron 
EDM fo r  different paramagnetic atoms {Adapted from [38J).

1.2.4 Statistical sensitivity o f EDM  experiments and existing limits on d e

In the previous section, we discussed how an electron EDM, d t , can induce a much larger 

dipole moment in an atom or molecule containing a heavy nucleus, due to relativistic 

enhancement. For a given de, the size o f this effect determines the change in energy

&  = -dmam • ̂ external = ~Q ' extenj ‘ de . when “  external electric field, is applied.

The sensitivity o f  an EDM  experiment to d t depends both on the magnitude o f  S E , and on 

the precision with which this tiny shift can be measured. In the ideal situation the latter is

11
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limited only by the counting rate, N  , and by the coherence time, Tcoh , o f the system (since 

Tprecession — *coh)- coherence time determines the attainable Fourier-transform linewidth

for a single measurement, as expressed, for example, through the Heisenberg time-energy 

uncertainty principle: $r < * . If the measurement is performed N times or -

equivalendy — if it is done on an ensemble o f N  systems, the resulting energy uncertainty5 is

S E S --------- 5— T - ~ ----------------h-r .  0 -1)

In the last step we have used the fact that N  can be written as the product o f the counting 

rate and the total measurement time, i.e. N  = N  • .

The choice o f the system in which to conduct an EDM search is usually based on a trade-off 

between the factors, which determine the sensitivity. The enhancement effect grows rapidly 

with atomic number. However, most o f the atoms o f molecules which are known to have 

large enhancements require extreme experimental conditions, making it hard to 

simultaneously achieve high counting rates and long coherence times. This has led to 

experiments being performed in a number o f different systems. The most recent results o f 

the searches for an electron EDM are listed in Table 1-1.

1.2.5 Electron ED M  experiments with polar molecules

Most previous EDM  experiments have been done with heavy atoms, and the current best 

limit on de = (6 . 8  ± 8.1) - I0~2*e - cm comes from an atomic beam experiment with 77 (Table

5 A detailed derivation of the shot-noise limited sensitivity for our specific experimental method is 
presented in Appendix B.
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1-1). The experiments in atoms are, however, limited by modest enhancement factors, R, 

(ratio o f atomic to electron dipole moment) on the order o f 102. This leads to long 

integration times and makes them very sensitive to systematic effects, which can mimic an 

EDM. A number o f  improvements have therefore been suggested, including the use o f 

radioactive atoms with higher atomic number such as Fr, fountains o f cold atoms [10] and 

the use o f polar molecules [18, 31]. Cooling the atoms would lead to two to three orders o f 

magnitude decrease in linewidth and potentially several orders o f magnitude increase in 

precision, if systematics can be controlled6. A much greater factor could potentially be 

gained from using heteronuclear molecules, due to their extreme polarizability, resulting 

from extremely closely lying opposite parity levels. Molecules, however, have a much more 

complicated spectrum, which affects the excitation and detection efficiencies. Furthermore, 

issues o f chemical reactivity and dissociation come to play an important role. The problems 

are particularly severe for the systems, which would at first sight seem the most attractive 

candidates for an EDM-search: heavy molecules with an unpaired electron in their ground 

state. Such radicals are thermodynamically unstable and can typically only be produced in 

small numbers under extreme conditions. For these and other reasons, E. Hinds’ group has 

so far been the only one to realize a molecular EDM  experiment. Their experiment has until 

now failed to generate a competitive limit on the electron EDM  (current limit from YbF: 

dr < 4 • 10 _ :6  e • cm [31]), exacdy because o f the difficulty o f  producing the radical YbF and

the necessity to work at very high temperatures (1300°C) in a beam. O ur experiment aims to 

circumvent many o f  these problems by using a metastable excited state o f  the molecule PbO,

6 The presence of the trapping fields, cooling beams, etc. presents a problem. In addition, long coherence 
times, coupled with the relatively low enhancement of most species that can be trapped, make these 
experiments extremely sensitive to field inhomogeneities.
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thus avoiding the need for exotic radicals. This allows us operate with a chemically stable 

molecule at much lower temperatures (T~700 °C) and in vapor cell rather than in a beam. 

This leads to vasdy improved counting rates, which more than compensates for the 

limitations on the coherence time, due to the finite lifetime (T ~  80/Zs).

1.2.6 A  small note on permanent EDMs and molecular dipole moments

Before describing details o f the PbO experiment, it is appropriate to address a question that 

often comes up when discussing EDM searches in diatomic molecules. Anyone who has 

taken a chemistry course, has undoubtedly heard at length about molecular dipole moments, 

and may well wonder how a molecular EDM may then be taken as evidence o f a 

fundamental property o f the electron. The problem is that the usual pictures we are 

presented with in chemistry courses are o f molecules in their body-fixed frame -  a 

coordinate system that is affixed to the nuclear frame-work — and do not imply any specific 

spatial orientation. In fact, a similar picture could be drawn o f an atomic system (Figure 1-

5)7-

7 This is not meant to imply that the standard representation of molecules is not useful. The large difference 
in mass between nuclei and electrons, makes it possible to approximately separate the molecular problem 
into electronic, vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. In many problems, such as bonding and 
structure, only the electronic degrees of freedom matter, and the body-fixed frame is the natural coordinate 
system to use.

14
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PbO H
7 ”

Y ’
Y

Z ’
H X

Y ”

X’ X ”

Figure 1-5: Relation o f  body-fixed frames fo r the PbO molecule (primed coordinates) and 
the hydrogen atom (double primed coordinates) to a spatially fixed coordinate system (X, Y.Z- 
axis). In the absence o f any external fields the body fixed frames have no average orientation 
with respect to (X, Y,Z) and the dipole moment in this frame gets ‘averaged away'.

Neither the atom nor the molecule, exhibits a permanent dipole moment in the lab frame. 

Put more pictorially, the dipole moment in the body-fixed frame gets ‘averaged away’ by 

rotation. To summarize: in the absence o f  parity-violating terms in the Hamiltonian, the 

non-degenerate ground state o f a molecule or atom must have definite parity. It can 

therefore not possess a permanent electric dipole moment.

It is important to point out that the above argument only holds when no external electric 

field is present. If an E-field is applied, the molecular framework acquires a net orientation. 

In fact, for a highly polarizable molecular state such as the one used in our experiment, it 

takes only very moderate fields (E  — 15V / cm) to fully polarize the molecules. This may 

seem to cause another potential problem, because full p o la riz a tio n  implies a linear Stark 

shift, just like the shift due to an EDM. However, unlike an electron EDM, the dipole 

induced by the alignment in an external field is not odd under T, since it is not associated

15
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with an angular momentum. The two effects can therefore be distinguished. In our 

experiment this is done by comparing two sublevels with magnetic quantum number8 

m = ±1. In the absence o f T-violation these levels shift together, when an external field is 

applied, but if an EDM is present the field will induce an energy difference between them.

8 With the usual conventions for the phases [60] of angular momentum eigenstates | j  m y , the 
transformation under T is given by T\ j ,m)  =  i lm\ j , - m ) , assuming no accidental degeneracy and T- 
invariance. A static electric field only induces a (T-even) term V(x) in the Hamiltonian, thus [//, r ]  = 0 , 
and therefore H\j ,m)  =  £| j ,  m)=>H\  j - m )  =  £| j - m )  - We note that the degeneracy is present irrespective 
of the orientation of the E-field with respect to the quantization axis.
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1.3 PbO as a system for measuring the electron EDM

m  =  +1m =  0m  = -1

N o Fields

■ Stark
Stark + Zeeman 

.. Stark + Zeeman + EDM

E & B-Fields

Figure 1-6: Level structure o f  the PbO EDM-state a(I)[327] in the absence (top) and 
presence (bottom) o f  applied electric and magnetic fields. Tod: When no external fields are 
present the EDM state consists o f  two sets o f  levels (Ti-doublet) separated by a  n • When an
E-field is applied the m=±I sublevels are electrically polarized. Green (dark blue) vertical 
arrows indicate the direction o f  the spin (molecular axis) o f  each polarized sublevel. Orange 
and gray diagonal arrows indicate RF transitions from the laser populated \e>, m = 0 
sublevel, used to populate a coherent superposition o f  m = ±1 fo r  the EDM measurement. 
Dotted blue lines indicate the Zeeman splitting o f  sublevels in the presence o f  a B-field; 
dashed red lines indicate additional shifts due to a de#0.
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The potential o f  PbO  as a system in which to look for an electron EDM was first pointed 

out by V. Flambaum [23], who proposed the use o f the metastable a(l)[3L+] state (Figure 1- 

6 ). As a result o f  interaction between electronic degrees o f freedom and rotation, so-called 

Q-doubling, this molecular state contains opposite parity levels which are split by only 

112(2 )M H z  [32]. This is to be compared with the typical energy separations in atoms of

A ~ Ry ~ 1C?5M H z, or even with typical rotational splittings in molecules o f ~10 GHz. The

extreme closeness o f the opposite-parity states leads to very large enhancement effects,

because the state becomes fully polarized in even very modest external fields ( e  ~ 15-^-)-
cm

The lower limit on the observed energy shift SE  in PbO, due to an electron EDM  d e has

thus recendy been estimated to be §e  > 2 . 5  -1 0 23 Hz ■ [39]. This is about 700 times
e-cm

larger than for the Berkeley Tl experiment (Table 1-2).

In addition to having extremely close lying opposite parity levels9, PbO  has a number o f 

advantages over other molecules that are used or have been proposed for use in EDM- 

experiments. The most distinguishing feature o f PbO compared with, e.g., YbF, is its 

availability and thermodynamical stability. The latter means that the experiment can be 

carried out in a vapor cell rather than in a beam. The resulting enormous increase in the 

counting rate could yield two to four orders o f magnitude increase in sensitivity over current 

experiments, although t is relatively small (i.e. unfavorable) in PbO (t=80 (is).

9 It should be noted that O-doubling is not unique to PbO, but is a regular feature of heavy diatomics. 
However, small splittings only occur for 0>l/2 (the effect is present for 0=1/2, but in his case splittings 
are of same order as the rotational splitting). This means that the molecule must contain an appropriate 
metastable state (almost all thermodynamically stable molecules have electronic ground states ‘l  with 
0=0).

18
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Atom/Molecule
Group

Thallium
Berkeley

PbO (1st/2nd gen.) 
Yale

Applied field (V/cm) 10s > 15

Effective field (V/cm) 6-107 4 1 0 10

Coherence time TCl)h (ms) 3 0.1

Count rate (s'1) 2 1 0 9 10U/1 0 1S

Relative figure of merit 1 240/2400

Projected sensitivity (e  cm) 2 1 0 28 10'37 l0 '32

Present limit on de (e cm) <1.6-1027 Not y e t ...

Table 1-2: Comparison o f key parameters related to the statistical sensitivity fo r  the Berkeley 
Tl [13, 56[ and the Yale PbO experiments. The figure o f merit is «  E ,ffnw,t /  r,„, JW  • where
N  is the count rate, and indicates the relative statistical sensitivity fo r a given integration 
time. Numbers separated by “/ ” relate to the first and second generation PbO experiments.
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C h a p t e r  2

2.1 Suppressing systemadcs in PbO: Tensor-polarizability and the internal co

magnetometer

In addition to the benefits outlined in the previous section, the a(l)[3E*] -  state provides 

several very powerful ways o f controlling systematic effects, including the entirely novel 

concept o f  using the Q-doublet states as an internal ‘co-magnetometer’.

2.1.1 Brief overview of known systematic effects

Due to the smallness o f the energy shifts caused by an EDM, systematic effects are o f 

extreme concern, and it is often these rather than statistical sensitivity that prove the limiting 

factor. In particular, since the electron has a magnetic dipole moment, f l , magnetic effects 

can lead to signals that can masquerade as an EDM. Serious systematics are associated with 

leakage currents and with motional magnetic fields.

20
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Electrodes
Cell

-V

Figure 2-1: Due to finite resistivity or surface conduction, leakage currents flow across a 
vapor cell when an electric field  is applied across it. I f  the leakage path is helical, it will 
generate a B-field with a vertical component that reverses with the applied E-field and 
mimics an EDM.

Due to the finite resistivity o f materials, tiny currents are present in all experiments where an 

electric field is applied. Such currents can generate magnetic fields that reverse with the 

electric field, and therefore cause a Zeeman shift, which looks like an EDM-signal (Figure 2- 

1). This is a particular problem in experiments employing vapor cells, since leakage currents 

can flow through the cell walls.
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EB,

- B , — x (-E )  ^ .“ V

B_ = —x E

Figure 2-2: Effect o f  motional fields. A motional field  is present in the frame o f  a particle 
moving with respect to an external field  electric fie ld  E. I f  the applied magnetic field  is not 
exactly parallel to E, there will a small component, (Bm ),:. o f the motional fie ld  along the
applied magnetic field B. However, the sign o f  (Bm){ changes with the direction o f  E The
magnitude o f  the total effective magnetic field  along the z-direction, B = B + (Bm),i. will
therefore vary with the direction o f  E (Modified from [38]). (The velocity, v, is into the 
page).

Another cause o f systematics are so-called motional B-fields. According to relativity, a

magnetic field b = — x E is present in any frame which moves with velocity V with respect 
c

to a static electric field E (Figure 2-2). If  E and  B are nearly parallel {9 ̂  «  l), and

Bm «  B0 , this leads to an effective magnetic field 5  = |B0 + Bm| = fl0 + 0Bm + * as seen
2 B0

from the figure [38]. The first term is linear in E and can therefore mimic an ED M 10. The 

second term may also cause problems, if  the E-field in the experiment does not reverse 

perfecdy. In addition to direct v x E  effects, motional fields can lead to geometric phases, 

which can also imitate an EDM. This was o f large concern in the Berkeley EDM

10 This effect can be significant in vapor ceil based experiments, even though the average velocity of the 
atoms or molecules in the cell is zero. In panicular -  due to the Doppler effect -  a slight detuning of the 
laser may lead to preferential excitation of a certain velocity-class.
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experiment [13]. Such phases are generated by inhomogeneities in the electric or magnetic 

fields, which may cause the quantization axis to trace out a loop.

In addition to leakage currents and motional fields, there are a number o f other well-known 

systemarics. These include interaction o f atomic quadrupole with electric field gradients, P- 

odd effects combined with the (apparendy T-odd) decay o f our state, and imperfect reversal 

o f the applied electric field [6 ]. The latter systematic arises because o f the slighdy different 

Lande g-factors o f  the opposite parity levels (the Q-doublet pair in our case). In an external 

electric field the opposite parity levels mix, and the g-factor o f the new mixed levels will 

depend on the degree o f polarization and hence on the external field (see next section). 

Therefore, if a magnetic field is present in addition to the applied electric field, the 

precession rate o f  the molecules will vary slighdy if the magnitude o f the E-field changes on 

reversal. This effect could be significant in our experiment. Fortunately, however, the Q- 

doublet provides a novel mechanism — an internal ‘co-magnetometer’ — that can be used to 

very significandy suppress this and most o f the other systemarics discussed above.

2.1.2 The internal 'co-magnetometer'

The Q-doublet states provide a novel and potent way to reject systemarics associated with 

magnetic fields (Figure 2-3). Switching between the two sets o f states changes the alignment 

o f the molecule and thereby the direction o f  the internal electric field, without any change in 

the external magnetic or electric fields. This reverses the sign o f  the energy shift due to an 

EDM, while leaving the sign o f  most terms caused by systematic effects unchanged. In this
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way spurious effects are cancelled to the extent that the response o f the two sets o f  levels to 

a magnetic field is the same.

The level o f suppression is determined by the Lande g-factors o f the unpolarized levels, g + 

and g _  , and the ratio ^ _ J L  = o f  the Stark interaction strength TJ to the Q-doublet

splitting An . The interaction o f the m =  +1 sublevels, in the presence o f a magnetic field 

B =  B • z. and an electric field E = E  • z , is given by the matrix:

H  =
( A a +g_MBB -T )  

- V  g +MBB )
(2.1)

The eigenvalues are very easily obtained

E = i ^ n +fiBB{g+ + g_)±yl4nz +tfa +MBB ( g - - g . ) 2 A a +{g_ -  (2.2)

For fJ.B • B - g «  Aq « T] , we see that the effective g-factor for the mixed state is

gmiMd = + ± ~8*)’Aq This means that by using a comparison o f the two sets o f
2 4tj

levels, magnetic effects are suppressed by a factor o f = . We now estimate the
S m u c d  8

order o f magnitude o f this effect.

The difference in g-factors, Ag , o f the unpolarized levels is generated by the same 

interaction that causes the Q-doubling and is expected to be o f the order Sg ~ 1 0 " 3 • g  [17]. 

The dipole matrix element and Q-doubling are known from measurements to be
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d -  Q g2  and An ~ \ 2 M H z  respectively [32]. For an electric field o f  £ - . 5 0 — , 
a V/cm cm

thus have a suppression o f &«■*««* __ iq -j-------------- \2MHz-------------- = 7 . jq-s .
gM  4-50 V/cm-  O.ilMHz /(V / cm)
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Figure 2-3: Mechanism fo r  suppressing systematic effects in the EDM-state o f  PbO. The 
sign o f  the frequency shift due to an EDM can be changed in two ways: By reversing the 
applied E-field relative to the applied B-field or by tuning the RF-frequency such that the 
other doublet-pair is populated.
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2.1.3 The effect of large tensor po/ari~ab/ity

In the discussion o f motional fields in section 2.1.1, we implicidy assumed, that the

quantization-axis is given by the direction o f the magnetic field. However, for highly 

polarizable molecules like PbO, this is no longer the case when an electric field is applied. 

The molecules get aligned even in modest fields and since the electron spin in a heavy 

molecule is strongly coupled to the intemuclear axis through the spin-orbit interaction, it too 

becomes oriented along E (Figure 2-4). As was first pointed out by Sandars [50], this limits 

the effect o f motional magnetic fields, Bm, which are perpendicular to the axis o f the electric

field, and leads to heavy suppression o f the associated systemarics.

i 1 E

\ P °
-------/

/

pbC rW -

Figure 2-4: A heavy molecule with large tensor polarizability is aligned in even a modest E- 
field. Since the spin is strongly coupled to the intemuclear axis by the spin-orbit interaction 
it too gets aligned, and the effect o f a magnetic field B L perpendicular to the applied electric 
field E is therefore heavily suppressed.
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In quantum-mechanical terms, the suppression o f  energy-shifts due to perpendicular fields 

Bl comes about because o f the large splitting between the m = 0 and m  = ±1 magnetic 

sublevels induced by the external E-field.

' external

external

EB

i?n — <x>s(9EB) • Baunutl 
Bl =sin(0EB) B external

n  -  v
m ^  ^external

C

Figure 2-5: Geometry fo r  calculation o f the systematic effect o f motional magnetic fields. Bm. in the 

presence o f applied electric. , and magnetic fields. Brjaemat. that are misaligned by an angle
6  „  with respect to each other.

Since Bx =  +  Bm is perpendicular to the axis o f quantization11, it acts by connecting the

sublevels m = ±1 to m =  0 . The energy shifts o f  the levels, m = ±1, are given by 2nd order 

perturbation theory

,  («•/<.-(B1+s.))JKi,±i|j,|i,o)f iKui|A+;.|i.°)f
S' ------------------- 4 ± I -------------------- * * 1 B M i -------- I T s -------- (2.3)

_ 8 'fijt.B l +2BxBm)
2( A ± £)

11 For definiteness, we assume that is along z, and that the perpendicular magnetic field components,
Bm & Bx, are along x.
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Here we have neglected the term B 2m, since «  Bl in our experiment. The troublesome 

term in expression (2.3) is B±Bm, which — since Bm oc &aumal -  changes sign with the 

applied electric field. In the lead monoxide EDM experiment, we measure the shift between 

the m = ±1 magnetic sublevels, the observed effect o f the BxBm cross-term is thus

(2.4)
= g 1H \ B x Bm = 2 g  =  2 g iMlB;„rnml B m cqs( ^  )sin (^  }

A* A‘ A'

This corresponds to an apparent EDM  o f

2  £  dftctnt =  2 g V ^ r ^ _ — COS( ) sin< ~  p  5 )

f ^ cosC flM )sin( g a  )
^  effective  ’ ^

m = -1

A(~ 77)

m  = 0

Figure 2-6: Level structure o f  one o f  the doublet a(I )(JZ*)states in the presence o f parallel 
electric and magnetic fields along the z-direction. The Stark splitting between the m=0 and 
the m= ±1 magnetic sublevels due to the applied electric field is A. The Zeeman splitting due 
to a magnetic field, # . parallel to g is e  = -m  - g n B ■ Bt- I f  - in addition to s ,  -
there are magnetic fields (due to misalignment or motional effects) perpendicular to g f ,
along x  say. these will mix the m -0  and the m— ±1 levels via H ± = g ■ f ig - B ■ J x- Note:
the scale o f  the Zeeman relative to the Stark splitting is greatly exaggerated in the drawing. 
In the PbO EDM experiment the energy shift due to the Stark effect will typically be several 
hundred times the Zeeman shift.
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We now estimate the order o f magnitude o f  systematic effects due to motional magnetic 

fields for our apparatus: The thermal velocity o f PbO at our operating temperature o f

700°C is 3 • \Q*cm • s~l . For £ = 5 0  Y— (corresponding to A ~ 40MHz  ), we have
cm

B" _ x e| -  150/iG • Typically our applied magnetic fields are ~ 100 mG ■ With these

■» H7numbers and with an estimated enhancement o f £  = 2 . 5  • 1 0 ‘ 5 — — , we get (for gj -  I ):effective e'Cm

(\AMHz IG) '  ( 1 0 0  mG )* (150 nG) r a  ,
( r f -  *-----------------T in ;-------- — ---------- e EB ) sin( 9 eb )

2.5-10 19 ^ ^  (50MHz)1 (“ 6)
e ■ cm

= (7 10 e - cm ) • cos( Qa  ) sin( 9 a  )

Even in the worst possible case — with an extremely unlikely value o f 0a  = 45* — 

(d ')morumrf~ 5.5 * 1 0 ”̂  e • ctrty which is negligible.

2.2 Statistical sensitivity o f a vapor cell based PbO experiment

In the preceding sections, it was argued that PbO molecules have very large EDM- 

enhancement effects, due to the extremely close-lying opposite parity Q-doublet levels, 

which lead to extreme polarizability and very large internal electric fields. It was also seen 

that this large polarizabiliy severely reduces effects due to motional fields, which together 

with the very similar g-factors o f the fl-doublet, leads to an unprecedented level o f 

suppression o f known systematic effects. PbO  therefore appears extraordinarily attractive as
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a system in which to look for an electron EDM, de, provided that sufficient counting rates 

can be achieved to measure the energy shift due to dt with high enough precision.

In a subsequent chapter (ch. 4) we will argue that collisional quenching means that the

optimal cell density is n ~ 3 • 1013 cm '2, corresponding to a cell-temperature o f 690°C. For a

cell o f dimensions12 ~ 5cm  this means that the total number o f molecules is N  ~ 4 T 0 15.

Because the rotational energy splitting (— 10GHz) is very small compared to k T , only a

fraction o f ~ IO- 4  o f the molecules is in the rotational ground-state and are useful in the

EDM measurement. The maximum coherence time is given by the lifetime, T -  80/ is , o f

the metastable EDM-state (ch. 16), which also limits the maximum achievable repetition rate

to ^  __ i .  _ io 4 Hz • ^  excitation and detection is 1 0 0 % efficient, we therefore obtain a
r

counting-rate o f N  ~ A -IO13, and an estimated maximum sensitivity (Formula 1.1) o f 

-  25 fiH’ / yflfr • Th*s ° f  course not realistic, but even for a combined

excitation and detection efficiency13 o f only 4-10-7, we have Sf < lOQmHz/ J H~ ■ Given the

calculated enhancement o f g g  > 2.5-1015 Hz ^ ' [39], this corresponds to the ability to
e-cm

measure an electron EDM  d e ~ 4-10 ~21 e-cm in one second o f integration or d r -  10“29ecm  

in less than two days.

12 As we argue in ch. 4, the minimum dimension is set by the requirement that wall quenching of the EDM- 
state be negligible compared to the natural decay rate.
13 This corresponds to what we expect to achieve with improvements to the apparatus that are currently 
under way (ch. 11).
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To make it clear why similar counting rates would be difficult to obtain in a beam, we 

estimate the amount o f material which must be evaporated in a day to reach similar counting 

rates: If we assume a molecular beam with a diameter o f  0 5  cm to match the dimensions o f 

the vapor cell, and a beam temperature o f T-690 °C corresponding to an average thermal 

velocity o f v =  3-104 c m /s , the number o f molecules emitted from the source per second

must be N  ~ /i • v = 3 • IO13cm-3 • 3 - IO4 ^ - - 2 5 c m 2 =  2.3 • IO19 j ”1 . In a day this becomes
s

Nday 2 -1024 - Since PbO  has a molecular weight o f 223g/mole, this corresponds to a

mass-flow of

dm
~dt

2 1024 d a y '1 ^  g  zz— — r -223—2— ~ 700g / d a y  n j \
6 10 m ole m ole

This is an enormous and probably entirely unmanageable amount. It should be noted, that 

in this very simplistic discussion, we neglected many possible effects, including rotadonal 

cooling and narrower Doppler widths in a supersonic beam, which could lead to higher 

excitation efficiency.
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C h a p t e r  3

3.1 Overview of the Thesis

The thesis consists o f three distinct experimental parts, reflecting the three separate stages o f 

the experiment so far.

The first part (ch. 4), describes the development o f the two most central parts o f the EDM- 

experiment: The heater and the vapor cell.

In the second part (chapters 5-13), we present the progress towards a proof o f principle for 

the PbO experiment. To test our experimental approach and determine the current 

statistical sensitivity, we have carried out a precision measurement o f the Lande g-factors o f 

the two Q-doublet levels o f a(l)[3X~]. The results and analysis o f this experiment are 

presented. The results are used to establish a limit on the difference in g-factors o f the two 

doublet-levels, in order to determine their usefulness as an internal ‘co-magnetometer’. In 

addition to the g-factor results, we measure the state-and quantum beat quenching cross- 

section for a(l)[32T], which determine the optimal vapor density and temperature. Finally, 

we present preliminary results on leakage currents and the effect o f application o f an electric 

field across the vapor cell.
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In the third part (chapters 14-19), we report on a spectroscopic investigation o f most o f the 

known excited states o f  PbO. This was undertaken to look for states which couple strongly 

to both the ground state X (' Z ) and the EDM state a(l)[3Z+ ], and could be used to improve 

the excitation and detection efficiency in a future generation o f the EDM experiment. To 

estimate the coupling strength, we measure the lifetime o f the excited states, as well as the

branching ratios for decay via a(l)[3£ + J.
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P A R T I

Development of the heater & the vapor cell
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Chapter 4

4.1 Introduction

The extreme precision and immunity to systematic effects required of EDM experiments, 

combined with the typically highly reactive atoms or molecules used in these, makes it 

extraordinarily challenging to design a viable apparatus. EDM experiments push the limits o f 

technology and materials science, and require that a very large fraction of time and resources 

be dedicated to the development o f appropriate equipment. Although our approach is rather 

different from other previous and current experiments, it has proven no less challenging in this 

regard. A large part of the Ph.D. research has therefore focused on developing a viable oven 

and vapor cell for the future EDM measurement.

This part o f the thesis summarizes our progress towards an apparatus for the lead monoxide 

EDM experiment We review the most important requirements for such an apparatus, 

followed by a detailed discussion o f the most central parts o f the experiment — the vapor cell 

and the heater.

4.2 Requirements for the lead-oxide EDM apparatus

4.2.1 Overview

The projected high statistical sensitivity o f the lead monoxide experiment is based on the 

ability to contain the hot {T  — 1000AT) molecules in a vapor celL In order for the experiment 

to work well, this has to be done in a way that does not limit the coherence time o f the EDM
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state, a(l)[3Z+], used in the measurement; cause excessive magnetic noise; or cause magnetic 

effects that can mimic the signal from an EDM (ch. 2). We must also be able to apply RF- 

pulses and highly homogeneous magnetic and electric fields. The vapor cell and the oven used 

to heat the cell must allow easy optical access, so we can laser-exdte the molecules and detect 

the spontaneous decay fluorescence that ensues. Finally, we must be able to open the cell in 

situ to evacuate it, and allow water vapor and other contaminants to escape. All o f these 

requirements have to be met in the presence o f lead monoxide, a highly oxidizing compound.

4.2.2 Coherence quenching

The statistical sensitivity o f the experiment is proportional to the coherence time o f the 

molecules in the EDM-state, a(l)[32T]. The upper limit on the coherence time, Tcnh , is set by

the natural lifetime o f the a(l)[35T] state, Tcoh < ( r  ~ 80 fjs) (ch. 16). However, collisions with 

the walls or with other molecules — either PbO or contaminants — reduce Tcoh (measurements 

o f collision cross-sections are discussed in chapter 1 1 ).

To ensure that the coherence time is not reduced through collisions with the walls, the cell 

dimensions should be such that the average molecule has a small probability o f reaching the 

walls within 2 natural lifetimes. At our operating temperatures o f T~700 °C the mean 

molecular speed is (v) = 3 • IO4 cm - s '1, so forT =  80 JUS, cell dimensions d > 5  cm should be 

acceptable.
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Similarly, to limit the quenching due to collisions between PbO molecules, the density in the 

cell must be low enough that the quenching rate is no higher than the natural decay-rate, T.

Hence we must require — > n ■ <J • V , where n is the number density, <J the quantum beat
T

quenching cross-section and vis the mean relative velocity (v = 'j2 v molrrulr , where vmolecule is 

the mean speed o f the molecules). For PbO, with T = 8 0 /#  and <7 = 1T 0 14 cm 2 (ch. 11) this 

implies n < 3 • 1013 cm" 3 corresponding to a temperature o f  690 °C.

4.2.3 Limits on magnetic noise

By conducting our experiment in a vapor cell, we can achieve very high counting rates, and 

thereby high shot-noise limited sensitivity. However, in order to benefit fully from this we 

need to ensure that all other sources o f noise are well below the level set by the shot-noise in 

the signal. Currendy the frequency resolution o f our experiment is 5v — 35 Hz in one second 

o f integration ( 1 0 0  laser shots), but we expect that relatively simple improvements will increase 

it by a factor o f x 4 0 0  to Sv < 1 0 0  mHz in one second or Sv  ~ 1 Hz per laser-pulse (ch. 1 1 ). 

In order to avoid problems due to systematic effects, we expect to change either doublet level 

(ch. 2) or electric field direction every laser pulse. This means that any —50 Hz noise 

components will affect the measurement the most. In order not to cause problems such

components must be kept far below -  1 H z-J l  _ q ^ peak to peak1.
2 8 j Mb

1 In this simple estimate, we consider the situation, where we compare data from two subsequent laser 
pulses. With 1 Hz frequency resolution per pulse, the frequency differencecan be determined to -Jl Hz ■
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Magnetic noise can come from a number o f  sources, including Johnson noise in hot 

conducting materials such as electrodes or heaters, eddy currents resulting from changes in the 

magnetic field or from switching off the current through the heaters, or from any instabilities 

in the magnetic shields surrounding the apparatus.

4.2.4 Systematic effects due to leakage cttrrents

In order to conduct an EDM experiment, we must be able to apply an electric field. However, 

when an E-field is present across a vapor cell, small leakage currents invariably flow. If such 

currents are not controlled, they can cause serious problems, since they create magnetic fields 

which reverse with the electric field, and generate a signal that is difficult to distinguish from 

that due to an EDM (ch. 2).

To estimate the largest acceptable leakage current, we assume a worst-case scenario, where the 

current makes a full loop around the cell. O ur cell has dimensions on the order o f 2”. The

field at the center o f such a loop is q  -  2  K  ' r  .  \  - __£___ [=> B -  0 25 G /  A ■ this
10 r 5 5 -2 .5 4

worst-case scenario, a leakage current o f I fJA would generate a field o f 2.5-lO-7 G . With the 

measured g-factors o f g } = 0.93, this corresponds to an observed frequency shift o f

J L f L I y
6v = 2 gj n B B = 1.86-1.40———-2.5-1 O' 7 G = 100 mHz, which leads to an apparent EDM o f

G

2 (d), . = 100mHz------------ 1------------=>(d), . = 1 .4 -1 0 ' 26 e cm- Such a shift would clearly
1 W  2 2.5-10 Hzl(e-cm) ^

be a very large problem, if it was not for the a(l) [ 3 £ + ] D-doublet pair, which can be used as an 

internal co-magnetometer (ch. 2). By alternating between the doublet-states (ch. 2), we can
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suppress the effect o f  leakage currents by a factor o f ~ 7 • 10 5. The part o f the frequency 

shift S v , which is not cancelled in the comparison, is then ~ 50fjHz, corresponding to a 

systematic effect (d),taiagr -  IO' 30 e -cm ■ Based on this analysis, we conclude that leakage 

currents must be kept below I Ltakafie < I /JA , in order to reach the projected sensitivity o f 

d e = 1 • 1 0 " 29 e ■ cm for the first generation experiment.

4.2.5 Homogeneity requirements

A. Magnetic field homogeneity 

With a natural lifetime o f T ~ 100fJs, the natural linewidth o f the a(l) [ 3 L + ]-state is

A v ~ —— ~ 2 kHz ■ To benefit fully from this, inhomogeneities in the magnetic field must be 
2nr

small enough that the induced frequency difference Sv  between the m = ± 1 sublevels is

smaller than the natural linewidth Sv «  Al' =>SB «  — -  i mQ .
Z ' g H B

B. Electric field homogeneity 

By themselves, inhomogeneities in the electric field will not cause any line broadening, since 

the m  = ±1 sublevels used in the EDM measurement remain degenerate irrespective o f the 

orientation and magnitude o f the applied field (see ch. 1 ). lin e  broadening will, however, 

occur if an external magnetic field is also present. Under typical conditions, the quantization

axis is defined locally by the direction, - ^  _ £ (*) , o f  the electric field. This means that the
|£(x)|
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effective magnetic field at the position x  in the cell is given by Befftcmc (5) = f*(x) • ,

where B ff f is the (uniform) applied magnetic field. Hence, we must require 

2kHz ~ 1 mG

8 ( 6 ea) «  co s '1 1 - 2 kHz
2*5 8 upptjrd y

~ cos 1 - I mG
y ^  applied ‘I2 1  mC 180 ‘ (4.1)

applied

Here #£B denotes the angle between the applied electric and magnetic fields and we have 

assumed that the fields are on average parallel (The last step is valid for 0 ^  «  90"). For 

typical applied B-fields o f  ~ 100 mG , this means that 66EB «  8 ".

4.2.6 Opticalproperties and accessibility

It is important that the cell be easily optically accessible, and that it have good optical 

properties. To collect fluorescence, we use light pipes consisting o f optically polished quartz 

rods. The amount o f light collected is roughly proportional to the solid angle subtended by

Athe end o f the lightpipe, /  oc — , where A ^ i s  the area o f the end o f the lightpipe and r  is
r 2

the distance from the center o f the celL In order to maximize collection efficiency, we 

therefore want to be able to use as many and as large diameter lightpipes as possible and to get 

the ends as close as we can to the cell.

Good optical properties o f the cell are important for both the excitation and the detection. 

Scattering o f the very intense laser beam (peak intensity ~10 MW) used to excite the 

molecules, can lead to saturation o f the detectors. Similarly, focusing effects can cause damage
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to the cell or ionization, leading to space charge2 that affects the electric field in the cell. It is 

also very important to be able to preserve the polarization o f the laser-beam and the 

fluorescent light and preferably the cell should therefore not be birefringent (ch. 6 ). Finally, it 

becomes possible to nearly double the intensity and the exdtation-efficiency by retro-teflectdng 

the laser beam if the cell does not scatter or distort it too much (ch. 1 1 ).

4.3 Development of a vapor cell

4.3.1 Requirements

The previous chapter provided an overview of the most important requirements for the EDM 

apparatus. Most o f these requirements strongly affect the design o f the vapor cell:

1. The cell must be large enough that the coherence time is not limited by collisions with

the walls. As discussed above this implies dimensions o f at least 5 cm.

2. The cell must be optically transparent at the wavelengths o f  the laser and the

fluorescence. Furthermore, as far as possible it should be free o f defects, which cause 

scattering, distortion or absorption, and should not be birefringent.

3. We must be able to apply a homogeneous electric field: This requirement makes it 

highly desirable and probably necessary to have internal electrodes in the cell. 

Whenever external electrodes are used, free charges in the cell can cause serious 

problems [38].

4. Leakage currents associated with the applied E-field must be kept below 1 fjA  under 

operating conditions. To estimate what this means in terms o f materials properties, we

2 The effect of space charge can be limited by delaying the stan of data taking with respect to the laser 
pulse, since any PbO ions are accelerated onto the electrodes within ~lOps. In case it becomes necessary, 
we have a preliminary design (by D. Farkas) of a pulse-stretcher, which should be capable of temporally 
extending the laser-pulses by a factor -30.
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consider the case o f a cylindrical cell o f ‘typical’ dimensions with an inner diameter o f 

5 cm , a wall thickness o f 5 m m , a length o f 5 cm  and 100 V across it:

R A. = 100V ;r [(3cm); —(2.5cm )1] 2  ^
H I 10' 6 A-5cm

5. It is desirable to minimize the amount o f  conductive material in the cell, since 

conductors generate magnetic fields due to Johnson noise, are susceptible to eddy- 

currents, and have the potential to seriously distort the electric field.

6 . Any metals used in the construction should have low enough vapor pressure at the 

operating temperatures to prevent formation o f  conducting surface layers on the cell 

walls3.

7. The cell must incorporate a reservoir for the PbO powder, which can be maintained at 

a temperature 10K.-50K. below that o f  the rest o f  the cell, in order to prevent 

condensation o f PbO  inside the cell.

4.3.2 Development

We have encountered three major challenges in trying to develop a vapor cell for our 

experiment. The first has been to find materials, which are compatible with PbO. Lead 

monoxide is heavily oxidizing and reacts strongly with most materials at the temperature o f 

1000K required for our experiment. As we unfortunately rediscovered, it reacts with quartz to 

form lead glass [15], which has a relatively low melting temperature. The second problem has 

been to find a way to make a cell with good optical properties. Probably the only way to do

1 It is hard to estimate the maximum allowable vapor pressure, since the amount deposited depends on 
surface chemistry with associated complicated equilibrium conditions. A completely safe, but in many 
case far too stringent limit (some of the best EDM experiments have after all been done with Hg and Cs in 
vapor cells), may be obtained by requiring that the rate of metal atoms hitting the surface is low enough 
that a single atomic layer will not form on the timescale of the experiment.
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this within the material constraints is to find a way to seal optical quality windows to a separate 

framework or cell body, a task which is not easy given the high temperatures and thermal 

cycling the seal is required to withstand. The third major challenge has been to find materials 

for use as insulating spacers, which have sufficiendy high resistivity under our operating 

conditions.

4.3.3 Materials testing

We have conducted a very large number o f tests to identify materials, which can be used in the 

cell construction. The tests are conducted in a vacuum chamber, which contains an oven4 

capable o f heating samples to 1100 °C. The sample is typically heated to 750°C-850°C in the 

presence o f lead monoxide and left at this temperature for 2-24 hours. As many readily 

observable or measurable properties (e.g. color, transparency, britdeness and conductivity) as 

possible are documented before and after heating. A partial list o f the results o f such tests is 

included below (Table 4-1).

4 The heater is constructed by weaving spirals of 0.S mm diameter Ta wire through a series of alumina 
ceramic tubes. The spirals can be wound on threaded rod made to spin in a lathe (the spirals are easily 
taken off the rod by reversing the direction of rotation and grabbing the turns nearest the chuck). This 
provides a very fast, simple, cheap, and versatile way to make high temperature heater elements (up to 
1200 °C) for use in vacuum.
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Materials compatible with PbO

High Temperature Metals:
Gold 
Iridium 
Platinum

Ceramics:
Alumina ceramic (AI2 O3) 
Beryllium-oxide (BeOJ

High-Temperature Optical Materials: 
Sapphire (single crystal AI2O3)
Y ttrium-Aluminum-Gamet (Y AG)

Materials NOT compatible with PbO

High Temperature Metals:
Copper 
Hafnium 
Molybdenum 
Nickel 
Silver 
Stainless steel 
Tantalum 
Titanium 
Zirconium

Ceramics:
Boron-nitride (BN)

High-Temperature Optical Materials: 
Fused silica/quartz

Table 4-1: Compatibility o f materials with PbO at 700°C.

4.3.4 Thefirst generation cell-body

Based on known properties o f materials and our tests for compatibility with PbO, the only 

viable optical materials for a PbO cell appear to be sapphire and yttrium aluminum garnet 

(YAG). Both sapphire and YAG are unfortunately expensive, notoriously difficult to machine 

and can be hard to get in large sizes. These constraints have forced us to investigate ways to 

make a composite cell, with sapphire used only for the parts that must be transparent.

The natural choice for the second material is alumina-ceramic, which is polycrystalline AUO, 

(sapphire is the single crystal form o f ATOj). Contrary to sapphire, which has to be grown as a 

single crystal, alumina-ceramic is readily available in many sizes, and the main part o f  the 

machining can be done before it is baked (so-called ‘green machining1). Only minor 

adjustments and polishing need to be done after baking.
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We have constructed a first generation cell (Figure 4-1 & Figure 4-2), which consists o f  top 

and bottom pieces made from high-purity (99.8%) alumina ceramic with a sapphire cylinder in 

between. The sapphire cylinder was core-drilled out o f a single crystal and optically polished 

on the inside, outside, and on both end surfaces. It is 50 mm long with an ID of 50mm. The 

bottom piece is a disc with an integral closed-end stem tube, which serves as a reservoir for the 

PbO, and protrudes far enough that it can be kept up to 100°C colder than the cell-body to 

prevent condensation o f PbO inside the cell. The top-piece contains a hole, which can be 

opened and closed in situ, by moving an alumina plunger. All adjoining surfaces are polished 

to optical quality and form ‘flat-on-flat seals’. While the seals are not o f vacuum quality, we 

have found that they sufficiently reduce the flow o f PbO out o f the cell into the vacuum 

chamber for no visible coating o f or damage to other parts o f the experiment to occur. 

Additionally, the depletion o f the lead monoxide reservoir is slow enough that we have run for 

weeks without measurable reduction in the PbO level in the stem. The cell is held together by 

gravity and by the force from the plunger. Brackets made from either quartz or from high 

alumina ceramic are used to prevent the sapphire cylinder from moving sideways.

The cell can be equipped with electrodes, by inserting thin sheets o f gold foil between the 

sapphire cylinder and the top and bottom plates. As long as the gold foils are not scratched or 

c rin k le d , this does not seem to increase the leak rate significandy.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic showing vertical section through the first generation cell. The cell 
consists o f a sapphire tube and a top and bottom plate. All adjoining surfaces are polished to 
optical quality forflat-on-flat seal. Top plate has hole drilled in center to allow evacuation, this 
hole can be sealed with a movable plunger. Bottom piece consists o f an alumina ceramic plate 
with integrated stem, which serves as PbO reservoir.
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Figure 4-2: Photo of /” generation PbO vapor cell. Brackets for holding cylinder in place are 
not shown.

4.3.5 Second generation cell

The first generation cell works well in many respects, but has very poor optical properties due 

to its cylindrical shape. It causes severe scattering and focusing o f the laser beam, and has
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strong and inhomogeneous birefringence, which makes it impossible to control the 

polarization o f the incident light or to monitor the polarization o f the fluorescence. We have 

therefore developed a second-generation cell, which consists o f an alumina-body with sapphire 

windows attached. A photo o f a prototype is shown below in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: Photo of prototype 2nd generation PbO vapor celL Sapphire windows with the C- 
axis normal to the surface have been diffusion bonded to an alumina-ceramic cell-body using 
gold foil. The top and bottom plates and the end surfaces o f the cell cube are polished to 
optical quality forflat-on-flat seals.
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4.3.6 Attaching windows to the cell body

The design o f the second-generation cell has taken a very large amount o f time and effort to 

implement, because it has proven hard to find a way to attach the sapphire windows to the 

alumina body. The problem is to find a technique that provides a sufficiendy good seal, does 

not react with the PbO, and survives frequent thermal cycling. Unfortunately, there is no 

standard way to achieve this goal, and not much guidance to be found in the literature. To 

arrive at a solution, we have had to try a number o f approaches including ceramic glues, 

eutectic frits, brazes, transient liquid phase bonding, and diffusion bonding with platinum and 

gold. Most o f these solutions either did not provide a bond, lead to chemical reactions with 

PbO  or caused cracks in the bonded parts. A partial summary o f our efforts is provided below 

in Table 4-2.
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Bonding Technology Outcome

2
£
3

Aremco ceramic glues 
(Aremco-seal 617, Ceramabond 671)

Mechanically strong, but very poor 
seals. Signs of reaction and 
outgassing.

c« a> _3 Armenian high-and low-temperature 
eutectic frits. Reaction leads to outgassing of CO.

W
Marketech Si-based frit Reacts to form glass with PbO.

ive
 

br
az

e 
al

lo
ys

Wesgo Gold Active Braze Alloy (Au 
with 2% Ti)

Works on small parts, but leads to 
fracture when used on large parts.

Wesgo Cu-ABA Seems to bind fine, but reacts with 
PbO and melts at 800°C.

< Au-Ni braze alloy Reacts very strongly with PbO.
Stack of thin foils Ni-Au-Ni Doesn’t bond to sapphire.

uV
XI

Mo-Ni-Au coating for traditional 
gold-brazing Reacts very strongly with PbO.

O Cu-Pt transient-liquid phase bonding Doesn’t bond.

CD
e
■3
§

Platinum diffusion bonding
Bonds mechanically strong, decent 
seal, but extreme conditions lead to 
shattering of large cell parts.

s
JO’K
S=
5

Gold diffusion bonding

Mechanically strong and acceptable 
seal when bonded in air using gold 
foil. No success with gold wire -  
seal leaks where wire is joined to 
itself.

Table 4-2: Partial list of attempted methods for bonding sapphire to alumina ceramic, with a 
brief description of the outcome.

4.3.7 Sealing via diffitsion bonding

Diffusion bonding is the only method attempted, which seems viable (Table 4-2). In this 

approach, a thin layer (typically 0.05 mm) o f metal (platinum or gold in our case) is placed 

between the parts to be bonded. Pressure is then applied, while the parts are heated to near 

the melting point o f the metaL This leads to a surface-oxide bond at the interface between the 

metal and the alumina, YAG or sapphire. We initially tried bonding with platinum, since it has
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a lower vapor pressure than gold, has a coefficient o f thermal expansion that better matches 

those of alumina and sapphire5, and is known to be chemically very inert. This lead to 

mechanically strong bonds and decent vacuum seals, when used to bond small parts. 

However, the required extreme temperatures (1350°Q and applied pressures (2-5 klb/in2) 

caused shattering, when we tried to bond larger parts. We therefore decided to use gold 

instead. It took many iterations, but eventually — with the help o f an old reference [4] and in 

collaboration with Dr. Steven Bates o f ‘Thoughtventions Unlimited’ — we managed to develop 

a method, which provides durable bonds and adequate seals.

4.3.8 Description of our approach6

T h in  0.003” (75 pm) high purity (99.99%) rolled gold foil is used. The bonding surfaces o f the 

sapphire and alumina parts are polished to optical quality. Gold rings are cut out with a scalpel 

or using wire-electric-discharge-machining (‘wire-EDM’), while great care is taken not to dent 

or scratch the surface. The rings are typically made slighdy larger than the area to be bonded, 

to avoid burrs that interfere with the bonding. Ail parts are first cleaned by heating to 800°C 

in atmospheric air in a ceramic kiln. The parts are then carefully positioned in a stack (Figure 

4-4). All h a n d lin g  is done with clean tweezers and any contact with the bonding surfaces is 

avoided. Two approximately 15 lbs stainless steel weights are placed on top o f the parts. The 

weights are coated with and-oxidizing paint (Sealmet™ from ZYP coatings) to reduce scale 

formation. The stack is then heated in steps to 1050°C, where it is left for an hour (Table 4-3). 

After this the oven is slowly cooled. If  the bond formed in the first attempt is not satisfactory, 

it can often be improved by repeating the procedure. We have found that it is sufficient to use

5 Coefficients are 9-tO-*K'1 (Pt), M-IO^AT*1 (Au), S-IO-4* ' 1 (A1203), S.S-lO^Ar' (Sapphire) [66].
6 Sarah Bickman and Dr. Bates were responsible for the most recent parts of the effort.
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considerably less pressure than was reported in [4], and that it is not necessary to flatten the 

gold foil in a press as reported there. The method only works well for a very narrow 

temperature range and for uniform temperature distributions, and it is critical that it be done in 

air rather than under vacuum. For strong mechanical bonds and acceptable seals it is 

important that the bonded surfaces be flat and polished to optical quality. Cleaning via pre

heating also seems to be crucial. Finally, ultrasonic stirring should be stricdy avoided after 

bonding, since it severely weakens or destroys the bonds (this, we believe, was what lead to 

failure in our initial attempts).

If  positioning is important the cell parts can be held in place with appropriately shaped pieces 

o f  quartz, since the quartz and gold do not bind. This property o f  quartz is also useful for 

attaching gold electrodes to the top and bottom plates o f the cell. The gold foil can thus be 

placed on the top or bottom plate with a quartz plate, and weight on top and heated.
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Figure 4-4: Schematic ofset-up fo r  diffusion bonding with goldfoil.
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Procedure for bonding of alumina and sapphire using gold-foil

Fo
il

Cutting of goldfoil:
■ Cut gold foil with scalpel or by wire-EDM horn 99.9% gold foil 

0.003” (75|lm) thick. Care must be taken to avoid burrs on any 
bonding surfaces and to prevent scratching or denting o f the foil.

C
le

an
in

g

Preparation:
■ Parts to be bonded and gold foil are placed in ceramic Kiln 

Heating:
• Kiln is heated at a rate o f 420°C/hour to 500°C and left at this 

temperature for 1 0  minutes
■ Heating continues at 420°C/hour to 800°C
• Kiln is turned o ff and cools overnight

B
on

di
ng

Preparation:
■ Parts are positioned in a stack. Two stainless steel weights (151bs 

each) coated with Sealmet™ (ZYP Coatings Co.) antioxidizing paint 
are placed on top o f  stack. All handling is done by the edges with 
tweezers cleaned in acetone.

Heating:
■ Heat at 420°C/hour to 150°C. Hold this temperature for 10 

minutes.
■ Heat at 420°C/hour to 250°C. Hold this temperature for 15 

minutes.
■ Heat at 420°C/hour to 1050°C. Hold this temperature for 1 hour
• Ramp kiln down at 420°C/hour to 500°C then turn o ff and leave it 

to cool.

Table 4-3: Summary of our current procedure for bonding sapphire and alumina parts with 
gold foil.

4.3.9 Electrical insulation

The resisitivity o f  alumina and sapphire is probably not suffidendy high to keep leakage 

currents below the required m inim um '. W e have therefore been searching for materials, with 

higher resitivity at our operating temperatures, which can be used as insulating spacers. Based

7 Data in the literature is very inconsistent due to the difficulty of measuring high resistances at elevated 
temperatures [9,66].
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on available data [9], two materials seemed promising: Boron-nitride (BN) and Beryllium- 

Oxide (BeO), with MgO a possible third candidate. BN was found to react strongly with PbO, 

whereas BeO does not show any signs o f reaction. We have conducted resistivity tests o f BeO 

at 700°C, both with and without the presence of PbO. The test done in the absence o f PbO 

indicates a resistivity o f p  > 1013 - 10,4£2 • cm . However, with BeO spacers inserted in our first- 

generation cell, we have been unable to obtain consistent results so far. In the worst cases we 

have observed leakage-currents around the maximum limit o f IpA with 50V/cm across the 

cell We have, however, observed patterns o f deposition on the surface o f the spacers, which 

have lead us to believe that the lower resistivity is due mainly to contamination by ceramic 

cements used in the construction o f the oven. These cements contain alkali silicates, which are 

good conductors at elevated temperatures. We are currendy testing this hypothesis. If it 

proves true, the problems should disappear once we begin using our second generation oven, 

which does not contain such cements.

4.3. 10 generation ED M  cell

We are in the process o f assembling a 3"* generation — EDM  quality -  cell (see Figures 4-5 

and Figure 4-6). The new cell is based on our 2nd generation cell, but has been enlarged in 

the horizontal plane to improve the aspect ratio, and to increase the volume in order to 

reduce the rate o f wall quenching o f the EDM state. It is also equipped with reentrant 

electrodes and a separate guard ring with independendy controlled voltage for better field 

homogeneity. All molecules that can be detected will view the bare gold electrodes over 

most o f their solid angle, reducing stray E-fields due to surface charges on the insulating 

parts o f the cell.
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Guard ring

Re-entrant 
electrode

Flat sapphire 
window with 
C-axis normal to 
window-plane

Cell-body

Figure 4-5: 3rd generation EDM cell design (corner section). Not shown are BeO insulating 
spacers that separate each o f the three main pieces.
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Figure 4-6: Photo of 3rd generation cell body. The cell body has been expanded horizontally 
compared with the 2* generation cell for better E-field homogeneity and to reduce wall- 
quenching. The wall-thickness is increased for robustness.

4.4 Construction of the oven

To reach the desired density o f n =  3 TO13 cm-3, the apparatus must incorporate heating 

elements capable o f heating the cell to 690 °C. The requirements regarding magnedc effects, 

optical access, and absence o f chemical reaction and outgassing, make construction o f such a 

heater a very difficult task.
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The heater must contain large openings for lightpipes. This makes it hard to achieve uniform 

heating and avoid cold spots, where the lead monoxide will condense. At our temperatures, 

any non-uniformity in temperature can also induce severe stresses in the heater and the cell 

that can lead to shattering.

Our experiment is highly sensitive to magnetic fields. Since the only feasible heating schemes 

involve resistive heating this is a particular problem. It is clear that the heater must be turned 

off completely during data taking. O ur laser system operates at 100 Hz, which means that the 

heaters must also be turned on and off 100 times a second. Furthermore, to achieve any 

significant duty-cycle, the turn-off must occur within 1ms o f the laser pulse. Since much 

power (1000 W  — 1500 W ) is required, the currents are substantial (~3-5 A). The inductance 

o f the heaters must therefore be kept very low both to allow for rapid tum-offs and turn-ons, 

and to avoid large eddy-currents being induced in the vacuum can or in any other part o f the 

set-up. Low inductance is also helpful in reducing effects o f any current noise or leakage 

occurring after the heater has been turned off.

To meet our requirements, the heater must robust, be resistant to thermal shocks, have a 

properly shaped, controlled path for the current to flow through and be designed such that it is 

possible to avoid cold spots near the holes where the lightpipes enter.

N o satisfactory commercially heater technology — to our knowledge -  meets all o f these 

requirements. The only possible commercial solution is custom-made Boralectric™ (Advanced 

Ceramics Corp.) heaters, consisting o f pyrolytic graphite heating elements embedded in
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pyrolytic boron-nitride; this approach is, however, prohibitively expensive. To solve the 

problem, we have tried a large number o f approaches. Based on availability and materials tests, 

we quickly setded on thin tantalum foils for the heater elements*. Zirconium and platinum 

were also considered, but both are destroyed through chemical reaction under our conditions. 

F in d in g  a material for backing plates and a way to accurately mount and hold the foils, 

however, proved much more difficult. We initially attempted to use ceramics with the heater- 

foils cemented on with ceramic glues (Aremco Ceramabond™ 569, 671). The machinable 

ceramic Macor™, was chosen, since it is less prone to thermal shocking than high-alumina, and 

since it allowed us to fabricate the heater ourselves. We managed to make two heaters in this 

way (the first was destroyed by an acute vacuum leak), but encountered several serious 

problems. The Ta-foils tended to fail where they were in contact with the cements, and at 

temperatures above 650°C the Macor™ outgassed and coated the entire inside o f our 

chamber. Furthermore, the Macor™ developed cracks due to thermal stresses.

4.4.1 Thefirst generation quarts  ̂heater

We were therefore forced to look for more robust and more chemically stable materials, and a 

different means than ceramic glues for holding the foils. This led us to consider fused silica 

(quartz), which — due to its low coefficient o f thermal expansion (6 - 1 0 "7^f ■') -  ^  

extraordinarily resistant to thermal shocking, and at the same time extremely chemically inert.

8 The concentration of lead monoxide outside of the cell is small enough that reactions between the 
tantalum foils and the PbO do not cause any problems
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To hold the foils, we developed a method for machining patterns o f  grooves into the surface 

o f the quartz-plates and cylinders9. This took enormous effort and three full months o f 

machining, since we did not have any specialized equipment available. A picture o f the heater 

is shown below (Figure 4-9).

The heater consists o f a cube, with the sides, top- and bottom made from stacks of three 

quartz plates. The plate in the middle o f the stack has grooves cut into both sides and holds 

two heater-foils (Figure 4-8) with opposing directions o f  current flow. The outer plates are 

c la m p s  that hold the foils in place (Figure 4-7). Quartz cylinders are glued on with ceramic 

cement (Aremco Ceramabond™ 569), where there are holes in the sides for the light-pipes. 

These serve as window heaters, and are used to counteract the tendency for a cold spot to 

develop. The cylinders have grooves machined on the outside surface, which allow insertion 

o f a single layer o f  heater foil The window-heater foils are held in place by clamps made from 

the two halves o f a (split) cylinder with the same inner-diameter as the outer diameter o f the 

window heater. A sm all cylindrical heater is attached to the center o f the bottom piece, to 

allow independent control o f the stem temperature.

The heater is wired via glued-on sticks on the side-heater plates and window-heaters where the 

end of the foil comes out. The entire heater assembly is held together with brackets and 

alumina ceramic nuts and bolts (Ceramco Inc.).

9 A brief description of our quartz machining technique is provided in Appendix A.
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Alumnma-ceramc nuts and bolts

1/4’  thick quartz plate 
with grooves

Machined grooves

1/ffThiek quartz 
clamp-plates

with Ta heater-foils

Figure 4-7: Clamping scheme for quartz heater. Grooves are machined on both sides to 
match the shape o f the heater foils; these are made as deep as possible to avoid pockets of 
trapped air and to allow foil to expand when heated. The foil is held in place by two quartz- 
plates. The stack is clamped with alumina-ceramic nuts and bolts.

(

) G

(

G

)

Figure 4-8: Outline o f top/bottom (right) and side (left) Ta heater foils. The traces are 0.10" 
wide and separated by 0.05”. The foils are cut in zigzag pattern and mounted in pairs o f two 
with currents running in opposite directions to minimize magnetic fields.
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Quartz sticks with 
ceramic screws 
for electrical 
connections

Oven is held 
together by 
ceramic nuts 
and bolts

Heater foil on both 
sides & zigzag 
pattern for min. B- 
field

Heater foil is held in 
machined grooves by 
two clamp-plates 
(Figure 4-8)

Alumina ceramic 
supports hold 
oven & cell

Figure 4-9: First generation quartz-heater oven. Not present in photo are window-heater and 
stem-heater tubes.
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4.4.2 The second generation quart£ heater

Based on our experience with the first generation quartz heater, we have designed and 

fabricated a new and improved version. The first heater works very well in most respects and 

is still in service. The use o f ceramic glues has however proven to be a serious weakness, 

because they do not maintain sufficient strength over time, tend to react with the Ta heater 

foils, and outgas and coat critical parts o f the cell (ch. 12). In the new heater, the window and 

stem heaters are fused to the heater box rather than glued, and the sticks for making external 

connections are now integral to the plates or are fused on. The 2nd generation heater is made 

from opaque quartz (OP1), rather than regular transparent fused silica. The opaqueness is 

expected to make the temperature o f the heater elements appear more uniform to the 

detectors. The Ta foils are much hotter than the rest o f the oven and therefore emit more 

light within the bandpass of our interference-filters. It is therefore not desirable to have the 

foils direcdy visible, as is currendy the case. Pictures o f parts o f the new heater are shown 

below (Figure 4-10, 4-11, & 4-12). In addition to replacing the heater, we also intend to 

replace our current heatshields, which are made from tantalum and zirconium with more 

modular shields made from O Pl. This is done to limit the amount o f metal and avoid 

chemical reaction.
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Figure 4-10: Clamping-plate for side-heater, with a fused-on window-heater tube (right). To 
the left is one of two window-heater clamps used to hold the Ta-foil in place on the window- 
heater tube.
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Figure 4-11: Picture of bottom/top clamping plate with attached stem/plunger-heater tube with 
machined grooves for holding the Ta heaterfoils.
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Figure 4-12: Picture o f side-heater plate with machined grooves for holding Ta heater-foil.
The stick near the top of the picture is used to make external connections.

4.5 Development of a scheme for switching the heaters off during data-taking

Because o f the sensitivity o f  our experiment to magnetic fields, it is essential for the heaters to 

be off during data-taking. Given the large heater currents (3 —5A) and the required short 

time-scale (<  1 ms) for the turn-off, this is not trivial to accomplish. Our first attempt 

involved using linear power supplies in combination with a MosFET based switching circuit. 

The switches have extremely low leakage: With 100V across the switch: /  -< 10/iA within
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lm s, and l Leakage ~10pA when turned permanendy off. The square shape of the current

pulses, however, causes very serious problems with persistent eddy currents in the vacuum 

can. This has forced us to search for a solution that allows us to tailor the current pulses. We 

have recendy begun heating with low-noise audio amplifiers (Hafler P3000 & P4000). The 

input to the amplifier is generated with an arbitrary waveform generator (Agilent 33120A). 

Each pulse is o f the form:

sin(;r/ 0.9m s ? ) • sin(2 • /r • 1 QQkHz- t'),Q < t<  0.45ms
sin(2-it-IQCkHz-t'),QA5ms< t'< 8.55ms (4.2)

sin(/r/0.9m s-(9ms—t' ))• sin(2 K -\0QkHz-1’) ,8.55ms< t'< 9ms

The pulse shape was chosen based on simuladons o f the inductive coupling to vacuum 

chamber (these were done in Mathematica™ by Y. Jiang). It is made up o f a high-frequency 

component ( /  ~ 20-100kHz), within an envelope. The envelope is chosen such that it and its 

first derivative are continuous everywhere in order to ensure smooth tum-on and turn-off and 

avoid low-frequency components. The high-frequency part o f the heater current limits the 

skin depth, leading to a high resistive dissipation rate for any induced eddy currents.
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Figure 4-13: Heater pulse. The pulse contains a fast frequency component within an envelope, 
which ensure smooth turn-on and tum-off. The duty-cycle is 90% (9ms on and I ms off) and the 
time from tum-on (off) to maximum (zero) current is 500 ps.

4.6 Conclusion and remaining work

After much effort, we have fabricated a heater and vapor cell, which we believe will meet the 

requirements for the I5' generation EDM experiment. More data is, however, needed to fully 

confirm this. In particular, although simulations o f  the E-field (by Y. Jiang) indicate that the 

cell design should meet our requirements for homogeneity, this remains to be verified 

experimentally. Similarly, simuladons have shown that the use o f our carefully designed heater
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pulses and low-noise stereo amplifiers should keep eddy currents at an acceptable level — 

although initial observations are promising, this also remains to be fully verified 

experimentally. Finally, we need to perform more measurements or the resistivity o f  Beryllium 

Oxide in the presence o f PbO, to make sure that we will indeed be able to control leakage 

currents at the required level.
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PART II

Toward a proof of principle for the PbO EDM experiment:

Precision measurement of the g-factors of the a(1 X3!* ] state using quantum beat 
spectroscopy, and preliminary results relating to the application of an electric field
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C h a p t e r  5

5.1 Introduction

The fundamental idea behind the lead monoxide EDM search is to look for minute changes 

(S v u <250 fiHz) in the precession frequency o f the PbO molecules (vPreceuiim) as the

relative orientation of an applied electric field, E , changes with respect to an applied magnetic 

field B  or as the internal electric field changes orientation with respect to the spin (ch. 1).

To carry out the EDM measurement, it is therefore crucial to have a precise and accurate way 

to extract v n . The method of quantum beat spectroscopy lends itself well to this

purpose, since it provides a way to directly measure the precession frequency, in a manner that 

is almost entirely free o f  Doppler effects' and independent o f pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in 

laser power.

To demonstrate the potential o f quantum-beat spectroscopy in the context of our experiment, 

we have measured the Lande g-factors, g + and g _ , o f the a(l)[32 T] Q-doublets for J= l .  

Accurate knowledge o f the values o f these g-factors is very important: The g-factors enter into 

semi-empirical estimates o f the EDM-enhancement [39], and the difference Sg = |g., - g_|

determines the level at which we can reject systematic magnetic effects by comparing the beat- 

frequendes o f  the two Q-doublet states (ch. 2 ).

1 If the laser is not centered on the resonance, motional magnetic fields can shift the m=±l sublevels 
slightly with respect to each other (ch. 2).
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In addition to yielding g-factors, the measurements allow us to study noise properties o f the 

signal, and to derive cross-sections for quenching o f the quantum-beats and the EDM state 

through collisions. Based on these numbers, we can determine the optimal operating 

conditions and estimate the statistical sensitivity o f the first generation EDM  experiment.

5.2 Overview of Part II

To provide a background for the experimental results and their analysis, chapter 6  gives an 

overview o f the theory o f quantum beat spectroscopy as it applies to the a(l)[32 T] level o f 

PbO.

The g-factor measurements are discussed in chapters 7-10. After an overview of the 

experimental apparatus, we present and analyze the results. This includes a discussion of 

magnedc field calibration and systematic errors.

In chapter 11, we compare the observed signal sizes and noise levels with expectations, and 

derive quenching cross-sections for the EDM state and for the quantum beats. These results 

are used to estimate the statistical sensitivity o f the first generation EDM experiment.

Finally, in chapter 12 we present preliminary results related to the application o f  an electric 

field across the cell.
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C h a p t e r  6

6.1 Theory: Quantum-beat spectroscopy

6.1.1 Classical model of quantum beats

The basic idea behind quantum beat spectroscopy can be easily understood through a classical 

toy model (Figure 6-1), o f an atom in a magnetic field [1].

The toy atom consists o f an electron attached to the nucleus with a spring o f spring-constant

J F
k , giving the system a natural frequency o f oscillation 0)Q =  J — . To model spontaneous

V m

decay, we assume that osdlladons cause the atom to radiate, leading to a viscous force, 

I7Decov = - Fr , proportional to the velocity o f the electron.

If furthermore, the atom is in a region o f uniform magnetic field, B . , along the z-axis, the

electron experiences a Lorenz force F = — r x  B , and the full equation o f motion of the
c

electron is:

,2 . F tfr  + r r  + a>or= — = — r x B  (6.1)
m me
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In Cartesian coordinates this becomes:

■> -  eB .
x  +  Y x  +  Q)q X =  y  

me

f  (6 -2 )
n

z + r i  + colz = Q

n  t 1  C O  ,
y  +  T y  +  a) 0 y  =  x

me

The equadons for x  and y  may be uncoupled by writing them in terms of the spherical tensors 

_ _ ? ( x ± i y ) .
± _  V2 '

K +  T r  +  coir  =  ^ - ^ - r*0 '  + me
r,. ■> ieB .r  +  I>_ +COqT_ =  r  (6.3)

me
r. +  Tr. + coir. = 0

The solutions to the equations for r can now be obtained:

r± (0  = r± (0) exp(-/(0 o ± colMrmor )t -  Tt / 2 ), and (6.4)

rz(r) = r. (0) exp(-/£U0r -  H  / 2 ), (6.5)

where <y -  f iff, is the Larmor frequency.Larmor a2 me

To make it easier to visualize the solution, we convert it back into Cartesian coordinates: 

r ( 0  = [z(0 )z+ V ^ ( 0 ) + y2 (0 ) ( x  c o s ^ ^ -  t+(p)+y s i n ^ ^ -  t+(p)\-exp -  fir / 2 ) (6 .6 )
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The solution (6 .6 ) contains two components: A rapid oscillation at the resonant frequency 

CO0 , as well as a rotation in the (x , y )  -plane at the Larmor frequency (Figure 6-1).

1
2

I S

A

\

^ 7

k  ■ ai s
^ f \

1 / * ^ 'S 1

Figure 6-1: Time sequence showing the trajectory o f  the electron in our toy atom projected 
onto the (x,y)-plane. The natural oscillation frequency is chosen to be only = tul • 10.
to make it easier to visualize the form of the solution. In a model of an actual beat-experiment 
a)0 would be an optical frequency, while m L is in the kHz or MHz range.

Now imagine that we illuminate the toy atom with a short pulse o f resonant, horizontally 

polarized light o f  angular frequency CO0 . This causes the electron cloud to oscillate radially

along the polarization-direction o f the incident light. Due to the oscillations the atoms begin 

emitting radiation in a dipolar pattern. The intensity o f the radiation is peaked at right angles 

to the radial oscillation o f  the electrons [34]. As the magnetic field causes the electron to 

precess at the Larmor frequency, the direction o f maximum fluorescence intensity changes
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with time. If we observe the fluorescence from a fixed position, we will thus see the 

fluorescence vary at twice the precession frequency o f the atoms or molecules (Figure 6-2).

1) Excitation

Figure 6-2: Classical model of quantum beats
1) A horizontally polarized laser beam induces oscillations in the electron cloud surrounding 
the molecule and the molecule begins to emit radiation in a dipolar pattern. Due to the 
directionality o f the emission, no fluorescence reaches the detector located at 90° to the 
incoming iaser-beam.
2) In the presence of an external magnetic field the Lorentz force causes the molecule to 
precess. As the molecule precesses the direction of maximum intensity o f the fluorescence 
changes.
3)At times t _ = (2n +1)—, n = 0,1,2...- he. twice every rotation the intensity of

2 - a ) ^ ,  4 ’
the fluorescence seen by the detector is a maximum.
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6.2 Quantum mechanical description of quantum beats: A simple example

m =  + 1

Figure 6-3: Level scheme for simple atom with two states of angular momentum (J=0 & J - l)  
in the presence of a magnetic field B? with excitation and decay paths. The m-sublevels are 
displaced with respect to each other due to a magnetic field along the z-direction.

In quantum mechanics, beats in the intensity or the polarization of fluorescence may be 

understood as a consequence o f interference o f atomic states. To clearly see how this 

happens, we first discuss the simplest possible case o f an atom with two levels, a ground state 

|0 ) , with J  — 0 , and an exited state | l ) , with /  =  1 (Figure 6-3) in a magnetic field B. along

the z-axis.
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Cell
Laser beam

Figure 6-4: Excitation and detection geometry for our calculation of the quantum beat signal 
from a two level system with j= and j=l. The horizontally polarized laser is incident on the 
sample along the y-direction and detection is done along the x-direction. A vertical magnetic 
field along the z-direction induces a Zeeman splitting between the m-sublevels o f the excited 
state and causes precession.

The atom is excited by a short (with respect to The I .armor period) pulse o f x  -polarized light, 

with a spectral width that is much larger than the Zeeman splitting o f the excited state. It 

subsequendy decays back to its ground state, with a lifetime T . A detector records the 

fluorescence along x , at 90° to the incident laser-beam (Figure 6-4), and we wish to predict the 

intensity, S  , it sees as a function o f time. To do this, we view the experiment as consisting of 

three separate steps:

1. Excitation from the ground state to the excited state.

2. Evolution o f the excited state in the presence o f the magnetic Held.

3. Decay back to the ground state with accompanying emission o f fluorescence.
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6.2.1 Excitation (t=0)

At times t < 0 , the atoms are in the ground state |o) • When the laser pulse arrives, they are 

excited to the m-sublevels o f the state 1l). Since the laser is polarized along the x-direction, the

r  — r  _  .t i  iy
polarization vector is e =  x ,  or e =  * in terms o f the spherical tensors r± =H— -j~ .

The Hamiltonian is H  — —e E ^ ,  r ° ^ £ r ,  thus the excitation creates a coherent 

superposition of the excited-state sublevels:

i,r = ° )=  £ ( 0 | * . r | l f«Xl.«l
m=-‘ (6.7)

Where we have used the Wigner-Eckart theorem to separate out the m-dependence.

Here (l||f||0) is the reduced matrix element and | 1 1 ® | is a Wigner 3-J symbol.
m 9  Oj

6.2.2 State-Evo/ution

Because o f the magnetic field B. along Z, the m = ±1-sublevels o f the excited state |l)  are 

Zeeman-shifted in energy by an amount ±  g - fIB ■ B = ±h ■ (0Zreman, where g is the g-factor o f 

the state, and / / s is the Bohr-magneton. At times t > 0 the excited state is therefore

| l ,r)ec [exp(/tyẑ manr ) - | l , - l ) - e x p ( - i t y &<munr ) - |l , l ) ] - e x p ( -^ - )  (6 .8 )

Here the factor exp(—t / 2t ) accounts for the finite lifetime o f the state.
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To understand the nature o f the | l , / )  state, we write out the electron wavefunction, y /(r ,t) , 

in spherical coordinates:

y /(r ,t)«  fcxp(ia)z«mJ )  ■ Y , -Qxp(-iQ)ZeemiJ )  • Y, +l }-exp(-^-) • R(r)
2 r (6.9)

qc {exp {i-{(oZeemaJ  -  0)) + exp(-/ • (o)ZeemJ  -$> ))}sin (0)exp(-^-) • R(r)

=> |( / ( r , / ) | 2 cc cos2 t -  0) - sin 2 (0) • exp(--^-) • R 2(r)

The a n g u l a r  part o f the probability density is plotted below in Figure 6-5. It displays the same 

kind o f precession o f the electron around the axis o f the magnetic field, as we predicted using 

the classical model above, which is perhaps rather surprising given the difference between the 

two approaches.

Time

Figure 6-5: Time-sequence showing the evolution o f the angular distribution o f the electrons in 
the excited state (f . t ) | 2 os a Junction of time. The electron cloud rotates in the (x, y)-plane
with frequency «yiemun .

6.2.3 Decay
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The detector only records light emitted along the x -direction, corresponding to polarizations 

along y or Z (since V • E  = 0). However, since the 11,0 ) state is not populated, no Am  =  0

transitions occur and no z-polarized light is emitted. We can therefore focus on the case

( r +r \ where s = y = j ~ •
I V2

We now wish to find the time dependent intensity o f the fluorescence seen by the detector

/(O' E ( ° l e * r | l , f ) . The matrix element is similar to the one we calculated above for the

excitation:

X ( 0 | e * r | l , r ) o c
' oi  r

4 m j
exp(-i • m • ty&WBan • t) ■ ex p (-— )

2T

sin((O j ,^  -f)exp(—— )

(6.10)

And therefore

/ (0 < : sin2 ■ t) • exp(-—) =
x

( . I ,
2 x

(6.11)

This solution is plotted below in Figure 6 -6 . The fluorescence seen by the detector at 90° to 

the incident laser beam is modulated at twice the Zeeman frequency, ea  .
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I

Figure 6-6: Quantum beat intensity versus time for our simple example of an atom with two 
states with j=0 and j=I respectively. The signal consists o f beat-oscillations at twice the 
Zeeman frequency on top of an exponential decay due to spontaneous emission.

6.3 General quantum mechanical formalism for Zeeman beats

In the section above, we considered the simplest possible example, where there was only one 

ground state, and where we could only detect one specific polarization state ( s  = y ) .  In 

general this is o f course not the case, and the question is how to properly deal with more 

complicated systems. It is straightforward to extend the simple example above, to the case o f 

states o f arbitrary angular momentum J  , and to more general excitation and detection 

geometries.
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6.3.1 Degenerate ground states

In most experiments, and certainly in ours, it is reasonable to assume that the sample contains 

no coherences between the various sublevels o f  the ground state. If a coherence was 

somehow brought about, it would quickly be destroyed through collisions (we derive state-and 

beat-quenching cross-sections for the a(l)[3Z~] state in chapter 11). Furthermore, our 

experimental method never induces any coherences in the ground state, since, upon excitation, 

the molecules in the sample return to the ground state by the random process of spontaneous 

emission.

Since there is no coherence between different levels o f the ground state, interference can only 

occur between paths originating from the same state. We therefore account for the possibility 

o f excitation from different levels o f the ground state by summing ‘incoherently’2 over such 

levels.

6.3.2 Multiple final states

In the previous example, there was only one possible final atomic state, and-because o f the 

polarization o f the laser light and the detection geometry-only one final polarization state as 

welL This is an exception, and in most experiments there are several final states detected3.

In general, consider a measurement, M  , which is unable to distinguish between a certain set 

o f orthogonal eigenstates {oi}=ol,oI, ,on o f an observable 0  (This could be the

2 By incoherently we mean summing probability amplitudes rather than wave-fimction amplitudes.
3 Even in our simple example, there would be more that one final state if we take the finite spatial extent of 
the detector into account.
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polarization states e  = eJ,e. )- The space spanned by these states is then degenerate with

respect to M  , and according to the postulates o f quantum mechanics [1 2 ], the action o f the 

measurement on a degenerate subspace is to project the state-vector o f  the state being 

measured, | ^ ) ,  onto it. We may thus write Af =M’®P[0), where p{0( is the projector onto the

degenerate subspace, and M ' represents the action of M  on the rest o f the space. The 

expectation value o f M  is then:

( ^ | ^ k > = Z < ^ | ^ i ^ ) ' | ( ° ^ ) | 2 (6.12)
I

This shows that we can deal with final-states, which are degenerate with respect to the 

measurement, by summing incoherently over them.

6.3.3 Coordinatesfor general excitation and detection geometries

In defining the direction and polarization o f the incident light and the fluorescence, we follow 

the conventions o f Comey [14] (Figure 6-7).
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Excitation

Fluorescent
Light

x

Figure 6-7: Geometry for description ofquantum-beat experiment.

In terms o f the coordinates (0,0,a) defined in figure 6-7, the polarization vectors have 

components in the basis set o f spherical tensors given by

(cosj?)• cosfcr) ±/sin{ar)}-exp(b0 ) ; ^  =e-z=-sin0)cos{ar) (6-13)- x ± iy  _ I

If  we also write the dipole-operator in terms o f spherical tensors, we get [14]: 

e r  =  + e_r+ }+ e 0r0. (6.14)

6.3.4 Application of results to general quantum beat experiment

We now apply the above results and definitions to a quantum-beat experiment, where we 

excite an ensemble o f atoms or molecules from a set o f initial states | j. ,m;) , to a set o f excited
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states | _/,, m,),  and detect decay to the final states j j f , m f }- If the incident polarization is E 

and we detect light with polarizadon f ',  then the observed intensity is given by:

Y J \ j f ' m f  \£ '* 'H \ e • H (6.15)

The matrix-elements may be separated into dynamical and geometrical parts using 3-J symbols:

[<p=-i \ ~ m '  - q  m i ) \

We allow for situations where the ground state-levels are not equally populated, by inserting a 

factor4 P{mi) ,  which gives the fraction of the ensemble in which the electron is initially in the 

state | /,»!, ). Note that this does not imply any coherence between m-sublevels o f the ground- 

state, since the factors P(mi) are classical probabilities.

If no polarizer is used, we will have to include a sum over two orthogonal polarization states, 

e.g. £ '=  Z,y for light propagating along X. Likewise, to account for the finite spatial extent o f 

the detector, we must integrate the above formula over the appropriate range o f angles. This 

leads to straightforward modification o f (6.15); however, for simplicity we will not include 

such summadons expliddy.

4 We include this factor for generality and to make the connection with the density matrix formalism more 
obvious. In the calculations below, we assume that the ground-state levels are equally populated.
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Examples o f  the use o f formula (6.15) are shown below in figures 6 - 8  and 6-9. We have 

calculated the expected beat-signal for the case where j t = j e = j f  =  1 (so-called Q 1 line, ch. 

7), and where the population in the ground state is uniformly distributed across the m- 

sublevels. The laser beam is incident along the x-axis ( d  =  90‘ ,</> =  0°) and detection is done 

along the y-axis ( 0 '=  9 0 ° ,0 '=  90*). In the first case, the laser light is polarized along the y- 

axis ( a  = 90°) and we detect only light polarized along the x-axis5 ( « ' = 90°). In the second 

case, the light is polarized at 45 degrees to the y- and x-axis respectively6 (Of =  oC— 45°).

Figure 6-8: Beat-signal for j t = jr = j f = I, with excitation angles g =  9 0  \  0  =  0 ‘ and er = 9 0 ’ 

and detection angles Q = 90*, <p = 90‘ and a = 90’- The intensity is given by 
/  oc (I  - y c o s ( 2 a * ) ) - e x p (  - t i t ) '

5 This is the configuration used in our Zeeman beat measurements.
6  The second example is relevant to Stark beat measurements, which we have been working on lately (these 
are not discussed in this thesis).
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Figure 6-9: Beat-signal for j t = j t = j  = 1 , with excitation angles 6 = 90',<p = Q' and a  = 45" 

and detection angles 6 = 90*, <p = 90* and a  = 45 ' • The intensity is given by 

I oc (l -  -L cos(2or) -  -pj sin(ar» • exp(-f / x) ■ Due to the polarization component along the z-axis,

there are now (compare with fig. 6-8) coherences both between the sublevels m = 1 and 
m = — I (2(0 beat frequency), and between each of the levels m = ± 1 and m = 0(beat 

frequency CO).

6.3.5 Density matrix formulation

Most, if not all, texts on quantum beats use the density-matrix formalism rather than the more 

familiar standard quantum mechanical formuladon. It is therefore worthwhile to recast the 

above equation in a way that makes the connection between the two approaches obvious:
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m.
Z (  i f ’ m t V * '  H i * ’ m e \£ -H ^ 2 t)

m,,mt 
mr ,m \

= G , . ^  •"»
m, .m, 
m„ ,m'

—  X "  O  . /T  . ( 7  _(i(<n’, - ' » , ) <u2rn—. '
/   ̂H m tm, m,m'e m'eme

-  tfr)

m, .m, 
mf ./iTr

(6.17)

Where we have defined the excitation (F  ) and detection matrices ( G ):

P m',m , =  ( J e ’ <  M  J f  > " » /  ) ( / /  .  " * /  | C *  ^  A  • « ,  } (6.18)

(6.19)

If no coherences exist between the initial and excited states across the sample, the density 

matrix may be separated into parts corresponding to each o f these two sets o f states [14]. We 

assume that this is the case and let p m m represent the diagonal elements o f the part o f the

density matrix, which corresponds to the initial state.
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C h a p t e r  7

7.1 Apparatus 8c procedure

In the following sections we provide an overview o f the g-factor set-up. The cell and heater 

are already described in Part I (ch. 4), but we briefly review their main features here; then we 

discuss the remaining parts o f the apparatus. Most o f the set-up is very sim ila r to that which 

will be used in the first generation EDM experiment. However, some of the equipment for 

that experiment was not yet ready, and we therefore had to use different magnetic coils, as well 

as a different approach to heating.
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7. /. 1 Overview o f  the experiment

Larmor

Lightpipe
Vacuum
Chamber

Heater

Filter stack

Figure 7-1: Overview o f the experiment. The PbO molecules are excited with short pulses of 
horizontally polarized light from a YAG-pumped dye-laser, and allowed to precess in a 
magnetic field along the vertical direction. The fluorescence from the molecules is collected via 
a light pipe situated at right angles to the incident laser-beam in the horizontal plane. The 
intensity o f the fluorescence is measured with a photo multiplier tube and recorded as a Junction 
of time.
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7.1.2 The Cell

Plunger

Sapphire
cylinder

Top plate

Bottom plate with 
stem

Lead oxide

Figure 7-2: Vertical section through the center o f the vapor cell. The cell is made o f a top- 
plate. an optically polished sapphire cylinder, and a monolithic bottom-plate with a stem 
attached. It may be sealed off in situ with a plunger.

We use our first generation cell (ch. 4). The cell consists o f alumina-ceramic (99.8% alumina) 

top and bottom plates with a sapphire cylinder in-between. The sapphire cylinder is made from 

a core drilled sapphire crystal and is optically polished on the inside, outside, and the ends. 

The top and bottom plates are opdcally polished on the surfaces adjoining the sapphire 

cylinder, to provide an acceptable seaL The top plate is a 3” diameter disc with a 1 /8” hole 

drilled through the center. The bottom plate is a monolithic piece, consisting o f a 3.5”
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diameter disc with a 3.5” long cylindrical stem attached. The stem serves as a reservoir for the 

PbO and is suffidendy long that it can be maintained at temperatures up to 100°C below that 

o f the main-body, to keep the lead-oxide from condensing on the walls o f  the cell. An alumina 

rod that is optically polished on one end serves as a plunger, and is used to block the hole in 

the top plate and seal off the cell upon initial evacuation.

7.1.3 The oven

We use the first-generation quartz heater (ch. 4), with the only addition o f an improvised tube

shaped heater inserted on the top to prevent condensation from occurring where the plunger 

contacts the top o f the cell.

The heaters are driven by a series o f Kepco linear DC power supplies (series ATE & JQE) 

connected to the heater foils through low leakage-current MOSFET switches (ch 4). The 

MOSFET switches are used to turn off the heater currents and their associated magnetic fidds 

during data-taking.

The heaters are surrounded by three sets o f  heat shidds, the innermost one made from 0.005” 

thick tantalum and the outer two made from 0 .0 1 0 ” thick zirconium.
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7.1.4 Magnetic coils

36n ch d o m « t« r

Y-coils

34rtch d o m ete r Z-coils

X-coils

intcribed circle hen dtam ctar 109.4 cm a n d  coib ore 0.13ir>che» thiclc

Figure 7-3: Drawing of magnetic coils used in the measurements. The magnetic coils consist of 
three sets of mutually orthogonal 'Helmholtz’ coils ('x.y & z-coils’) used to cancel the Earth's 
magnetic field and to provide a magnetic field along the z-direction. Hot shown is a linear trim 
‘coil’, which is used to cancel unwanted gradients and a set o f anti-Helmholtz coils, which can 
be used to generate an inhomogeneous field that quenches the quantum beats.

The magnetic shields for the EDM experiment were not ready when the data was taken. It 

was therefore necessary to construct temporary coils. Three mutually orthogonal Helmholtz 

coils were made: The vertical coils or ‘z-coils’ (Figure 7-3) provide the magnetic field used in 

the g-factor-measurement, and the x and y coils are used to cancel the horizontal components
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of the Earth’s magnetic field. In addition to the three sets of Helmholtz coils, a ‘trim coil’, 

consisting of a straight conductor, is mounted in the horizontal plane. This coil cancels large

residual gradients o f the form — =- or - caused by the presence o f large mu-metal magnetic
dx dy

shields elsewhere in the room.

The z-coils are wound on a hexagonal frame built with Quickframe™ components from 80-20 

Inc. and mounted in a Helmholtz-like configuration for maximum homogeneity'. For the x &

y coils the requirements are much more lenient (since |f it |, |f lv| « |fi.|) and they were wound

on Hoola-Hoops from Toys-R-Us. The current for the coils is supplied by low noise 

calibrated current sources (Fluke 382A or EDC 522). The ‘trim coil’ is attached with hot-glue 

to a plastic frame.

Apart from the three orthogonal sets o f  coils (x, y & z) and the trim coil, a set o f  anti- 

Helmholtz coils is attached to the chamber. This set generates a highly inhomogeneous field 

which quenches the quantum beats, and is switched on towards the end of each data run in 

order to obtain beat-free data for use in the fitting (ch. 9).

7 Homogeneity is important for good beat contrast and in order to avoid possible bias in the g-factor 
measurements. Since the molecules only travel 2-3 cm before they decay, the beat frequency may depend 
on the position of the laser beam if the B-field varies across the cell.
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7.1.5 Laser eb* optical system

Expanding telescope I

Dye laser YAG laser

Beam  dump

To w avem eter Expanding telescope II

Polarizing
beam -splitter

1 /2-w aveplate
Aperture

Figure 7-4: Lasers & optical system for excitation. The laser system consists of a dye laser 
pumped by a pulsed Nd-YAG laser. Once the laser beam exits the dye-laser it is expanded with 
a telescope to protect the remaining optical elements. A small part of the beam is split off and 
sent to a wavemeter and an etalon for analysis. The remainder o f the beam passes through a 
I/2-waveplate and a polarizing beam-splitter, before it is further expanded and sent through an 
aperture to the experiment.

The laser system consist o f  a Scanmate 2E (Lambda Physik) dye laser with an intra-cavity 

etalon pumped by a frequency doubled Spectra Physics 100 series YAG laser (Lab 190-100) 

with a 100 Hz repetition rate, which emits 5 ns pulses with pulse energies in the range o f 5mJ 

to 20 mj (0.5W to 2W o f averaged power). The width o f the laser line is 1 Ghz, as determined 

by fitting the peak widths o f  scans over high rotational lines o f the a(l)[3E*]state (Figure 7-5).
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S can  over ro tational lines o f  a(v=5) with Lorentzian fit
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Figure 7-5: The graph shows a wavelength scan over a series of high-ly ing rotational lines of the 
a( v=5) level o f PbO. The observed lines, which should exhibit a Voigt profile, have been fitted 
with Lorentzian line-shapes with a width o f0.048 cm ' or 1.44 GHz. Given a Doppler width o f 
780MHz, the observed widths o f the peaks are consistent with the manufacturer-specified laser- 
linewidth o f 900MHz.

Before being sent through the vapor cell, the polarization o f the laser light is made horizontal 

and the intensity adjusted with a combination o f a 1 / 2 -wave plate and a glan-air polarizing 

beamsplitter. To avoid damage to the opdcal elements, the beam is enlarged at the exit o f  the 

dye-laser by a factor o f five. After the polarizing beamsplitter, the beam is further enlarged by 

a factor o f three until the beam has a diameter o f 3-4cm, which is slightly smaller than the 

lightpipe diameter.
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7.1.6 Light collection <& detection

Infrared blocking 
glass

Sil-Pad 
Thermally 
conducting tape

Quartz Lightpipe

Sapphire window

Filter-holder 
with soldered on 
copper-tubing for 
water cooling

“PMT

Interference
filters

Figure 7-6: Sketch of the detector with filters and cooling. The sapphire window creates 
thermal contact between the infra-red blocking glass and the cooled filter holder in order to 
prevent excessive heating of PMT.

As intended for the EDM measurement (ch. 4), the fluorescence is collected with lightpipes, 

consisting of solid fused-silica rods which have been optically polished on the ends and the 

outside surface. In the g-factor measurements, only one light pipe is used. It is inserted with 

its end 0.5 cm - 1 cm from the closest point o f  the sapphire cell.

An infra-red blocking filter is attached to the end o f the pipe to block the infrared radiation 

from the heater. The blocking filter is held in contact with a sapphire window, which is water- 

cooled on the edges, in order to limit heating o f the detection system.
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Detection is done with a 2’ diameter photomultiplier tube (PMT) from Electron Tubes 

(9850B) with an S20 photocathode for high counting rates and high quantum efficiency 

(~T5%) at our detection wavelength. A colored glass and two 10 nm bandpass interference 

filters are used to reduce the amount o f background light from the hot oven and the scattered 

light from the laser. Because o f the intensity o f the laser pulses and the cylindrical shape o f the 

cell, scattered light problems are severe. It is therefore necessary to incorporate a gating circuit 

in the base o f the phototube to reduce its gain during the time the laser pulse is on (Figure 7-

7).
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Figure 7-7: Diagram of the photomultiplier tube base. The base contains a gating circuit, which 
is used to reduce the gain of the photomultiplier tube, while the laser pulse is on. It also 
incorporates a buffer to reduce the output impedance o f the circuit.

Data is acquired with a National Instruments DAQ card (PCI-611 IE) at a rate o f 5 MHz. 

Before being sampled the signal is amplified by a factor o f ten with a low-noise amplifier from 

Stanford Research Systems (SRS 560).
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C h a p t e r  8

8.1 Procedure

8 .1.1 Preparation &  recording of transients

Transient signals associated with scattered laser light and PMT gain switching are recorded 

before the heaters are turned on, to avoid complications due to presence o f PbO vapor. The 

transients are acquired with all parts o f  the detection system in place, and all settings the same 

as in the subsequent quantum beat measurements. Two sets o f  data are recorded, with the 

laser o ff and on respectively. The first set, TSwilch , contains transients due to the gating circuit

in the PMT base (Figure 7-7), and the second set, TUuer, accounts for transients induced by 

light from the laser scattering from the sapphire cell and light pipes.

Next, the heaters are turned on and the system is baked out overnight, with the cell at 300°C- 

400°C and with the plunger open. The plunger is then closed and the cell is heated the rest o f 

the way to the desired running temperature o f approximately 700°C, over a period o f one-and- 

half to two hours. Once at temperature, the plunger is opened briefly to let out any residual 

contaminants (usually CO,).

The laser wavelength is tuned to the desired transition. The heaters are then turned off briefly. 

While monitoring the signal from the PMT on an oscilloscope, the dye-laser wavelength is 

varied slighdy by tuning the intra-cavity etalon and adjusting the length o f the oscillator cavity, 

to achieve the largest possible quantum beat amplitude.
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8.1 .2  Data-acquisition &  systematics check

Data is acquired for periods o f 30 s — 90 .s with the heaters off the entire time. To reduce the 

effect o f long-term drifts in the magnetic field on our data, the current in the z-coils is changed 

either once or twice during such a data run. In addition, towards the end o f a run, an 

inhomogeneous ‘scrambling field’ is turned on, in order to obtain data with no beats for use in 

the fitting. In between runs, heaters are left on for 5-10 minutes to allow the system to heat up 

again.

0 B-field I  20 B -fie ld2  40 Scramble 50 Time (seconds)

Heaters off. 
Sampling & 
acquisition 
begins.

Vertical 
magnetic field, 
Bz, changed.

Inhomogeneous 
scrambling field 
on.

Acquisition
over.
Heaters back 
on.

■ Sometimes we use 3 different B-field settings

Figure 8-1: Typical acquisition sequence. The heaters are turned off before the acquisition 
begins. The magnetic field  is initially set at ‘B-field I After a predetermined number o f 
datapoints has been acquired, the magnetic field  is changed to a new setting, 'B-field 2 ’ (we 
sometimes use three different B-field settings). Towards the end o f the run, a set o f anti- 
Helmholtz coils is switched on: these generate an inhomogeneous field that destroys the beats. 
After the run is over, the heaters are turned back on so the system can heat up before the next 
round o f datataking.

The magnitude and orientation (up o r down) o f  the B-fields (B-field 1 & 2) are varied across 

data-runs, in order to check for nonlinearities and other systematics. Similarly, the laser power 

is changed over a range o f 5mJ/pulse to 20 m j/pulse to look for possible effects o f  laser-
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power on the extracted beat-frequency. Finally the laser wavelength is changed slighdy, by 

adjusting the etalon and oscillator cavity length, to make sure that there is no effect o f these 

laser settings on the beat frequencies.

8.2 Overview of transitions and calculation of expected beat-signal

rn  =  0 m = +2m = - 1

7 =1~a(v=5)

7 = 2

X(v=l) 7=1*
7 = 0

Figure 8-2: Relevant levels o f the ground state. X(v= I), and the EDM state a(v=S) (in the 
absence o f external fields). The signs indicate the overall parity o f the level. The R0 line 
corresponds to excitationsX(\,J = 0 * ) a(5,J = V )and decays a(5,J = 1') -» X(J  = 0*)or 
a(5,J = 1") -> X(J = 2*)- The Ql line corresponds to excitations X(\ ,J  = 1') -> a(5,J = T) 
and decays a(S,J  = T) -> X (J  = !')•
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Figure 8-3: Wavelength scan o f a(v = S') with the positions o f the RO and Ql lines indicated 
with arrows.

8.2.1 Transitions

Quantum beat data was collected for both members, |i*^and |r ^ ,  o f the Q-doublet. In both 

cases, we excite via the X { v  = 1) —> a (v '=  5) (A  = 571 rim) transition and detect 

fluorescence in the a (v ' = 5) —> X ( v ’ ’ = 0) ( k  = 548 n m ) channel (Figure 8-2).
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In the case o f |i  ̂ we exdte from the lowest-lying rotational state o f A '( l) , 

X (v  = I, J  = CT) —> a (v  = 5,J  = 1’ ) (RO transition). Because o f parity (H— ► —) and angular 

momentum selection rules (AJ  = ±1,0 ) the detected decay is to J  = 0* or J  = 2* o f X (0).

To reachji'^we excite via X {v  — I, J  = I”) —> a (v  = 5, J  = T )  (Q1 transition). In this case the 

only decay detected is to J  = 1" o f X(Q ) .

In these measurements, the pump light from the laser is horizontally polarized, such that the 

only coherences are between the m = ± 1  sublevels o f the Q-doublets.

8.2.2 Expected beat-dgnals

Earlier in this part, we derived general formulae for calculating beat-signals, and we now apply 

them to our experiment.

Figure 8-4: Quantum-beats from the Ql-line. The figure shows the relevant excitation (solid 
arrow) and decay paths (dashed arrow) for the Ql line. Red arrows indicate the path that 
leads to quantum beats. Gray arrows indicate decays that do not cause beats.
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In the case ° f  | r )  (the Q1 line), there is only one initial and one final state, so the calculation is 

very straightforward. For the ideal case, where the detector has no spatial extent, we find:

1- /  oc exp( - t  / r) • ( 1  -  — cos(2<w/)) > ^on ly  horizontal light is detected (see also section 6.3.4).

2- /  x  ex p (-r/r)-(l-jC 0s(2«y /)), if no polarizer is used, so that z-polarized light is also 

detected.

a (5 ,J  = 1” )

* ±J *(w=<n

Figure 8-5: Quantum-beats from the RO—line. The figure shows the relevant excitation (solid arrow) 
and decay paths (dashed arrow) for the RO line. Red arrows indicate paths that lead to quantum beats. 
Grey arrows indicate decays that do not generate beats.

The case o f RO is rather more complicated, and we have not been able to do a complete 

calculation. The reason is that decays occur both to J  — 0* and J  = 2* o f  A'(O). This 

unfortunately means that we need to know the reduced matrix elements, which depend on J . 

Contrary to the factors which depend only on the geometry, they are not easily calculated. The 

best we can do is to treat the |0) —► jl) —> |0) and 10) —► 11) —► j 2) transitions separately. We

have already considered the case o f  10) —> 11) —> 10) above. For this transition we get a signal

M i a -  
1 18

cos( 2  tot)) regardless o f  whether or not we use a polarizer.

1 0 7
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For 10) —> 11) —> 12), we get r KoHMHtfp
180

(7-cos(2fi*)) with a polarizer and

   " 2 \l2
/  oe n n u ' i  ■■ ■■ /I ( 1 3  c0 c(2tcJr)) without. The actual contrast will depend on the ratio of 

180

the reduced matrix elements8 p  -

r  o c i - ( 1 0 + / j  cos(2a*)

/ ° c  1 -

10 + 7/5

(10+ P)
10 + 13/5

cos(2tar).

* We here neglect the (negligible) effect of the difference in energy between the decays to J=1 and J=0 on 
the rate of spontaneous emission.
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C h a p t e r  9

9.1 Data
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Quantum Beat Data at two Different Magnetic Fields
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Figure 9-1: Quantum beat data from the RO line at two different magnetic fields.
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For the g-factor measurements, a total o f 25 and 37 datasets were acquired for the Q1 line 

(|l* )) and the RO line (|l~)) respectively. Each dataset contains either 80 measurements or

‘scans’ (20 at each o f three B-field settings and 20 with no beats) or 100 scans (40 at each o f 

two B-field settings and 20 with no beats). The scans consist o f 1000 points o f data, averaged 

over 50 laser pulses, corresponding to a total acquisition time o f 0.5 s per scan. The data- 

points are acquired at a rate o f 5 MHz following each pulse from the dye-laser for an 

acquisition time of 200 ps per laser-shot (Figure 9-2). Examples o f  single scans for R0 are 

shown above for two different magnetic field settings (Figure 9-1).

In addition, two sets o f transient data (one with the laser off and one with it on) were acquired, 

before the cell was heated. These sets contain one measurement with 1000 data points. In 

this case each point was averaged over 40,000 laser pulses, to reduce the level o f noise.
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Figure 9-2: Details o f typical acquisition sequence. A data set contains data taken at two or 
three different B-field settings. in addition to beatless data taken with the ‘scrambling ’ field  on. 
20 or 40 data points are acquired at each B-field setting. Each datapoint is averaged over 50 
laser shots. For each laser shot we acquire 200 ps worth o f beat data.
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9.2 Analysis of the beat data

It has proven difficult to create a model, which reproduces the basic shape of the observed 

signal sufficiently well to serve as the basis for a fitting function. We therefore resort to using 

actual data without beats (‘scrambled data’), as the basis for our fitting routine. The problems 

are mainly due to effects in the photomultiplier tube, caused by scattered light from the pump 

laser, and from transients from the gating circuit, which is used to reduce the PMT gain during 

laser-exdtation.

However, to provide some insight, we first develop a physical model for the signal in the 

absence o f transient effects, before describing the actual fitting procedure. The model works 

well for times long after the end o f the laser pulse (t > \5fJs), but is not very good at early 

times.

9.2.! Approximate model o f the beat-signals

With horizontal laser polarization, the only coherence generated is between the m = ±  1 

sublevels o f either | r ^  (Q l) or |l '^  (RO) o f the a(V=5)-state (ch. 8 ). This leads us to expect a

quantum-beat signal o f the form:
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Beat contrast

r ^  - /
S (0  =  G(t)  • exp(---------- ) • (1 -  C • exp(----- ) cos( o ) ^  t + <p)) + B (9.1)

/
Geometric factor 
Accounts for solid 
angle and filter 
effects, and wall 
quenching

k Stale

t

Beat \
State decay: Beat-modulation term: Background: Effects
Accounts for life- Includes exponential to causedbyblackbody
time of state account for collisional
(includes collisional beat-quenching
quenching)

radiation and constant 
off-sets

S is the fluorescence signal, t is time, TState is the lifetime o f the a(l)-state, and is an extra 

decay factor, which accounts for collisions in which only the beats, and not the state itself, are 

quenched. CO ̂  = 2 -(Ouimin = 2 - g y - / /a -|fl|  is the frequency of the quantum beats, 0 is a

phase-factor, G(t) is a geometrical factor and B is a constant background signal due to 

blackbody radiation and other constant offsets.

9.2.2 The beat contrast

The level structure o f the initial, excited and final states determine the largest achievable beat- 

contrast as discussed in chapter 6  and in section 8.2.2. However, due to experimental 

limitations, the beat contrast is often considerably lower than the maximum possible value. 

The biggest such effect in our experiment comes from higher rotational states that overlap 

with the RO and Q1 lines (Figure 8-3). These states generate large time-dependent 

backgrounds, which significantly reduce the contrast (see section 11.4)9.

9 There are many other effects that can lead to a reduction in contrast, including imperfect polarization, 
magnetic field inhomogeneities and divergence of the laser beam after it enters the cylindrical cell. The 
last two effects both reduce the contrast by introducing phase differences between molecules in different 
parts of the cell. Compared with the reduction in contrast due to overlapping lines these effects are, 
however, entirely negligible.
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9.2.3 The phase factor10

The phase factor, tp, is determined by the angle between the incident laser light and the 

detector, and by the delay between the exciting laser-pulse and the beginning o f  the data- 

acquisidon. The modulation o f the beat pattern, observed at 90° to the incoming laser pulse is 

proportional to c o s( tu ^  • ( f - f 4art«*,„,)), where t„ciuaion is the time o f the exciting laser-pulse. 

If the delay between the first data-point and taeilation is tdtlay we thus get <j> = 0 ) ^  ■ tdftay.

9.2.4 The geometric factor

The geometric factor, G (t) , accounts for effects due to the finite acceptance angle o f the 

lightpipe, the change in transmission o f the interference filter with angle, the de-excitation o f 

the molecules due to collision with the walk of the vapor cell, and changes in solid angle due 

to the molecules diffusing to different parts o f the cell.

We have modeled G(t)  in a Monte-Carlo simulation. In the simulation it is assumed that 

molecules within the cylindrical path o f the laser-beam are excited at time texcitauon = 0 . Upon 

excitation, each molecule in the sample is assigned a random velocity based on the Maxwell 

distribution and the position o f the molecule is calcukted at a discrete set o f later times. For a 

given time-intervaL, if the trajectory o f the molecule intersects the cell walls, it is assumed that 

the molecule is no longer in the excited state; otherwise, the molecule is taken to emit in a

10 The finite slew rate of the buffer in the PMT base and of the pre-amplifier, the transit-time in the 
phototube, and cabling delays, makes it extremely difficult to determine $ with sufficient accuracy. In the 
analysis of the g-factor measurements, it is therefore included as a fit parameter.
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random direction with an intensity I  e~' T, where T is the lifetime o f  the a(l)[32T]-state. 

Emitted rays are traced to determine if they intersect the light-pipes. If they do, their intensity 

is multiplied by a factor proportional to the transmission o f our interference filters for that 

particular angle o f incidence. The result o f such a simulation for our current filters is shown 

below (Figure 9-3):

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5
G

0.4

0.2

0.1

100 150 200 250 300

t (JUS)

Figure 9-3: Geometric factor, G [t) . obtained from Monte-Carlo simulation.

The simulation o f  the geometrical effects on the observed signal yields reasonable agreement 

with experiment, and explains several features o f the data. In p a rtic u la r , it makes it clear why
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the signal appears to decay with a lifetime o f Tappantu ~ 40[is (if the decay is assumed to be 

exponential) although the lifetime o f the a(l)[32T]-state is known to be X ~ 80f l s .
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9.2.5 Outline ofactualfitting procedure

Prepare Scrambled’ data with 
no beats for fitting.

Data without beats,
No Beal

Correct for switching transient
TSwitch

Prepare beat data for fitting.

Data with quantum
beats, S

Correct for switching transient TsSwitch

C" _  c _  t
°  Beat °  Beat 1 Switch

XU
Calculate fit weights

Estimate a shotnoise from RMS of last
8 ps of data in each measurement:

Beata.shot noise

fSfis

XU XU
Generate initial values for fit parameters

Fit Data

First fit: 7 parameter fit o f 5 '^ ,  using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of 
S 'Beat with fitting function:
8(fi A  r tol, C,Q)Bat,<f>,B,p) = A-S 'NoBtat (0 • (1+C-e'f / r-  • cos(tys„, t + < p ) ) + / 3 - + B 

Weight for the i*data-point is w,- = ttShotNoise • V(S '* *  ),

Second fit: Refit S ' ^ , this time using statistical weights based on the first fit.

Figure 9-4: Outline o f fitting procedure.
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9.2.6 Problems due to transients

Whereas the form given in equation (9.1) describes many o f the observed features o f  the signal 

well, it is not fully satisfactory, because o f severe transient effects. These are a particular 

problem when fitting the signal at times close to the laser pulse. Unfortunately, the signal and 

beat amplitudes are largest right after excitation and it is therefore desirable to be able to 

include as much of the early times as possible in order to reduce the statistical uncertainty in 

the fitting parameters.

9.2.7 Fittingfunction &  transient subtraction

Due to the difficulty o f modeling the phototube effects, we choose to fit the signal using actual 

data without beats, which is taken at the end o f each data run. The beadess ‘scrambled’ data, 

S NoBeat is taken under the same conditions as the data containing quantum-beats, S êat, except 

for the presence o f an inhomogeneous magnetic field — generated by the anti-Helmholtz 

scrambling coils — which causes molecules at different locations in the vapor cell to precess at 

different rates. Beat-signals coming from different parts o f the cell are thus no longer in phase 

and the beat-modulation gets washed out.

The heaters are off during data acquisition, such that the molecular density and hence the 

signals decrease throughout the run. To fit the data from a particular scan it is thus necessary 

to multiply the scrambled data by a constant ‘scaling factor’ to account for the fact that it is 

taken at the end o f the run and therefore at a lower temperature. The transients caused by the

gating circuit, TSwtlch , and the scattered laser light, T,   are not, however, functions o f the

molecular density. In particular, TSwitck is the same for all scans, and should be subtracted,
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before any scaling occurs. Prior to fitting, the switching transient is therefore subtracted from 

both the signal, S ' ^  = S Bta -  TSwtlch , and the scrambled data, S 'NoBait = S NoBeat -  TSwitch .

After the transient-subtraction, S ’ ^  is fit using the function:

g(t',A,TBeaPC,(0Beat,<f>,B,fiBea)= A 'S NoBeat(t)-(l+C-e • cos^wSfU( • t + <( >) ) +•  TUuer+ B (9.2)

The seven fitting parameters are A ,T Beal,C,COQe!lt,<p,B and f i Beax. A is a proportionality

constant, which accounts for the difference in temperature and average laser intensity, and 

hence in signal, between the time when the scan was done and the time when the scrambled 

data was acquired. C is the beat-contrast, Q )^  is the beat-ffequency, 0  is the beat-phase, f t

is a factor which scales L̂aser to account for fluctuations in laser intensity, and B accounts for 

differences in the blackbody background level between the signal and the scrambled data.

9.2.8 Assignment of statistical weights

It is important to weigh the points in the fit, since the signal contains a rapidly decaying 

component. To obtain the noise as a function o f the signal-size, we assume that only shot- 

noise is present.

A. Expected shot-noise in signal

The relationship between the instantaneous photocurrent iPC (t) at the photocathode and the

signal voltage, Vs (t), is given by ,• (r) = ______ ^sO)_______ , where RLoad is the load
^  C Pwr - G prramp
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resistance of the photo multiplier tube, G PMT is the current gain o f  the PMT, and G preamp is 

the gain setting o f the preamplifier. The expected shot-noise in the photocurrent is 

8(iK (0) = V2* ' '«• (f) •B + whete « is the electron charge, and B is the

bandwidth o f the detection system. The term i * ~ accounts for the shot-noise in the

first stages o f the PMT, if 8  electrons are on average emitted from the photo-cathode per 

detected photon [49].

The voltage noise in the signal caused by this level o f noise in the photocurrent is

8<ys)=8(iPC) ■ B ^ G P̂ - G p̂ ^ l + ~ ^ 2 e - i ^ t ) - B ^ R M - G ^ G pfnJ  (9.3)

In our system = 4.75 • 103£2 , Gpnamp = 1 0  , the gain in the first stage is 8  ~ 4.6 and the 

bandwidth is limited by the pre-amplifier to B ~ \M H z . We have measured the gain o f the 

phototube at our running conditions (A = 550nm,  PMT HV supply at -925V) Gpm — 6250, 

by using light from an LED  (A ~  560 nm ) and comparing it to results obtained with a 

photodiode o f known quantum-effidency. This yields an expected shot-noise in the signal o f

8(VS) = + = 0.0098 • ^  (9.4)

In the actual fitting, we do not use this estimate; instead we calculate Ot from the observed 

spread o f the data points in the tail o f the data without beats. However — as we shall see in the 

next section — the two methods are in reasonable agreement.
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9.2.9 Example of Jit

A typical scan with accompanying fit is shown below (Figure 9-5), together with the residuals 

from the fit.

Quantum Beat Data with Fit & Residuals

■ Data 
—  Fit

x 1 0

60 80 100 120 140
Time (Microseconds)

1 ■ 

o- 

-1 ■ 

-2
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time (Microseconds)

Figure 9-5: Results o f a f it  to beat data from  RO. Data is represented by red dots and the f it  is 
shown in blue. The lower panel shows the fit  residuals. The signal is from a single scan, which 
consist o f an average o f 50 laser shots, fo r  a total acquisition time o f 0.5s.
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We can now compare the observed spread in the data, with the projections based on shot- 

noise (Section 9.2.7 and Appendix Q . The distribution o f residuals from the tail (the last 

10 f j s ) o f the fit shown in figure is shown below (Figure 9-6):

Distribution of fit residuals from last 10 ^s of scan
Gaussian fit 
Data

cr = 0.32m V

Residual (mV)

Figure 9-6: Plot o f residual from  last 10 ps o f the scan shown in Figure 9-5 above. The RMS 
noise is a  = 0.32 mV . The average signal size fo r this part o f the signal is 41.1 mV . Note that 
the residual contains noise from the scrambled data in addition to noise from the signal. This 
noise is expected to increase the RMS by about 5%.

Since the average signal size is 41.1 m V , and each scan is an average o f 50 laser pulses, we 

expect a shot-noise level o f  (9.4)

6{V S ) * 0.0098 = 0.0098 -JF -J41 -1 SqQ ' = 0-28 mV • (9-5)
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If  we include the fact that the residual contains noise from the scrambled-data as well as from 

the beat data, and that the scrambled data is averaged over ten scans, we expect to observe an

RMS o f S(Vs ) = J l  + Y^ 0.28mV = 0.30mV ■

This is to be compared with an observed RMS o f 0.32 m V . This level o f agreement is typical 

for our data, and shows that the noise on the background is dominated by shot-noise.
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C h a p t e r  10

10.1 Zeeman beat frequencies & g-factors11

In the current chapter we report on a precision measurement of the g-factors for both 

components o f the Q-doublet o f the EDM-state. Before presenting the results, we discuss 

details o f the data analysis and magneric-field calibration, and look at possible sources o f bias 

and systematic effects.

10.2 Magnetic-field calibration

To obtain absolute values for the g-factors, it is essential to have accurate knowledge o f the 

magnetic field in the cell region. To measure this magnetic field, we use a flux gate 

magnetometer (Barrington Mag-03MS100 with a Mag-03SCU signal conditioning unit).

11 All values for g-factors reported in this part II of this thesis are taken with respect to the body-fixed 
frame of the molecule(g(). The effective g-factors in the lab-frame(gy) are related to these by
gj  = £ ,/(/ + !) ( ignoring effects due to centrifugal distortion of the molecule and spin-rotation coupling).
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10.2.1 Calibration of the magnetometer

-21.738" + /- 0 .003“-

Square m agnet wire 
0 .0 4 5 "+ /- 0 .001"

* / / / / / / / /  /  / '  7~

9.653" + /- 0.01"

0.642" +/- 0.001'

Figure 10-1: Schematic o f coils used fo r  calibrating the magnetometer with dimensions and 
associated uncertainties. The expected magnitude o f the field at the center is 
B = (32.50 ± 0.04) (mC / A)■ I ■

The available specifications for the magnetometer are not sufficiently accurate for our purpose, 

and we therefore calibrate the instrument using a set o f  Helmholtz coils with accurately known 

dimensions (Figure 10-1).

The calibration coils consist o f  a single winding o f square magnetic wire, attached with hot- 

glue to the frame for the actual EDM-coils. Great care is taken to align the top surface o f the 

square magnetic wire with the top surface o f the coil support. The wires going to and from 

the coils are brought out in pairs, twisted with as small a radius as possible (the largest loop
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occurs where the wires are brought away from the coil-support and is no more 4 mm in 

diameter).

The supports with the coils glued on are attached to the vacuum chamber. The separation is 

measured with a pair o f calipers, the accuracy o f which was checked against a 1 2 ” calibration 

standard. It is adjusted until the Helmholtz condition is met to within 0.010” all the way 

around the chamber (We have assigned an error o f 0.020” to account for any possible 

movement after the installation).

The probe is mounted on an assembly made from aluminum, with screws made o f a non

magnetic brass alloy and suspended from the top o f the chamber. The vertical sensor is 

centered with an accuracy of 0.2” in all three dimensions with respect to the Helmholtz coils, 

and is vertical to within 2 °.

The coils are connected in series and hooked up to a Fluke precision current supply (Model 

382A). Data is acquired continuously by a computer attached to the output o f the 

magnetometer signal-conditioning unit, while the current is changed in steps o f 100 mA from

1.90000 A to -1.90000 A.
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Coils
®  /-100m A

Figure IO-2: Method fo r calculating the calibration factor. (Off-axis components are
exaggerated).

We first discard points near the time when the field was changed, to avoid bias due to eddy 

currents and other transient effects. Based on the remaining points, the magnitude o f the 

difference between the measured field vectors for points taken with current settings 100mA 

apart is calculated, |a b | = |fi, — fi/_io0mA|- Using |a b |, rather than just subtracting the vertical

components, reduces possible errors due to misalignment o f the magnetometer with respect to 

the coil-axis (Figure 10-2).

|a/?I m Q
From such measurements we obtain i— L = (32.37 ±0.04)----- , where the error corresponds to

AI A

two standard deviations o f the mean o f our measurements.
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IabI mQ
The expected value based on the dimensions o f the coils is -— 1 = (32.50 ± 0.04)----- , where

A/ A

we have estimated an uncertainty in the separation o f  the two coils o f 0 .0 2 0 ” and in the 

diameter o f 0.010”. Imperfections in the coil windings and the lead wires have been included 

in the error estimate.

Afl
These results, allow us to derive a calibration factor o f /  = ! ic«icuhicj _ j 0041 ± 0  0018 .

M ,I Measured

with which we multiply any subsequent magnetometer readings. This factor is consistent with 

the manufacturers estimates o f the magnetometer calibration accuracy.

10.2.2 Calibration of the magnetic field

After calibrating the magnetometer with our test coils, we used it to calibrate the large 

hexagonal z-coils used in the g-factor measurement (Figure 7-3). The magnetic field was 

measured at 7 different positions within and around the position o f the cell, using our flux-gate 

magnetometer.

The magnetometer is mounted on the same assembly as used for the probe calibration and is 

suspended from the top o f the chamber. Before any measurements are done the magnetic 

field is zeroed in all three dimensions with the probe positioned, where the center o f  the cell 

will be located in the actual g-factor measurement. While continuously recording the 

magnetometer readings with the computer, the current in the vertical z-coils is changed in 

steps o f 10 mA-50 mA over the range o f  values to be used later in the beat measurements.
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After d isra rd in g  data immediately following a change in the magnetic fields, the total field 

magnitude is averaged for each current setting. The averages are then fit with a second-degree 

polynomial |fl| 2 = a- / ;  + P ■ I . + Y ■ This fitting function accounts for the expected behavior,

B  oc / . ,  as well as offsets due to imperfect zeroing o f the x and y-components o f  the field,

and possible effects o f changes in I . on the values for Bx and B y due to imperfect alignment

o f the magnetometer axis with the axis o f  the z-coils. The fitting weights are given by the 

spread o f the values that went into each o f  the averages.

The uncertainty assigned to the magnetic field values obtained in this manner is 0 .2  parts-per- 

thousand, which is two times the spread of the values from measurements at the seven 

different probe positions. We use the RMS spread o f the measurements rather than the error 

in the average of all o f them, since part o f  the variation is due to inhomogeneity o f the field 

and is not a random error. The frequency that the average molecule sees may thus vary 

depending on where in the cell the laser beam is focused, since the excited molecules only 

travel 2-3  cm before they decay

As a check of our measurements, we calculate the expected field based on measured

dB G
d im e n s io n s  o f the hexagonal coils. A  numerical integration yields — =- = (0 .9607  ±  0 .0 0 3 )— ,

dl A

where the error is due to uncertainty in the coil geometry and dimensions. This result is to be 

compared with the result o f our measurement with the magnetometer:
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^ - =  ( 0 .9 5 6 4 8  ±  0 .0 0 0 2 )  —  • (1 .0 0 4 1  ±  0 .0 0 1 8 )  =  ( 0 .9 6 0 4  ±  0 .0 0 2 )  —  (10.1)
d l A  . A

/  \  \Value obtained by .
4 Magnetometer Final result

fitting measurements calibration factor

To make sure that nothing has changed which affects the calibration, such as inadvertent use 

o f  magnetic materials, magnetic-field measurements are performed with all parts o f the set-up 

in place except for the sapphire tube and parts o f the oven, immediately before and after a set 

o f  data runs. On these occasions, we also check for hysteresis by turning the scrambling field 

and the z-coils on and off several times while looking for any non-reversing changes.

10.3 Analysis of the beat data

We analyzed data acquired on two separate days, July 8  and 9, 2002. The quantum-beat data is 

fit using scrambled data as described in chapter 10. The fits are repeated for four different 

start times, with fits beginning approximately 10//S ,15/Zt, 20 /isand  25 /I s after the laser- 

pulse, to check for systematic effects. The data from the R0 line is also refitted using equation 

9.1, as an additional way to look for biases associated with our fitting procedure.

The minimization routine used is based on the method o f Levenberg & Marquardt. The fits 

yield values for the seven fit parameters, ^Beat» COĝ ,,, 0 , B  and 0 ^  , with associated 

uncertainties based on the error-matrix from the fits (Appendix Q .
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10.3.1 Checks for systematic effects

A. Basic Fit Diagnostics

To check the quality fits, we calculate the reduced . The distributions are shown in Figure 

10-3.

Reduced Chi-squares for R0 
with Gaussian Fit

u= 1.031
cj=0.042

I
0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15

Reduced Chi-suqare

110 ,—i|
100j-

I
90 j-

i

Reduced Chi-squares for Q1 
with Gaussian Fit

(1= 1.020
a=0.043

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15
Reduced Chi-square

Figure 10-3: Plots showing the distribution o f reduced values fo r fits  o f R0 and Q l data. 
The red lines are Gaussian fits  to the data. Since the f it  includes v  = 900 - 7 = 893 degrees o f

freedom, the expected distribution has f t  = 1 and & = v ~ _ 0.047- discrepancy is mainly
■Jv

due to the ‘scrambled’ data used in the fit being taken at a different time, and hence a different 
cell temperature than the beat data.

The deviation o f  the mean o f the observed^ 2  -distributions from the expected mean f i  — 1, is 

mainly due to the fact that the scrambled data used in the fitting is taken at a later time than
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the data points. We thus observe an improvement in the X 2 -values, the closer a particular 

scan is to the time at which the ‘scrambled’ data is taken. Furthermore, we get near perfect 

X 2 -distributions with our new amplifier-driven heaters (ch. 4), where this effect is not present, 

since the heaters are on in between scans.

In addition to examining the X 2 -distribution, we have compared the frequency spread 

between scans acquired at nominally the same field setting. The results are consistent if the 

ambient field noise at the 2 0 s time-scale is assumed to be 0 . 1  m G , corresponding to 

approximately 250 Hz variation in the beat frequency. This level o f magnetic field noise is in 

reasonable agreement with what is measured with the magnetometer.

B. Possible Effects o f Fit Starr rime

The early parts o f the beat signal are difficult to fit adequately due to the severe transients 

induced by the laser pulse and by the gain-switching circuit in the phototube base. This 

problem is greadv reduced by using data with no beats in the fitting. However, there is a risk 

that imperfections in the shape o f the fitting function at early times may cause the extracted 

frequencies to depend on when the fit is started with respect to the laser pulse.

We have compared frequencies extracted from the same data sets but with different start 

times. There appears to be some bias (Figure 10-3), but there is no systematic tendency for 

this bias to be smaller for pairs o f  fits started late, e.g. 25 fJS &  20 / i s , with respect to the laser- 

pulse than for pairs o f fits started early, e.g. 15 //S & 10/& , with respect to the laser pulse.
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This leads us to believe that the observed biases are not associated with the transients, but 

rather with imperfections in the fitting function, caused by the ‘scrambled’ data being taken 

under slighdy different conditions than the beat-data. We have indeed seen evidence of such

effects. One o f  the worst examples o f  this is shown below in Figure 10-4.

Normalized difference in extracted frequency 
between fits of Q1 starting at 20 and 10 microseconds

Fit parameters: 
/ /  = 0.21 

_  <y = 1 .4

o 1
Normalized frequency difference

Figure 10-4: Showing normalizedfrequency differences between fits  with start limes o f 20fts and 
I Ops fo r QI data from July 9, 2002. The normaltedfrequency difference is calculatedfor each

. Here <Jn and are the expected random error andscan as
*V  I  2  2  2  F "V0-™ -X2» io ■ x  is

X~ -value fo r the fit  starting n ps after the laser pulse. I f  there were no bias, we would expect a 
Gaussian distribution with p  = 0 and <T = 1. There is clear evidence o f bias in this data. The 
case presented here, is one o f the worst, but similar albeit typically smaller deviations are 
observed in most comparisons.
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Plot of frequency difference between fits with 10us and20us starttime 
versus scan number
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Figure 10-5: Plot offrequency difference a  v  = vXQ -  versus scan number fo r  Q l data taken 
on July 9, 2002. a  v  = vut - v ^ is  the difference, in Hz, o f the frequencies extracted from  fits  
with start limes o f 10 /j s  and 20 /us respectively. It is seen that there is bias in early scans, 
but that the bias appears to decrease, as the scans are taken closer and closer to the time when 
the 'scrambled' data used in the fitting  war acquired The trendline (red) is a second-degree 
polynomial.

To account for systematic errors due to the imperfect match between the ‘scrambled’ data and 

the beat signals, we assign an additional fitting error to our g-factor values, given by the spread 

o f g-values extracted for fit starting times o f 10 /JS, 15 fjs , 20 fJS, and 25 fJS. This should 

provide a conservative bound. This systematic uncertainty is typically half a part per thousand.
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10.3.2 Extracting gfactorsfrom the beat frequencies

A. Filtering

Before calculating Lande g-factors from the fit-values for 0) ^ ,  it is necessary to exclude any

outliers among the frequency values. Such outliers are in almost all cases due to the magnetic 

field being switched either too early or too late during a run (the switching is currendy done 

manually) or to effects o f the eddy currents on the data points which follow immediately after 

a change in the magnetic field. First, extreme outliers (typically 2 0 ,0 0 0 H z  to 5 0 ,0 0 0 H z  from 

the average frequency value) are excluded, and the RMS spread, <7, and mean, fj. , of the 

rem a in in g  values is calculated. Points more than 4 < J from the mean are then eliminated, and a 

new RMS spread and mean is calculated. This procedure is repeated, until the number of 

rem a in in g  points no longer changes. In nearly all cases convergence is rapidly achieved with 

typically only one of 20 or 4 0  points being excluded. Before proceeding, the filtered data is 

checked for normality by comparing the observed distribution with a Gaussian.

B. g-factors

Once the data is free o f outliers, g-factors are calculated using calibration values for the 

magnetic field. The results for Q1 and R0 are summarized below:
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Distribution of Extracted g-factois for RO (20 ^s)

g-factor

Figure 10-6: Distribution o f extracted Lande g-factor for RO, for fits starting at 20/zs. The 
mean and standard deviations are = 1.8572 and Sg = 0.0049 respectively.

RO

Fit Start Time ( /z s ) 25* 20 15 10
Method 2 
(2 0 /z s )

Mean
Standard Deviation 
Standard Deviation of Mean

1.8570
0.0084
0.0019

1.8572
0.0049
0.0007

1.8571
0.0031
0.0005

1.8565
0.0022
0.0003

1.8569
0.0053
0.0008

Table 10-1: Average g-factors with spreads for different fitting times. The * indicates that the 
value does not include all data sets. The result listed under method 2 were obtained by fitting 
with function 9.1.
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Based on these results we obtain a final value o f 12

g R0 =1.8571 ± 0.0007 (B - field noise) ± 0.0040 (calibr.) ± 0.0007 (fit function) = 1.8571 ± 0.0041

The quoted g-factor value is the weighted average o f the results for fits starting at 15 p s  and 

20 fJS. In the last step we combine the uncertainties by adding in quadrature the values o f the 

individual components.

Distribution of Extracted g-factors for Q1 (20 ps)

g-factor

Figure 10-7: Distribution o f extracted Lande g-factor fo r  RO.for fits  starting at 20/zs- The 
mean and standard deviations are (g) = 1.8584 and Sg = 0.0043 respectively.

12 The statistical fluctuations are almost entirely due to fluctuations in the am bient magnetic field. The 
statistical error in a single data point (0.5 s o f  averaging) is typically only 50 H z-130 Hz (corresponding to 
-0 .5  part per thousand o f  the beat frequency).
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Fit Start Time ( { t s ) 25* 20 15 10

5
Mean
Standard Deviation 
Standard Deviation of the Mean

1.8583
0.0063
0.0017

1.8584
0.0043
0.0009

1.8585
0.0038
0.0008

1.8602
0.0032
0.0006

Table 10-2: Average g-factors with spreads for different fitting times. The * indicates that the 
value does not include all data sets.

Our final result for Q1 is:

gQl = 1.8584 ± 0.0009 (B - field noise) ± 0.0040 (calibr.) ± 0.0019 (fit function) = 1.8584 ± 0.0045

C. Comparison o f R0 and O l

One of the main goals o f  the Zeeman-beat measurement is to look for differences in the g- 

factors o f R0 and Q l. This can be done more accurately than the determination o f the 

absolute g-factors, since the magnetic field calibration uncertainty is common to both the R0 

and Q l data. Leaving the calibration uncertainty out, we obtain:

= |g »  -  «o,| = 0-3 ± 2.3) • 10-J (10.2)

Whereas we have not been able to measure a difference between the g-factors at our current

level o f  precision, we are able to  put a limit, i^L = l£f2— < 2.3 - 1 0 _J (90% CL) or ~ 2  ppt, on
8  8

the largest possible such d iffe re n c e . This is in full agreement with the expected difference o f

—  -1  ppt due to Coriolis effects. The smallness o f the difference is very good news for the 
8

EDM experiment, since it means that Q-doublet reversal will provide a very powerful way of 

rejecting most systematics (ch. 2 ).
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C h a p t e r  11

11.1 Statistical sensitivity: Quenching cross-sections and noise properties

Apart from obtaining values for the g-factors, one o f the main goals o f our measurement was 

to study the properties o f the signals, in order to make projections regarding the statistical 

sensitivity o f the first generation EDM experiment. The statistical sensitivity to the beat 

frequency is determined by the magnitude, contrast and noise properties of the signal 

(Appendix C). The achievable molecular density in the vapor cell ultimately limits the signal 

size, and is therefore an important experimental parameter. To estimate this density, we begin 

the chapter by deriving cross-sections for state- and beat-quenching from quantum-beat data 

taken at different temperatures. We then discuss the noise properties o f the signal and the 

achieved statistical sensitivity. Finally, we estimate the impact o f planned improvements on 

the sensitivity, and discuss the implications for an EDM search.

11.2 Quenching cross-sections

The cross-section, (J^ , for quenching o f the quantum beats through collision, determines 

the optimal molecular density in the celL Knowing < 7 ^  is thus important, both for 

understanding the limitations o f  our experimental approach, and in order to choose the most 

favorable experimental parameters.

We have measured the cross-sections for state quenching, <Ty„„, , and for beat quenching <JBat 

on several occasions. The results o f one such measurement are shown in Figure 11-1 and
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Figure 11-2. The cross-sections are found by taking beat-data at a number o f different cell- 

temperatures, corresponding to different molecular densities, n . The beat-signals are then fit 

with the equation:

f { t ) = A • exp(——) • (1 -  C • exp( — ) sin(twB,fl, t  + $)) + B -  f f F ^  -  TSwilch (1 1 .1 )
^  ^Contrast

This allows us to extract X and XConlrasl. For collisional quenching we expect:

—  ~ ~  = n ■ (v ,tlative) ■ (TSlale, and (1 1 .2 )
T  T a ^Cell

~  t l  ‘ i f  relative) ’ &  Contrast ~  ^  relative )  ’ Beat ~  ®Stale )  *
^Contrast

Here Xa ~  80fJS is the known natural lifetime o f the state (Part II), XCtll is a factor (‘cell 

lifetime’) which accounts for geometric effects and wall-quenching, XConlnat is a parameter that 

characterized how much faster the contrast decays than the state lifetime, and (vreto„w) is the 

mean relative velocity o f the molecules (this equals •\/2 (vinr[fl l llfl )Vi. The cross-sections can thus

be determined by fitting a line to graphs o f — and —1— versus n • (vnIative) , where the latter is
^  *Beat

calculated from known vapor-densities o f  PbO [6 6 ] and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

13 The beat quenching cross-section is the total cross-section for quenching of the beats, either through 
state-quenching collisions or through collisions that only affect the angular momentum states and hence the 
contrast
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Figure II-1: Plot o f state quenching rate R _ j  L _ _ ! _  versus number density, tl,uuu “
T ? a  T e a

times the average relative velocity, {yntauw) • The values for n and V are calculated from the
cell-temperature using known vapor-density curves for PbO as a function o f temperature and 
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution respectively. The data and associated error-bars are 
displayed in blue. The red line is a fit to the data. The error cited above is only the error from 
the regression. In addition to this error there are significant systematic effects, resulting from 
the exponential fitting Junction not being an accurate description o f the data. From repeated 
measurements o f the state-quenching rate, we estimate that these systematic effects lead to an 
additional uncertainty o f at most 50%.
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Figure / 1-2: Plot o f  the contrast-quenching rate versus number density, r t, times the average
relative velocity, (v n./a„ve) ■ The values fo r n  and {vnlallve} are calculated from the cell-
temperature using known vapor-density curves fo r  PbO as a function o f temperature and the 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution respectively. The data and associated error-bars are displayed 
in blue. The red line is a f t  to the data. The error cited is only the uncertainty in the 
regression. In addition to this there are systematic effects, which lead to additional uncertainties 
o f about 50%.

The above result for the state-quenching cross-section is consistent with all o f our earlier 

measurements. The beat-quenching cross-section, <JBeat = & state + ^comnat ~ (--0 — 0--) cm ~ > 

is however not in agreement with our earlier values. In previous measurements, we saw almost 

no reduction in contrast over the lifetime o f the state and obtained values for the beat 

quenching cross-section (crUeiU ~ 5TO- 15cm1) that were almost completely dominated by state

quenching. We believe that the much larger beat quenching cross-section in our latest 

measurement is due to the fact that we used a new sapphire cylinder in our celL There was 

evidence, including increased outgassing o f CO^, that contaminants were present in the new
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cell. Such contaminants can cause quenching o f the coherence between the m =  ±1 sublevels, 

and since their concentration tends to increase with temperature the effect can lead to an 

increase in the measured cross-section.

113 Signal sizes & noise

11.3.1 Signal-sî es

For stem temperature o f  700 °C, and laser powers o f P ~ \ W , we have observed signal peaks 

o f 250 — 300 m V . O ut photo multiplier tube has a base resistance o f RLoad = 4.75 • 103Q and 

a PMT gain o f GPMT =  6250. With a pre-amplifier gain o f  G preamp = 10, this corresponds to a 

peak incidence rate o f  photons o f

R = Ilhs!2. = --------------   = 6 1 0 V ‘ (1 1 .4 )
e  & Load ' G p M T  ' G prtam p  ' e

Here I Photo is the photocurrent at the photo cathode14.

Based on the vapor-pressure versus temperature curves for lead monoxide, we expect a density 

o f p  = 3 • 1013 cm - 3 , corresponding to a total number o f molecules in the cell o f n ~ 2 • 10IS. 

O f these only a fraction /  = 3 • I O’ 4  are in the V =  0 , 7 = 0  level o f the ground-state and get 

excited. With a lifetime of T ~  100 //? , and assuming 100% excitation efficiency, we thus

2 -1 0 1 5 .3-10“*expect a peak fluorescence rate o f R —------------------ = 6-1015- The product o f the current
1 0 0 -1 0 -%

excitation and detection efficiencies is thus £e • £d ~  10"6 . This is rather low*, but as we

discuss in section 11.4, we believe that it should be relatively straightforward to increase the 

signal sizes significandy.

14 In this experiment we measure photocurrent and do not count individual photons.
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11.3.2 Noise

Given that we obtained X2_vâ ues 1-02-1.03 (Figure 10-3) with points weighted by

w = a  ■ 'I s  , and the fact that the values for the proportionality constant Ot derived from the 

tails o f the beat data are consistent with the shot-noise calculated from first principles, it is 

clear that we are very close to achieving shot-noise limited detection.

11.3.3 Achieved statistical sensitivity

The uncertainty in the frequencies derived from the data, varies depending on the signal size 

and contrast (Appendix C). For single scans corresponding to a total acquisition time o f 0.5 s, 

the uncertainty in the determined frequencies is typically in the range 50-130Hz, depending on 

the beat contrast we were able to achieve in that particular run, and on whether we were 

having problems with contamination o f the cell. The lower limit, which we have achieved in a

several data runs, corresponds to a noise-level o f  3 5  .
iH z

11.3.4 Implications for the first generation ED M  experiment

Given the estimated enhancement factor for PbO [39], the observable frequency shift 

corresponding to an EDM at the current limit o f  d e < 1. 6  • KT27 e ■ cm [56], is 8 v  > 40 mHz ■

With our current set-up, we should be able to achieve this level o f statistical sensitivity in 10 6  s 

or 12 days o f  integration. O ur current set-up is however not optimized for signal and it should 

be possible to improve the signal and signal to background gready.
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Below we list a number o f possible improvements together with their expected effect on the 

signal and backgrounds. Most o f these improvements are relatively straightforward, and many 

o f the required elements are already in place or close to being fully developed. With these 

changes, we expect to achieve a 400-fold increase in the statistical sensitivity.

11.4 Current versus future signal to noise

/ 1.4.1 Improved excitation efficiency

A. Excitation from lower vibrational level

We currently excite from the V = 1 vibrational level o f  the ground state. By shifting to 

excitation from V = 0 ,  we will gain in signal and signal/background by a factor o f ~3, 

corresponding to the difference in Boltzmann factor o f the two levels. Since excellent dyes are 

available at the new wavelength (A =  548w n), we do not expect any reduction in laser-power 

from making this change.

B. Use o f isotopically pure PbO

Currently we use PbO with natural Pb abundance. This will be replaced with isotopically 

enriched ^“PbO. Since the natural abundance o f the isotope ^ P b  is 50% , this will lead to an 

increase in the useful density of PbO  by a factor o f  2. At the same time, we expect the beat- 

contrast to increase by a factor o f  2.5, since our time-dependent fluorescence signal currently 

contains a diffuse background, which presumably is due to all isotopes, and since the desired 

PbO RO line is now overlapped by several higher rotational states, some o f which are due to 

other isotopes (Figure 8-3).
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C. Increase in laser power

In the g-factor measurements we made no attempt at maximizing the laser-power, since we 

already had serious problems with scattered light due to the shape o f our cell. With our new 

cell, scattering should not be a problem, and we should be able to increase the power by a 

factor o f 3-3.5. Furthermore, this new cell should make it possible to retro-reflect the beam, 

nearly increasing the power by another factor o f two. The overall increase in signal and signal- 

to-background due to increase in laser power is thus ~ 6  X.

11.4.2 Improvements to the detection efficiency

A. Replacement o f PMTs with photdiodes

Large-area (28 m m x 28 m m ) photodiodes will replace our current PMT. This will increase 

the quantum efficiency and signal by ~  6  X. The circuit for these photodiodes is already built 

and tested. In addition, we have fabricated non-imaging light-concentrators (‘Winston cones’), 

which will concentrate the light from our 0 2 ” lightpipes onto the photodiodes with very little 

light loss.

B. New interference filters

Our current narrow-band interference filters (2 x 1 0  rim FWHM, with 50% transmission 

each) pass fluorescence from only one vibrational channel and limit the solid-angle o f 

collection, because o f the angular dependence o f the bandpass center. We intend to replace 

these filters with a single filter (30 nm FWHM, 75% transmission), shifted to the red o f  the 

laser excitation wavelength. This will simultaneously pass two vibrational fluorescence 

channels, each several times more efficiently than in our current set-up. Based on Monte-Carlo
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s im u la tio n s  o f our detectors this should lead to a ~  2 0  X increase in signal, with a ~  3 X 

increase in the blackbody background.

C. 2nd detector

With our current set-up, it is straightforward to add a second detector. This will double the 

detected signal.

11.4.3 Overall improvement in statistical sensitivity

To s u m m a r is e, we are currendy making modifications, which should lead to an increase in 

signal by ~ 1 0 4 X, in contrast by ~ 2 . 5 X, and in signal-to-background by ~  8 0 X.

In Appendix B we show that when the background from blackbody radiation is negligible the 

uncertainty in the extracted frequency is given by

where C is the contrast, and N Tot is the total number o f counts. Currendy the blackbody

V2 (11.5)

background is roughly the same as the signal, so the uncertainty is ~  V2  times the above value. 

With the anddpated improvement in signal-to-background this noise should no longer matter.

The improvement in statistical sensitivity is therefore expected to be -  2.5-VlO4 • V2 =400,

leading to 8 v  < 1 0 0  m H z/ Hz , which should allow us to reach 8dc(stat) ~  1 0 ‘ 2 9 e ■ cm in

less than two days o f integradon.
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C h a p t e r  1 2

12.1 Preliminary results on the application of an electric field to the cell

The g-factor measurements demonstrated the viability o f the quantum beat technique and 

confirmed that we can achieve shot-noise limited detection, and high statistical sensitivity. To 

complete a proof o f principle for the first generation EDM experiment, we, however, need to 

demonstrate that we can successfully apply an electric field across the vapor cell. Here we 

report on preliminary steps towards this goal, including attempts at measuring leakage currents 

across the cell and evidence o f spin-flips induced by the electric field.

12.2 Experimental evidence of Stark shifts

inow
Coo
o4Jm
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0.08
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Figure 12-1: Variation o f Zeeman quantum beat contrast, vs. applied electric field. The dip at 
-3  V/cm is believed to be due Majorana spin flip s at the crossing o f the m = 0 and m = -/ 
Zeeman components.
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VWe have successfully applied fields E = Ez o f up to 200— without causing a discharge or
cm

encountering other difficulties. Unfortunately the geometry and birefringence of our first 

generation cell precludes direct observation o f  Stark beats. To see these beats, it is necessary 

to be able to observe Am = I coherences, which is only possible if the polarizadon o f the 

incident and detected light can be controlled. We have, however, obtained indirect evidence 

through the measurement o f the Zeeman beat contrast as a function of electric field E (Figure 

12-1). We believe that the dip in contrast is due to the crossing of m = 0 and m = — I 

Zeeman components (Figure 12-2), leading to decoherence through Majorana-type spin flips. 

The reduced contrast at high E-fields is likely due to the inhomogeneity o f E in our first 

generation cell.

Stark shift 
▲

Stark shift
t

t 6% mm mm m

m=l
_  _  _  _ m= 0

m=-l

Figure 12-2: Majorana spin-flips. An electric field applied to the PbO molecules shifts the 
m -± l components o f  the excited state. I f  the resulting Stark shift equals the Zeeman shift 
between the m=+I or m - - l  and the m=0 level, spin-flips can occur (shaded arrow) without 
changing the energy o f the system.
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12.3 Measurement of leakage currents

mV

BeO spacers Gold
electrodes

HV

Sapphire cell

PbO

Figure 12-3: The set-up fo r studying leakage currents and the effect o f an applied electric 
field on the quantum beats. Leakage currents are measured by passing the current through a 
milli-voltmeter and calculating the current from the displayed voltage and the known internal 
resistance Rmumit-l IMQ.

Leakage currents constitute one o f the most serious problems in cell-based EDM experiments, 

since they can lead to results that are hard to distinguish from the signature o f a real EDM. It 

is therefore cridcal to limit these currents the greatest possible extent. Since our cell materials 

do not have sufficient resistivity at 700°C, we hope to be able to use insulating spacers to 

increase the resistance across the vapor cell. We have recendy tested spacers made from BeO, 

which currendy appears to be the most promising insulating material (ch. 4). The set-up used 

in these measurements is shown above in Figure 12-3. With this set up we see a leakage o f
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Iuakagt ~~ * with 50-----  across the cell. This is very dose to the largest possible leakage
cm

current we can tolerate given our goal o f reaching a limit o f d e =  10 -2 9  e ■ cm (ch. 4). This level 

o f leakage is much higher than what we have measured at the same temperatures in a dean 

system without the presence o f PbO. While it is possible that the decrease in resistivity is due 

to deposition o f or reaction with PbO, we currendy suspect that it is due to contamination 

from ceramic glues used in the construction o f our oven. The suspidon is based on clearly 

visible deposition patterns on the surface o f  the spacers, and the fact that the glues contain 

alkali silicates, which are good conductors and appear to migrate in our environment. If this 

assumption is right, the problem should disappear when we begin using our second generation 

heater (see part I) which does not contain such glues.
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C h a p t e r  13

13.1 C onclusion

With the precision measurement o f the Lande g-factors o f  the a(v=5, J= l)  £2-doublet, and our 

successful application o f an electric field across the cell, we have nearly completed a proof-of- 

principle for the first generation EDM-experiment. We have demonstrated that we can

achieve shot-noise limited detection and a short-term precision o f S v  — 35Hz /  4 Hz with our 

current set-up. However, our current set-up is not optimized for signal, and we believe that 

relatively straightforward modifications will allow us to improve our statistical sensitivity by a 

factor o f ~ 400x  to ~ 100 mHz I ̂  Hz- This should allow us to reach 

Sd'(statistical) ~ 1 0 -29e • cm in less than two days o f averaging.

We have also measured quenching cross-sections for both the EDM state and the beats. 

Although our results from different measurements o f the beat-quenching cross-section are not 

fully consistent, we should — even in the worst case — be able to achieve vapor cell densities 

near the predicted level o f 3 • 101 3 cm*3. This indicates that the optimal temperature for the 

experiment is approximately 690°C.

The g-factor results are in agreement with previous, less accurate results, obtained with the 

molecular beam at Amherst College, and do not affect the estimate for the EDM- 

enhancement factor much [39]. The higher precision has allowed us to confirm that the
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difference between the g-factors o f  the Q-doublet —  < 2 - 1 0  3, which is consistent with the
8

gg
expectation that —  = 10-3due to Coriolis effects. The limit on<5g means that we will be able 

8

to use the doublet states as an internal ‘co-magnetometer’ to reject many systematic errors. O f 

particular importance is that it will increase the rejection o f systematics due to leakage currents 

by about four orders o f magnitude (ch. 2 ), which could prove critical to the success o f the 

experiment.

F inally , we have seen that it is possible to sustain electric fields o f the required magnitude 

(50V/cm) in our cell under realistic running conditions, and have obtained indirect evidence o f 

Stark shifts due to the applied electric field and have measured leakage currents. Although we 

believe that the observed leakage-currents o f  /  ~  I flA  can be reduced significandy, we should

be able to reach our goal o f d e < 1 0 ~29e • cm  for the first generation experiment even with the 

measured level o f leakage.
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PART III

Spectroscopy of PbO: in search of an efficient excitation 
and detection path
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C h a p t e r  14

14.1 Introduction

The ultimate sensitivity o f an EDM experiment is determined both by the size o f the linear, 

Stark-induced energy-shift AE  and by the ability to accurately measure this small quantity (ch. 

1). The advantage o f diatomic molecules over atoms is that very large values o f AE  are

V
attainable with moderate electric fields (£  ~  15-----  in the case o f PbO). However, the main

cm

drawback — and the reason that diatomic molecules have not been more widely used for EDM 

measurements -  is that it is typically difficult to achieve high statistical sensitivity (ch. 1 ).

Use o f  the metastable a(l)[3Z~] state o f PbO overcomes some o f the worst limitations o f 

earlier proposals, (such as the YbF experiment by Hinds et a/.) which involve molecules that 

are paramagnedc in their ground state. Contrary to such radicals, PbO is thermodynamically 

stable, readily available, and easily vaporized (ch. 1). This makes it possible to operate in a 

vapor cell with much higher number densities than can be achieved in a beam (ch. 2). Using a 

metastable excited state, however, creates new potential problems for both excitation and 

detection.
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Figure 14-1: Direct excitation and detection scheme. Molecules are excited from a vibrational 
level. X (v"). of the ground state into the EDM state. a(l)[3X*]. Detection is accomplished by

monitoring the fluorescence from the EDM state. a(l)[3Z~], as the molecules decay back into 
the ground-state level. X(v')-

14.1.1 Limitations of direct excitation schemes

The long lifetime needed for good energy resolution means that the oscillator strength o f the 

X-a transition is necessarily small. This implies that very high laser power is required for direct 

population o f the a(l)[32T] state. In order to quantify this statement, we estimate the laser 

power necessary to fully populate the a(l)[3Z~] state once every lifetime, T , directly from the 

ground-state, X .

If  F  denotes the average flux of laser photons through the cell, then the average excitation 

rate R  is given by R — F a e , where <Je is the cross section for laser excitation averaged over 

the celL The excitation efficiency is then £e ~ R t  ~ F c jft. The effective absorption cross-

section may be estimated using the formula a’ _  ^  . P̂amat (Appendix Q , which is
2^  LDuppUr
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valid for TPanial «  r n fi,. Here A ~ 570nm  is the wavelength of the laser, YPanmt is the decay 

rate into a specific rovibrational level o f the ground state X, and TDappUr = 800MHz is die

Doppler width o f the transition. Based on the structure o f the a(l)[3Z~] state, and the 

observed relative spectroscopic line intensities, we estimate that TPanml -  100Hz (Appendix Q .

ln(2)-A2 TPttnial 1.5 (570 K T 7 cm)1 100Hz _ 10-.» i (14 n
2k  YDoppltr 2k  800MHz

This cross-section means that in order to excite all o f the molecules once every lifetime 

(£e =  1 ) we need a laser photon flux of

F  = -------rr— r  * 1.3 • 10“ cm '2 s '1 (14.2)
t  o . 8 0 4 0  j - M 0  cm

wor in terms o f average power, P ~ 4 5 — T . For a beam-diameter on the order o f 5cm
cm"

corresponding to the dimension o f  our current vapor cell, this would imply a total power o f 

about 1000 W. Achieving such high laser-powers is probably not possible. With a standard 

commercially available dye laser, such as the one currendy in use at Yale, average powers are 

typically a few Watts, corresponding to £t ~ 10' 2 - 10'3.

14.1.2 Problems with detection via fluorescence

Detection efficiency is similarly poor, if detection is done by simply observing the fluorescence 

from a(l)[35T] to X. This is because it is difficult to collect light over large solid angles from a 

hot vapor cell, surrounded by heaters.

1 5 7
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We have carried out a Monte-Carlo simulation (ch. 9) o f the detection efficiency in the set-up 

for the first generation EDM-experiment (Figure 7-1). Neglecting effects due to reflections, 

we find that each o f the two light-pipes on average collect 3-4.5% o f the emitted fluorescence. 

However, not all o f this radiation will reach the detectors, since we have to use interference 

filters in order to reduce the backgrounds due to blackbody and laserradiation. We expect to 

employ a single interference filter with a bandpass o f 30nm. These filters typically have a peak 

transmission o f 50%. According to our simulation, the limited angular acceptance o f the filters 

further reduces the amount o f  fluorescence which reaches the detector, by about 45%. To 

summarize, with two lightpipes, we can at best expect 1.5%-2.5% o f the fluorescence to reach 

our detectors. In fact this estimate is likely too high, because decays occur to many vibrational 

levels o f the ground state, whereas our interference filter passes light from at most a couple of 

these channels.

14.1.3 Sensitivity of an ED M  experiment using a direct excitation and detection scheme

Despite the limitations on excitation and detection efficiencies, it is still possible to carry out an 

EDM experiment based on the simple excitation and detection scheme described above. As 

discussed in part II, the first generation EDM experiment relies on exactly this scheme. With 

the current best estimate for the EDM enhancement [39], a few days o f averaging should 

suffice to detect an electron EDM  o f 10"29e -cm , which is two orders o f magnitude beyond 

the current limit [56] (ch. 11).
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14.1.4 Possibilities for improving excitation and detection Ip/ using an intermediate state

Figure 14-2: Showing possible pump (blue) and probe (red) transition, i f  an excited state Y can 
be found which couples strongly to both the X  and a( I )[3Z~| states. Excitation is achieved via a 
two-step Raman-transition from the ground state, X, via the excited state, Y, to the EDM state, 
a( I I f  Y is sufficiently strongly coupled to a, that the cell constitutes one absorption 
length, i  for a laser tuned to the a(l)[JI"] -* Y transition it will be possible to detect via 
absorption.

It is dear that the statistical sensitivity could be increased dramatically if a more effiaent 

exdtation and detection scheme can be found (Figure 14-2). Such an improvement may be 

possible if states exist, which are coupled strongly to both the ground state X and to the 

a(l)[3Z*] state (for detection the state need only couple strongly to a(l)[3£*]). If such states, Y, 

are found, it would be possible to exdte the a(l)[3Z~] state from the ground-state via a 

stimulated Raman transition o f the type X  —> Y  —> a , and to detect on a a  —> Y  transition. It 

is likdy that this kind o f two-step exdtation process would require much less laser power than 

the —1000 W necessary to fully saturate the X  —>a transition. Furthermore, if  one o f the 

transitions Y  —> a  is suffidendy strong that the cell comprises > 1 absorption length for a
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probe laser, it should be possible to gready improve the statistical sensitivity through detection 

via laser absorption. This is because the directionality and narrow spectral width o f the probe 

laser circumvents the need to collect light over large solid angles and over a range of 

wavelengths, and makes it possible to achieve near unit detection efficiency while reducing 

backgrounds from blackbody radiation and laser-induced fluorescence. However, unless the 

vapor is sufficiendy optically dense, statistical fluctuation (shot-noise) in the probe light will 

offset any gains in signal-size (see ch. 18).

14.1.5 Search for an intermediate statefor use in absorption and detection

For a state Y to be useful as an intermediate state in an improved excitation and detection 

scheme, it must be strongly coupled to both the ground state, X, and the EDM state a(l)[3L~|. 

To search for such a state, we have measured the lifetimes and photon branches to a(l)[3Z~] of 

most known excited states (Y=a,A,B,C,C’ & D) o f  PbO in a molecular beam apparatus [18]. 

Knowledge o f these parameters allow us to estimate the partial widths for the transitions 

Y —» X  and Y —> a , and thereby the required excitation cross-sections via the formula

a  s V'Tln(2 ) q 2 rPanml (Appendix Q .
FDoppltr

14.1.6 Overview of part III

After a description o f the apparatus (ch.15), we discuss measurements o f lifetimes o f the 

a^AjBjCjC’ and D states o f  PbO (ch. 16). In chapter 17, we present our results on branching
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ratios for decays via the a(l)[32T] state. We then discuss the implications o f  our results for the 

EDM experiment (ch. 18) and summarize our subsequent spectroscopic efforts (ch. 19).
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C h a p t e r  15

15.1 Apparatus

O ur investigations are performed with a traditional effusive molecular beam apparatus. PbO is 

heated in an oven and diffuses into the target region, where it is excited with light from a Nd- 

YAG pumped dye laser. Fluorescence from the molecules is imaged onto a photomultiplier 

tube and counted with a photon counter or a multi-channel scaler.

Source region

Oven assembly 
(heat shields not shown)

Target region

Mirror

Entry wndow
1 A  |

\ CO<

1 1 1  J .  1i i ILr  t -1

m
To diffusion pump

Exit window
Oven cube

Power meter

To diffusion and 
sorption pumps

Figure 15-1: Molecular beam apparatus.
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The molecular beam (Figure 15-1) is contained in a vacuum chamber consisting o f an 18” 

long, 5” diameter stainless steel tube, which is evacuated by two diffusion pumps. The 

ends o f the tube are closed off with 6 ”square plates. The source region contains the oven, 

which is mounted on the leftmost end-flange of the vacuum chamber. It consists o f a 

stainless steel cube with four embedded ceramic heaters and a Vz” deep hole in the top, 

which serves as a reservoir for the PbO. The hole is sealed with a stainless steel plate. A 

3/16” diameter Vz” hole drilled in the front o f the cube constitutes the nozzle. The oven 

is mounted atop a stack o f  stainless steel plates separated with ceramic insulators, which 

hold two sets o f cylindrical heat shields. Holes in the top o f  the shields collimate the PbO 

beam. The target region contains two sets (A & B in Figure 15-1) o f four 2” diameter 

vacuum ports. The laser beam is reflected off a mirror above the chamber and through 

the window in the top port o f region A. After intersecting the molecular beam of PbO, it 

exits through a window at the bottom o f the chamber. The fluorescence from the PbO 

molecules is monitored with two phototubes, which are mounted on the ports on the side 

o f the chamber. In most measurements the phototubes are attached to the ports in region 

A. However, when measuring the lifetime o f the a(l)[35T] state, one tube is permanendy 

mounted in region A , while the other is moved back and forth between the two regions. 

A power meter is situated below the exit window and measures the laser intensity.
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15.2 Laser system

Frequency doubling assembly Beamsplitter

Mirror

To computer Polarizing
beam-splittei

To Molecular

YAG

Wavemeter

Dye Laser

To computer Mirror Beam

Figure 15-2: The laser excitation system used for the lifetime and branching-ratio measurements.

Excitation is accomplished with a YAG-pumped dye laser. The YAG (Quantel) is either 

doubled (532 tun) or tripled (355 nm) and can deliver up to 2W of averaged power in the form 

of twenty 5 ns long pulses per second. The dye laser (Continuum) has a linewidth o f 0.2 c m 1 

in the visible and can be equipped with a frequency-doubling assembly. The dye laser is 

controlled by a separate computer and can be made to scan continuously over a wavelength 

range o f typically a few nanometers. A small part o f the laser beam is split off and sent to a 

wavemeter (New Focus) to measure the laser frequency. The remainder goes through an 

aperture, which reduces the amount o f  light scattered into the detectors, and onto a mirror 

above one o f  the vacuum-ports. From here the laser light passes through an anti-reflection 

coated window at the top o f  the vacuum-chamber and into the target region where it intersects 

the collimated beam o f PbO. The laser light exits through a window at the bottom o f the
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vacuum chamber. A power-meter below the exit-port is used to monitor the laser intensity. In 

some measurements the laser-beam passes through a polarizing beam-splitter, before 

intersecting the molecular beam.

15.3 Detection system

One or two photomultiplier tubes (PMT) capable o f  photon counting are used for detection. 

The phototubes are mounted on the ports on the sides o f the vacuum chamber. An optical 

stack (containing two lenses with one or two interference filters and a colored glass filter) is 

attached to the front o f the PMT to limit the number o f background counts resulting from 

blackbody radiation, scattered laser light or stray room light The first lens has its focus at the 

center o f the molecular beam to ensure that the fluorescence strikes the interference filters 

near normal incidence; the second lens serves to focus the light onto the photo-cathode o f the 

PMT. The interference filters typically have a bandpass o f  lOnm, which, in most cases, is 

narrow enough that they select a single vibronic decay channel.

The signals from the PMTs are amplified by high-speed amplifiers and sent to either a gated 

photon counter (Stanford Research SR400) or a multichannel scaler (Stanford Research 

SR430). The output from the counters is uploaded via a GPIB interface to the computer, 

which also records the readings from the wavemeter and the measured intensity o f the laser. A 

Labview program controls the data acquisition.
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C h a p t e r  16

16.1 Lifetime measurement

In our search for an intermediate state to improve exdtation and detection effidendes, we 

have measured lifetimes o f  most known exdted states o f lead monoxide (a, A, B, C, C \ and 

D).

16.2 Experimental procedure

The oven is heated to around 900K. Guided by published spectroscopic data [5, 29], the dye 

laser is tuned to near the desired transition. A wavelength scan is then done to locate the 

exact position o f the spectroscopic line and the associated rotational bandhead.

Based on this scan two exdtation wavelengths are chosen: One on-, and one off-resonance. 

The off-resonance wavelength is used to obtain background data and is usually taken 

1 — 2 cm " 1 to the blue o f  the red-shaded bandhead. When subtracted from the on-resonance 

signal, these background data help eliminate effects associated with scattered light, window 

fluorescence, dark noise, and blackbody radiation. Transitions are always chosen such that 

the exdtation wavdength is greater than the wavdength at which we detect. This is done in 

order to minimize the laser-induced fluorescence (from windows and other surfaces o f  the 

vacuum chamber) that falls within the bandpass o f  the interference Alters.
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Y (=a, A,B,C,C’ or D)

X ( v " \

X { v ' )

Figure 16-1: Excitation and detection scheme used for lifetime measurements. The molecules 
in the molecular beam are excited from a vibrational level, v”. o f  the ground state X  to Y 
(=a.A.B.C.C or D) with light pulses from the dye laser. Flourescence due to decay from Y to 
X( V) is monitored as a function o f time.

Once the laser is tuned to an appropriate wavelength, lifetimes are measured by counting the 

number o f fluorescence photons as a function o f the delay from the exciting laser pulse. The 

signals are recorded using either multiple measurements with different delay settings on the 

photon counter, or (in some of the later runs) with the multichannel scaler.

Several independent measurements o f  lifetimes are made at different laser powers and 

positions o f the laser beam. This is done to make sure that the outcome is not biased by 

saturation o f  the detection system or spatial variations in the sensitivity o f the detector.
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The large difference in lifetime between the a(l)[32 +] state (T ~  100f ts )  and the remaining 

states (A,B,C,C’,D) (r ~ 1/Zs) necessitates the use o f two different detection schemes, which 

will be discussed separately below.

/ 6.2.1 Measuring lifetimes o f the A ,B ,C ,C ’ and D states

In the case o f  the shorter-lived states it is possible to measure the lifetime direcdy by mounting 

one or two phototubes on the ports that are at 90° to the windows where the laser-beam 

enters and exits (region A in Figure 15-1). Such measurements are typically made with the 

laser at three different positions: with the beam going through the center o f  the viewing 

region, and with it 3mm upstream and downstream from the center. Data acquisition is 

normally started 0.1 f ts  —» 0.5 fJS after the excitation, because there are severe effects from 

scattered light and laser-induced fluorescence o f  the windows at earlier times.

16.2.2 Measuring the lifetime o f the a(l)[32T] state

The lifetime, X ~  100/ i s , o f the a-state is considerably harder to measure in our set-up, since 

the molecules traverse the viewing region within a few tens o f microseconds. To get around 

this problem we separately measure the decay fluorescence in the two different viewing 

regions, A & B, which are separated by 7.5cm (Figure 15-1). One o f the PMTs is moved back 

and forth between viewing regions A and B, while a second PMT is permanently mounted on 

the opposite side o f  the beam in viewing region A. This second PMT allows us to normalize 

the signal and remove effects due to fluctuations in the signal size caused by variations in the 

atomic beam or laser intensity. The two viewing regions have been made as similar as 

possible, and great care is taken to ensure precise positioning o f the movable detector.
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To allow accurate fitting o f the data, the collection efficiency o f the detectors as a function o f 

the position o f the emitting source is determined. A light source is mounted on a rail, so it can 

be moved with a computer-controlled stepper motor. The PMT with the appropriate optical 

stack attached is positioned in front o f the rail, and the signal is recorded as a function of the 

position o f the source.

16.3 Results & analysis

The large difference in lifetime between the a(l)[32T] state and the remaining excited states 

(A,B,C\C,D) o f PbO necessitated very different measurement techniques, and the data analysis 

for the two cases is therefore done separately.

/6.3.1 Lifetimes for the A ,B ,C ,C ’ D states

For the A,B,C,C’,D states the differences between the data obtained on resonance and the off- 

resonance background data are fit with an exponential. The fits are done for different starting 

times to check for systematic effects. The results are shown in Table 16-1. The uncertainties in 

the lifetimes obtained from each separate fit is typically only 1 -2 %, and the larger uncertainties 

quoted in the table mainly reflect the range o f values obtained for different positions o f the 

laser beam.
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Electronic
State

vibrational
level

Lifetime (|is)
Present Work Other Experiments

A 2 3.74(30) (a)
A 3 3.68(6)
B 0 , 1 2.58(30) (a)
B 2 3.03(12)
C 4 2.96(14)
C 7 2.83(7)
C’ 3 3.7(2)
C’ 4 3.9(2)
C’ 6 3.4(2)
D 1 0.368(10)
a 2 1 0 1 ( 1 0 )
a 3 110(7) 81.8(55) (b)
a 4 78(6)
a 5 77(5)
a 6 87(11)

Table 16-1: M easured lifetimes in PbO. Reference (a) is Ref. [48} Ref. (b) is Ref. [5J. The 
5th vibrational level o f  C ’ was unmeasured because the bandhead was unresolved from  lines 
associated with the 7th vibrational level o f  C.

16.3.2 Lifetime of the a(l) [3Z*] state

The data for the a(l)[3£"] state requires somewhat more extensive analysis. A numerical 

simulation is used to fit the data. The density T's™,) molecules at position x along the 

beam, at time t, is calculated by assuming that the molecules are simultaneously excited (at t= 0 ) 

at the position o f the laser beam (x =0), and then move downstream. The velocities are picked
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from the distribution1 n v,r. ) = 2( m 1  exp( v , m )• With this spatial density, the
\ 2 k T )  -kT*—

emitted intensity I  is /  ~ p(x ,t ,TBeam)- e~"T, where x is the lifetime o f the state. Using the 

measured dependence o f  the detection efficiency, , on the position o f the emitting

molecule, x ,  relative to the detector at xd, the expected signal becomes 

S{tJBtam) = a- j p i x ^ T ^  e" r - e ^ x - x ^ d x  where a  is an overall constant. A typical result o f 

such a fit is shown below in Figure 16-2.

14000

12000

£  10000 c3
8 8000 
I
£ 6000 
Q.
3 4000 

2000 

0
0 100 200 300 400 500

time (ps)

Figure 16-2: Typical data and f its  used to determine the a(l)p2>) state lifetime. The data 
shown are fo r  the v’=5 state. The solid curves are the best fits  to the data; the dotted curves 
show the fits  with the lifetime changed by d 5  fjs, which is the range o f  uncertainty assigned fo r  
this data set. The statistical uncertainty in the f i t  lifetimes is typically less than I %.

1 This distribution is <* v • M l y , T ) , where M { v , T )  is the Maxwell- Boltzmann distribution (MBD). The 
reason for the extra factor of V  is easy to understand [55]. The molecules in the source have velocities 
distributed according to the MBD. The probability o f a certain velocity class escaping is proportional to 
the rate at which the molecules impinge on the aperture, and this rate is proportional both to the number of 
such molecules and to their velocity.
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The extracted value o f  the lifetime depends mosdy on the relative heights o f the peaks in the 

two detection regions, and is relatively insensitive to the effective beam temperature. 

Changing by 100°C thus only leads to a 2% change in the fitted lifetime. The

uncertainties in the a(l)[3X+] lifetimes quoted in Table 16-1 are dominated by uncertainties in 

the detection efficiency as a function o f position. An additional problem arises from the fact 

that reflections o f the primary fluorescence from the vacuum chamber are not included in the 

simulation. We believe that these reflections account for the discrepancy between our fit and 

the data in the downstream region at short times (Figure 16-2). For this reason we have 

restricted the fit in the downstream-region to data taken at greater than 120 ps. Similarly, to 

avoid overweighting data that contains litde signal, data where the background is large 

compared to the signal are also ignored (this is typically data taken at times greater than 1 0 0  ps 

in the upstream and 300 ps in the downstream region).
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C h a p t e r  f 7

17.1 Branching ratio measurements

To be useful as an intermediate state for excitation and detection, a given state Y must have 

appreciable coupling to both the ground state X and the EDM-state a(l)[32T]. The lifetime 

measurements described in chapter 3 immediately yield information about the X  — Y 

couplings. However, to estimate the a —> Y  transition matrix elements, we need to know the 

partial widths o f Y —> a  transitions (see Appendix C). This requires knowledge o f the 

(Y —» X ) !{ Y  —> a ) branching ratios. In this chapter, we report on measurements o f such 

branches.

17.2 Experimental procedure

Figure 17-1: Excitation scheme and decay paths for the branching ratio measurement. The Y- 
state is excited directly from the ground-state, X  One detector measures decays through a 
vibronic channel o f  the Y —> X  transition. A second detector monitors a vibronic channel o f  
the a -> X  transition to look fo r branches through the a(l)pS>] state.
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To search for a branch Y  —> a , we use two detectors mounted on either side o f  the 

interaction region. The two detectors are equipped with different interference filters, such that 

one monitors decay direcdy from Y  to the ground state, X  , whereas the other detects decays 

through a particular vibronic channel o f the a —» X  transition. The likely decay channels are 

chosen based on published or calculated Franck-Condon (FQ factors [19]. If no decay is 

observed in the particular vibronic channel, the experiment is repeated for one or more other 

likely channels. This is done to make sure that the absence o f a signal is not caused by 

accidentally choosing a weak K(v)—>a(v') transition. We thus have strong reasons to distrust 

available theoretical values for the Franck-Condon factors (see section 17.3.3. below), and 

therefore do not have a reliable basis for choosing what decay channel to monitor.

Data is taken by scanning the dye laser over high rotational states o f Y. This produces a large, 

modulated signal from the Y —» X  decay, that allows for sensitive detection o f any branch 

Y —*a —>X (Figure 17-1). During the scan, we record the signal from the two detectors using 

the photon counter and the computer. To further distinguish decays through the long-lived 

a(l)[32 T] state from fluorescence due to other transitions, the counter attached to the second 

channel only starts 1 0  fjs after the laser pulse.

17.3 Results Sc analysis

17.3.1 Datafitting

To measure the branch, we look for correlations between the data from the two detectors by 

fitting the signal, S a (V/tofr ) ,  from the a  —> X  transition with the function:

Sa(.''uU'r) = <X Sy(Vta«r) + P'''ua,r +r -v L r + S  G7-l)

1 7 4
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Here Vlastr is the frequency o f  the light from the dye laser, and SY is the signal from decays

direcdy from the excited state Y to the ground state X (Y  —» X ) .  The parameters fitted are a, 

P, y, and 8 . We include 8  to account for differences in the background-levels between S Y and

Sa, and P and y  to avoid overestimating correlations because o f drifts in the backgrounds due

to slow temperature variations over the period of data-acquisidon.

17.3.2 Ratio of photon yields

The ratio R = (Y —» a —» X) / ( Y —» X)  o f  photons from the Y —» a —» X  branch to those from 

the direct decay Y —» X  is deduced from the fit-parameter a, by correcting for differences in 

filter transmission and in the sensitivity o f the two PMTs at the different detection 

wavelengths. These correction factors are deduced from datasheets provided by the 

manufacturers and in some cases from measurement using a lamp and a monochromator 

equipped with a PMT.

The results o f the branching ratio measurements are summarized in Table 17-1. The only 

statistically significant branches are observed for the C ' —»a transition. For the other excited 

states (K = A, B, C,D), we are not able to definitely measure a non-zero branch.
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Decay channels 
{channels monitored}

Wavelengths
detected

Ratio of 
photon yields

Transitions for stimulated 
Raman excitation 

(iassociated wavelength)
A[l] —> {a(l] -4 X[2]} 

{A[1]->X[2]}
{668 nm} 
{533 nm}

1.6 (7.8) x 10*2 X[0]—>A[1] 
(496 nm)

A [l]—>a[l] 
(2641 nm)

A[3]->{a[3]->X[0]} 
{A[3] —> XJ3]}

{577 nm} 
{528 nm} 1.7 (0.6) x 10'2 X[0]—»A[3] 

(475 nm)
A[3]->a[3] 
(2678 nm)

B[2]-»{a[3]-*X[0]} 
{B{2] -4  X[7]}

{577 nm} 
{546 nm} 2.6 (1.0) x 10‘3 X[0]—»B[2] 

(432 nm)
B[2]—»a[3] 
(1714 nm)

C{4] -4 {a[4] -4 X[0]} 
{C[4] -4  X[3]}

{562 nm} 
{426 nm}

2.5 (1.8) x 1 O'2 X[0]—»C[4] 
(388 nm)

C[4]—>a[4] 
(1246 nm)

C'[3]->{a[3]->XtO]} 
{C'[3] —> X[5)}

{577 nm} 
{439 nm} 7.8 (1.9) x 10*2

X[0]—»C’[3] C'[3]-»a[3]
C'[3]-»{a[3]->X[0]}

{C'[3]-»X[4]}
{577 nm} 
{426 nm} 7.0 (3.7) x 10'2

(380 nm) (1115 nm)

C'[4] —> {a[4] -4  X£0]} 
{C'[4] - 4  X[4]}

{562 nm} 
{418 nm} 4.9 (1.2) x 1 O'2 X[0]—>C’[4] 

(374 nm)
C ’[4]—»a[4] 
(1113 nm)

C[6]->{a[6]->X[0]}
{C'[6]-»X[5]}

{535 nm} 
{413 nm} 2.5 (0.4) x 10*2 X[0]-^C’[6] 

(361 nm)
C’[6]-»a[6] 
(1111 nm)

D[l] —* {a[3] -4  X[0]} 
{Dtl]-»X[3]}

{577 nm} 
{351 nm} 2 (3) x 10"* X[0]—>D[1] 

(327 nm)
D[ 1 ]—>a[3] 
(753 nm)

Table 17-1: Branching ratios for known levels to decay via the a(l)pZ*] state, versus decaying 
directly to the ground state X. A single vibronic level was excited, and the detection was 
sensitive only to specific vibronic decays. The level with vibrational number v o f electronic state 
Y is denoted as Y[v). Column I lists the channels monitored; the transition in curly brackets 
specifically is detected. Column 2 lists the wavelengths o f the detected fluorescence fo r  each 
channel. Column 3 lists the ratio o f photons emitted in the two monitored channels, taking into 
account different detection efficiencies fo r  the two channels. Column 4 lists the transitions and 
the associated wavelengths which would be required fo r populating the a(l)pZ*) state via a 
stimulated Raman transition. Unambiguous branching to the a(l)pZ~] state is observed only 
from the C ‘ state. The listed uncertainties only reflect the deviation o f the branching ratio from  
zero; there is an additional uncertainty o f ±10% in the relative detection efficiencies fo r  the two 
fluorescence channels.
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Unfortunately, due to our distrust o f the published and calculated FC factors (Section 17.1.3 

below), it is hard to make more general statements about the transition strength.

17.3.3 X  —> a Franck-Condon factors

In the course o f measuring the a(l) [3ST] state lifetime from various vibrational levels, we have 

been able to determine roughly the relative transition strengths for different excitation- 

detection chains o f  the form X(v") —>a(v’) —> X(u"*). This allows us to determine the relative 

products o f FC factors for the X  —a  transition (Table 17-2). Also shown in the table are 

predictions for these values from previously calculated FC factors [19]. The experimental 

values for these parameters could be in error by as much as a factor o f  2  due to variations in 

various parameters from run to run. Despite these large uncertainties it is apparent that the 

calculated FC factors are woefully inadequate to explain the observations.

States Involved in the transitions
F (vV )xF (v '* ,/)

F(l,3)xF(0,3)
calculated

F(v', v ' ) x f ( / * , / )  

F(l,3)xF(0,3) 
observedv" initial of X v' of a v"* final of X

1 2 0 0.7 0.4
1 3 0 1.0 1.0
1 4 0 0.7 2.4
1 5 0 0.2 2.6
1 6 0 <0.1 0.6
2 2 0 0.5 0.5
2 3 0 0.1 0.8
1 1 2 1.2 <0.1

Table 17-2: A comparison o f the theoretical and observed products o f the Frank-Condon 
factors (f (v'.v')x  f (v*\v')} fa r  transitions from X[v"J -)a[v'l ->X[v"*]. The calculated values are 
taken from [66J. To facilitate comparison, both observed and calculated values have been 
normalized to their respective values fo r  the X[lI-xi[31—>X[0l transition. Uncertainties in the 
observed values are -50%.

I l l
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C h a p t e r  18

18.1 Conclusions

The goal o f the lifetime and branching rate measurements was to search for an excited state, Y, 

which couples strongly to the ground state, X, and to the EDM-state, a(l)[35T], since such a 

state can be used to improve excitation and detection efficiency in an EDM experiment. The 

only evidence we found o f a transition Y —» a was for Y = C ' . We now consider the 

implications o f the observed C '—¥ a branch for an EDM experiment, starting with an 

estimate o f the attainable excitation efficiency for a stimulated Raman transition X  —»C' —>a, 

followed by a discussion o f the prospects for detection through absorption on the Y —» a 

transition.

18.1.1 Estimate ofexcitation efficiencyfor a Raman transition X  —» C '—

To estimate absorption cross-sections, we again use the formula (C4, Appendix Q  

^  _  -Jx  ln (2) • X r Parrtitl , where A is the wavelength o f the laser, TPar1ult is the decay rate into a
2/T ^Duppttr

specific rovibrational level o f the ground state X, and u  is the Doppler width.

We assume the same relative branches into rotational and vibrational levels as estimated in 

Appendix C for the a —» X  transition. For the X  —»C" transition, we thus get a partial width 

o f
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l_ \_______ 1

,4 6  2-x -3.1 10-*s

Estimate of F .t, / _ te n f  Total w idth o f  line
vibrational Estimate ot
branching Rotational branching

Given that the Doppler width for this transition is r n,JIJIfll = 1 GHz»this yields (Appendix Q

>  ln(2)A; Tpamat _ 1.5-(380-10-7cm) 1 1800Hz (lg9)
2 n  &r tOOOMZ/z

When estimating the partial linewidth o f the C '—> a transition, we need to be a little more 

careful, since the observed branches include two decays and thus already incorporate two 

Franck-Condon factors. If we assume (see Appendix C) that the largest FC factor is on the 

order o f 25%, we get:

rc-H. - I SMHz  (18.3)

Observed

1 . 4 . 1  1 .
2 0  *  6 _ 2 - 7 T - 3 . 7  -1 0  s

branch Correction for extra Estimate of vibrational
FC included in branching
Observed branch

This yields a cross-section o f

> ln (2 ) -2 2 TPanm, 1.5 (1100 -KT7 cm) 2 1500Hz _ { 1 0 -.4 cm: 
c'-“  2k  2k  400MHz

(18.4)

Based on the estimates it appears clear that the limiting factor in the X  —» C ' —» a  excitation 

scheme is the first step, X  —> C ' . The cross-section for the X  —» C 1 transition is, however, 

still five times larger than the cross section for direct excitation from X to a(l)[3ST],
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crx_ta -  1 • KTl6 cm2 (estimated in section 14.1.1). This means that it may be possible to increase 

the excitation efficiency by a factor o f five, by using two-step versus direct excitation. This is 

not as much as was hoped for, and is still likely not enough to allow us to approach unit 

exdtation effidency.

18.1.2 Detection via absorption on a —>C'

Detection via absorption is only advantageous, if the transition used is strong enough that the 

cell comprises on the order o f an absorption length for the probe. To see why this is so, we 

estimate the signal to noise ratio for an absorption-based measurement, assuming that the only 

noise present is shot noise.

Number of transmitted 
photons N r

SNr = N Q •(! - e x p ( - . t / I abJ )

Frequency

Figure 18-1: Showing an absorption profile, fo r  an atomic line. Initially the number o f 
observed photons due to the probe laser is .v,,. but as the frequency o f the probe approaches the
resonance the intensity decreases. I f  the path o f the laser through the vapor has a length X , 
and the absorption length at resonance is the absorption leads to a dip in the intensity o f

&>'r=‘Vo ( l-e x p (- .r /L ^ ) ) -
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If the probe traverses a cell o f length x , containing vapor with an absorption length o f at 

resonance, the size o f the observed dip in intensity is SNT = N0 - N 0 -ex p f-x /L ^)). If the 

noise on the baseline2, N 0 , is £0 -<Jn^ and the only noise on the signal is shot-noise on the 

transmitted light, the signal to noise ratio is:

S    JTT (1 -exp{-x /LyJ)  (18.5)
N y jeo-No+i^Q-^r)  ° >/eo + exp(-.r/L*J

The first term in the denominator is the shot-noise on the baseline and the second term is the 

shot-noise on the absorption dip. The optimal probe-laser intensity occurs, when the laser- 

power is just enough to fully saturate the probe-transition (any power beyond this just leads to 

additional shot-noise without any increase in signal). If  the population o f the state to be

probed is N SUtte and the detection efficiency is £j  , this corresponds to /vo = e“ ____ ,
I -  exp(-.t / L^ ,)

since only a fraction l-e x p (—x /  L ^ )  o f the photons is absorbed by the vapor. Hence, the 

maximum achievable signal-noise ratio is

7?m Jg'' VJ(17 xp/7x/̂ )} - • fc*P(x / ̂  I'D- (18-6)N \  £o +exp(-x/Labs)

The equality sign in the second step applies when the noise on the background is negligible.

We now compare our result with what would be expected if detection is instead done by 

monitoring decay fluorescence: in this case, if the total detection efficiency in this case is £fd ,

2 The noise on the baseline depends on the specific scheme and the stability o f the probe-laser. Together 
these determine how much we are able to reduce this source of noise by averaging.
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the signal-noise ratio will be —  = e* ' ̂ Prob<! = ĵ£ f  . (we again assume that the only noise
N H - Npn.be

is shot-noise on the signal). Hence for detection via absorption to be superior to detection of 

decay-fluorescence requires (exp(jc/L)-l)-£^ > £d ■

In our case we expect a density o f PbO molecules o f  n = 3 • 101 3cm - 3  at the expected operating 

temperature o f  700°C. However, the molecules are initially distributed across all rotational 

levels o f the ground state and only those in the lowest rotational level will get excited to the

a(t)[32T]-state, corresponding to a fraction o f y —^ 3-1 0 "* > where B ~ 4-10_5eV is the
kT

rotational energy constant.. With typical vapor cell dimensions o f d=5 cm, and a cross-section 

of - 1 • 1 0 -1 4  cm1 , we thus obtain:

— — » n ■ f  ■ <Tc._a • d = 3 • 10'3 cm ' 3 • 3 • 10- 4  • 1 • 10" 1 4cm2 ■ 5cm « 5 • 10- 4  (18.7)
ÂBS

This means that the cell comprises only 5/10,000 o f an absorption length. With our current 

system we expect to reach ed ~ 1% » 5  1 0 " 4  (assuming 80% quantum efficiency) and 

therefore expect to achieve much higher statistical sensitivity by detecting fluorescence than by 

detection via absorption.

18.1.3 Remaining questions

Our results raise several questions and provide motivation for further measurement. The lack 

o f reliable values for the Franck-Condon factors makes it difficult to properly estimate 

transitions strengths. It would therefore be very helpful to measure these and we hope to be
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able to do so in the future. O ur failure to observe strong transidons to the a(l)[3£~] state is 

somewhat surprising. The oscillator strengths for the a  —» C ' transition is only

= 2 *g0w,c3 = _c0m,c4  = 94197m-Vl500//z(1100n/n): = 1 .7  1 0 "̂
'  e*

For a general system with Z electrons we expect J ' ,nJ) = Z » where the sum is over all

possible electronic transitions [55]. The average oscillator strength per electron is then 

£ / ( „ -  J \ n J )  = 1- In almost all system, most o f the strength is associated with only a few

transitions [54]. It is therefore reasonable to expect that transitions exist for which /  > 0.1. 

The lack o f evidence for appreciable coupling to a(l)[5ST] in our data is a likely indication that 

strong transitions exist to states, which have not yet been observed due to weak coupling to 

the ground state (X). We have begun looking for such states and the following chapter 

provides a brief summary o f our efforts so far.
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C h a p t e r  19

19.1 Subsequent spectroscopic efforts

The spectroscopic work discussed above and in our paper [18], failed to achieve its main goal 

of identifying an excited state which can be used for detection o f a(t)[3Z~| via absorpdon 

spectroscopy. Despite this disappointing result, it is still likely that such states exist, but that 

they have not been seen in previous work because o f  experimental limitadons, or because they 

are not strongly coupled to the ground state. To investigate this possibility and to try to 

answer some o f the questions raised by our initial results, we have continued and expanded the 

spectroscopic efforts. We are working on experiments in vapor cells to try to look for 

unknown states with couplings to a(l)[35T] , and to obtain experimental values for some of the 

Franck-Condon factors to help in the analysis o f our data.

19.2 Searches for couplings to a(l) [35T] using vapor cells

The m ain  drawback of the effusive beam apparatus is that only very moderate molecular 

densities are a tta in a b le  (ch. 2). This leads to long integration times and stringent requirements 

on the detection system. The problem is easily overcome if it is possible to work in a vapor 

cell, where high PbO densities ( n -  3 • 10,3 cm~3) are readily achieved. As discussed in chapter 4, 

m ate ria ls  requirements and the strong tendency for PbO to react with other materials at high 

temperatures, makes building a functional vapor cell extremely challenging.
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/ 9.2. /  Attempts with sealed cells

Several attempts have been made at obtaining a viable sealed vapor cell. A research group 

from Armenia, which has extensive experience with vacuum-sealing o f sapphire and has 

supplied cells for other precision experiments, delivered vapor cells. These cells consisted o f a 

sapphire tube with sapphire windows sealed to each end. The seals were made with either o f 

their two proprietary frits. However, after failing to see signals after extensive attempts, we 

applied a high-frequency electric field to the cell using a Tesla coil, and observed a discharge, 

indicating that the pressure was well above the expected background pressure o f  P ~ 10 ~l Torr. 

The contaminant was identified as carbon monoxide by using a scanning monochromator to 

obtain a spectrum o f the discharge. We hypothesize that the CO stems from reactions o f PbO 

with CaCO, in the frits, which means that the method can likely not be made to work. It 

might be possible to use other techniques, such as brazing to make a cell o f small dimensions 

(for large dimensions differences in thermal expansions between the braze and the sapphire 

leads to cracking (see Part I)), however it is not easy to find companies capable o f creating 

such seals while keeping parts o f the cell cold enough that the PbO powder within it does not 

evaporate and damage the seal or cause unwanted chemistry. Another possibility might be to 

attempt the use a heat-pipe with a buffer gas, such as nitrogen or helium. In the meanwhile, Y. 

Gurevich is currendy looking for strong absorption lines from the a-state using the Yale EDM 

apparatus, as part o f an undergraduate project.
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C h a p t e r  2 0

20.1 Conclusion & outlook

20.1.1 Achievements

In this thesis, we have described our progress towards a measurement o f the electron electric 

dipole moment using the polar molecule PbO. As a result o f our work, the central pieces o f 

the experiment, the vapor cell and heater, are now almost complete. In addition, we have 

nearly completed a proof o f principle for the first generation EDM experiment. We have 

carried out a precision measurement o f  the Lande g-factors o f the a(l)[35T] doublet states, 

and obtained preliminary results related to the effects o f applying an electric field across the 

vapor cell. In these experiments, we have demonstrated shot-noise limited detection and a 

statistical sensitivity o f 35 Hz/VHz, which with relatively straightforward modifications is 

expected to increase to 100 mHz/VHz in the very near future. This should allow sensitivity 

to an electron EDM d t ~ 1 TO29 e-cm  in less than two days o f averaging. O ur result for 

the Lande g-factors and our measurement o f leakage currents, indicate that it should be 

possible to control systematic effects at a similar level by using the doublet levels o f  a(l)[3IT] 

as a ‘co-magnetometer’. It therefore appears likely that we will achieve our goal for the first 

generation experiment o f  improving the current limit on d t by two orders o f magnitude.

In parallel with our work on the first generation EDM  measurement, we have undertaken a 

search for excited levels o f PbO, which can be used to improve the excitation and detection 

efficiency in a future version o f the experiment. We have measured the lifetimes and
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branches to a(l)[3IT] o f  most known states o f  PbO  in order to estimate transition strengths. 

O ur results indicate that stimulated Raman excitation via the C'  state should allow us to 

increase the excitation efficiency by a factor o f five. Searches for transitions which can be 

used for detection via absorption have so far been unsuccessful, but there are reasons to 

believe that such transitions exist and the efforts are still ongoing.

20.1.2 Remaining work

Several questions remain, and a number o f engineering tasks need to be accomplished before 

the EDM measurement can begin.

Estimates and simulations indicate that we should be able to control eddy currents and noise 

from the heater at the required level and that we can apply a sufficiendy homogeneous field 

in the vapor cell. Although initial observations are encouraging, this needs to be fully 

confirmed experimentally. We have also been unable to obtain consistent results for leakage 

currents across the cell, and need to make absolutely certain that they can be kept below the 

maximum acceptable level.

In additions to the measurements mentioned above, the apparatus must be modified to 

accommodate four or five layers o f magnetic shielding. RF coils need to be constructed to 

drive the transition from the m  =  0 sub-level to the m  =  ±1 sublevels o f  the EDM  state. 

New non-ferrous electrical and mechanical feedthroughs must be fabricated, and a number 

o f  custom-made circuits designed and built, including precision tracking bipolar ±  500V 

power supplies for the electrodes, an RF switching network for impedance matching and
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high rep-rate low-leakage switches for suppression o f residual AC components from the 

stereo amplifiers driving the heaters.

20.1.3 Outlook

The coming years could prove extremely exciting for the field. Our effort, as well as other 

experiments now under consideration or development3, could well lead to several orders o f 

magnitude increase in sensitivity to the electron electric dipole moment. High precision 

EDM  searches therefore have the potential to provide the first conclusive evidence for 

physics beyond the Standard Model and could play a central role in the further development 

o f  particle theory. The progress in our field and in experimental high-energy physics 

provides good reasons to believe that new fundamental discoveries will be made before the 

end o f  the decade.

3 These include the use of metastable states in other polar molecules [37], the use of buffer-gas cooled 
molecules [16, 20], and solid state systems [40].
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Appendix A: Details on our method for machining of quartz heater parts

A . Machining o f  the heater-box 

Quartz is very hard and unforgiving to machine. It easily shatters or develops cracks, so great 

care must be taken not to induce any unnecessary stresses and machining must be done slowly, 

with plenty o f cooling.

The quartz plate is carefully positioned and mounted on the top o f a large gauge-block. 0.2 

mm thick double-sided sticky tape is placed between the gauge-block1 and the quartz plate to 

cushion the plate during machining. It is extremely important to make sure that the tape is flat 

and that all surfaces are clean, since any high spots will induce cracks. The glue on the tape 

tends to lose its holding power when exposed to the coolant, which is a mixture o f water and a 

lubricating agent. Hot-glue is therefore placed around all o f the edges o f the quartz-plate to 

prevent it from moving sideways and reduce the flow o f coolant onto the tape.

The gauge block is inserted into the vice o f our m illing -m a c h in e  (A l) .  A  large diamond- 

coated wheel rotating at 3000 RPM is used for the cutting. A  continuous stream o f coolant 

cools the wheel and the quartz. Before machining begins, the edges and the top-surface are 

located by bringing the wheel in very slowly until it just touches (this point is easy to find, since 

the vibrations o f  the plate produce a loud high-pitched noise). 0 . 1  mm o f material is removed 

per cut, while the wheel is moved across the surface at a speed o f 1 - 2  cm per minute.

1 Any mount of accurately known dimension and with a very high degree of surface flatness may be used.
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Diamond 
coated wheel

Double sided 
sticky tape

Mister for 
cooling

Quartz plate

Hot glue

Gauge block

Vice

Figure A-l: Scheme fo r machining grooves in the side heater plates. The quartz plate is 
mounted on top o f a gauge block. Double-sided sticky tape is used fo r cushioning (the surface 
must be perfectly smooth and free o f dirt). Hot-glue is applied around all edges o f the plate to 
prevent sideways movement (it is critical not to get lumps o f glue under the plate, since these 
will cause cracking o f the quartz).
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B. Machining o f window heaters and stem-heater

Side view

Diamond 
wheel

Nuts and bolts 
for clamping

.Top clamp 
plate

Double-sided 
sticky tape

-Quartz
cylinder

Bottom clamp plate 
w. hexagonal shaped 
base for mounting.

Top view

Figure A-2: Mount fo r machining grooves around circumference o f window and stem-heater 
tubes. The quartz tube is clamped between two aluminum plates. Double-sided sticky tape is 
used to provide cushioning and friction. The diameter o f the mount is slightly smaller than 
the diameter o f the tube to allow machining ofgrooves very close to the top and bottom o f the 
quartz cylinder.

The quartz cylinders for the window and stem-heaters are clamped between two aluminum 

pieces (Figure A-2), so they can be held on the mill The grooves around the circumference o f 

the cylinder are created by moving the diamond wheel in circles around the quartz-piece. The
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grooves that go along the length o f the cylinders are cut while the cylinders are held sideways 

on a precision rotary mount that allows us to accurately choose the angular orientation (A3).

Precision rotary 
mount

Diamond
wheel

Quartz cylinder

Figure A-3: Scheme fo r machining grooves along the length o f the window and stem heater 
tubes. A mount similar to the one depicted in A-2 is used to hold the cylinders. Again the 
cylinder protrudes slightly beyond the mount to make it possible to machine grooves all the 
way to the top and bottom o f the cylinder. The mount is held in a precision rotary vice, the 
angle o f which can be adjusted in 1/50 degree increments.
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Appendix B: Estimation of frequency uncertainty using the error-matrix

We wish to determine the statistical uncertainty in the frequency extracted by fitting a signal o f

the form S  = S 0 exp(——) • (1 — C • cos(<W • t + <p)) + B  in the presence o f noise SS(t) 2.
T

The only parameter, which is strongly correlated with the beat-frequency', CO, is the phase, 0  

[36]. In calculating the error on the signal, we therefore only consider the part o f the error 

matrix corresponding to these two variables.

A. Error matrix for CO and 0  

The statistical uncertainties in the beat frequency, 8 (0 , and in the phase, 80 ,  are given in 

terms o f  the error matrix, E  , by

'{Scoif 8co80 

<8co80 (,80)2J
= E -i

The error matrix may be written in terms o f  the ^ 2 o f the fit [52]

r d 2Z 2 d Z 2 
d a ) 2E = —
d Z

d a ) d ( p

d z 2
dcod<p d(p

(B.l)

(B-2)

Combining the two expressions above, we get

2 The treatment here is based on [36].
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{Sco) 2 8 co8 tp 
ScoStp (8 tp)2)

= E =
* 2Z 2 d 2Z 2 (  dX 2 ' 
da?2 dip2 \dcddipj

2 \
d Z 2 &
dip2 dcridip
dX 2 a 2 * 2

 ̂ dcddiP do?

(B.3)

If  we make n measurement, {5, }, where 5, denotes the result at times {if, } then ;jf2 is given 

by

/= »

f  5 , .- 5 ( / I. ) y  a
r t . \

5, -  S0 exp(— L) • (I -  C  • cos(a> • f, +#)) + B

I  <»(',) J t r SSOi)
\  /

(B.4)

Thus

2 / ,„ S0: exp( )C 2 sin + <p)t~
3 * - =  2 - Y ________ £__________________
da>z h  (<SS(r,)Y

„ (Sf -  S0 exp( -  —) • (1 -  C • cos( • r, + 0)) + B) S0 C exp( -^ -) -r 2 - cos( a w + 0) (B.5)
+ 2 - X -------------------£------------------

2 r. S 2exp( )C 2sin 2(0 ) f ,+0)t ,2
= 2 -Y ------------ £---------------------------

In the last step we have used the fact that with 0) and ip are chosen such as to minimize 

X 2, the residuals from the fit will average to zero. Similarly we obtain:

2 f
r

d(p2 ~ tr (ss{t,)f
3 2  2 ,  5 ‘ e x p (------- ) C 2 sin 2(<y r , + 0 )
— = 2 - ] T -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (B-6)

3 2  2 ,  S 0 exp( -  — ) C 2 sin 2(ta • f, +  0 ) -f,

d ^ d a ~ 2 ' %  ( J 5 ( r , ) ) 2 ^
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B. Approximate results for two specific cases 

We now apply the approximate formulae for the elements o f the error-matrix derived above to 

two specialized cases: The first is the situation where the only noise is shot-noise on the 

decaying beat-signal. This should be the case in our EDM-experiment, since planned 

improvements to the excitadon and detection efficiency are expected to make the blackbody 

background negligible (currently signal/background~t, but we expect to improve this ratio by 

a factor o f — 24 X, see ch. 11). The second case we consider is one where the noise in the 

signal predominantly comes from the background. This was the case in some o f our early 

measurements.

Case I: Noise due to shot-noise on beat-signal

If for the moment, we assume that the backgrounds are negligible, such that the only noise

present is shot-noise on the signal, we have (<S( / ) ) 2 = a 2 N0 exp(-—) • (1 -  C • cos(et> • r  + <p)),
T

where N 0 is the number o f detected events, and a  is a constant which expresses the 

proportionality between the PMT signal, and the number o f detected photons. We then get:

3 2  „ 2 n Af„2 e x p ( - — )C 2 s in 2(<y r,+$>) r  
°  /t __ y __________ t______________________
-v 2 ^  f

m 1=1 N 0 exp( — L) • (1 -  C * cos( 0 ) * f, + 0))
T

= — A 0 C 2 t 3 = 2 - / ? 0  C 2 r J 
A / 0 0

-j2 2 „ N 0 exp( — — )C 2 sin 2(a> • f, + 0)
--------------------£----------------------------------- = / e 0 - C 2 - r  (B.9)
N 0 exp( — —) • (1 — C -cos( + 0))

T
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i k i -
d<pd(D “ 2 - 1

No  exp( -  — ) C 2 sin 2(co t i +<p)-1(
~ R n - C 2 - T 2 (B.10)

N 0 exp( -  —) • (1 -  C  • cos( Q) ■ti + <p)) 
T

1 N  . . . .  .
Here —  is the sampling rate and R0 = —— is the initial counting rate. We have made use o f

At At

the fact that the period o f the beats is much smaller than their life-time to make the

s in 2 (a) -t,;+ <b) ■ t, I , . , , . ,reolacement ----------------- ---------------------> , and have taken —> °° and approximated
(1 -  C • C0S( 0) ■ t(: +  <p )) 2

the sums with integrals.

Substituting back in to the error matrix (eqn. B.3), we finally get:

\S c o )2 dcoStp 2 '  R0 C 2 T -  R0 • C 2 ■ t 2 '

”  Ro c 4 r 4 - R 0 - C 2 t 2 2 ■ R , C 2 z i J
(B.ll)

This means that

41Sco ~
■J2

J r ^ C - t 12  C - J n Z - t  

where N Tm =  j7?0 • exp(—t / T)dt =  RQT is the total number o f counted events.

(B.12)
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Case II: Noise with no time-dependence

In the case where the noise on the background, B , is dominant, the noise <55 is independent 

o f time. We then get:

d 2Z 2 ,  ^ S . 2e x p ( - y ) C 1 s m 1( « . r , + * W <J S 2 . c z -  2t , A

 ~ m ------------------------- w / exp<' T , r ' i 7 (B .i3)

_ S -  C 1 T*
(SS )2 4 - A t

3 2  v z „ S 2e x p ( - — ) C 2 s i n 2(<y r , + 0 )  e 2 . r 2

*■ 2 • V _________ £ = —2—-I 1 _  (B.14)
d<P2 h  (S S ) 1 ( S S f  2 • At

2 f ■»
3 2  „ 2  „ S 02 exp( )C 2 sin 1 { ( Ot i + <t>) t t „ 2 r i 2

d *  -  2 T _________ ^_____________________ = - -0- - -------- —  (B.15)
dtpdco (S S ) 1 (SS )2 4 - A t

Using the error-matrix, we then have:

4 < 5 S V A f _  4<55 
S„ C r 3 2 ~  S ^ C - v 1' 1 - 4 l B

. 4 ‘5 - g -  (B-.6 )

In the last step, we have used the Nyquist theorem to relate the sampling rate A/ to the

bandwidth, B  = —-—, o f our detection system.
2 At
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Appendix C: Calculating absorption cross-sections based on natural line- 

width and Doppler widths

In this appendix we provide a simple, but useful formula for calculating the absorption cross- 

section for laser-light [7], based on knowledge o f the natural-linewidth and the Doppler width 

o f the excited state. We then apply it to the EDM-state o f lead monoxide.

A. Absorption of monochromatic radiation

1
AE  -  hot)

Figure C-l: Diagram depicting absorption and spontaneous emission between two levels, I& 
2, with degeneracies gt and g\

If we consider two sets o f  levels 1 and 2 (Figure C-l) with degeneracy and g 2, it is well- 

known probability o f spontaneous emission, WipoM(meous is related to the probability o f 

absorption, Wabmpam:

.<?, ha)* g, har g, ha)
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This may be shown from first principles or by thermodynamic arguments [65]. Here U(od) is 

the energy density per unit angular-frequency interval at CO, Alt = and

Bv = jbl2(Q))dQ}i, where A and B are the Einstein coefficients. In the last step, we have used 

I(CQ) = , where I(CO) is the intensity (again per unit angular frequency)4.

The ratio o f absorbed energy to total energy flow is then ([65] formula 9.27):

J a >  W^ li0 = j 2 (<g) (v) = a  {v) (C2)
l(co) g , or 4g, &rg,

In the last step, we have defined a'2l = a2X • 2k  , such that Aj, =  Ja'2x d v  .

The formula for the absorption cross-section may be recast if we define the partial width3

A
I'partial = • Assume a Lorentzian lineshape o f width (FWHM) r,ofa/:

r2£  ________ total________
4 ( i '- v ' 0 ) 2 +  r2,a/

Then, a ’2 1 ( v ) =  2 A l 1 ..... £ =  £ (since J fd v  =  . L 2 2 L), SUch
K  • r IO,a/ r ,D,a/ -  2  i l + j f  2

that

3 The factor g x/ g , comes from the fact that the formula is for isotropic non-polarized light. This means 
that the absorption (emission) rate is equal to the average rate of excitation (decay) from the states 1(2) into 
all of the states 2(1). If the light is polarized, and the sample aligned, then this simple relationship no- 
longer holds, since transition-probabilities into the specific sublevels of 2 are polarization dependent
4 Our formula differs from Sobelman formula 9.22, because he uses intensity per unit solid-angle rather 
than total intensity.
5 It is termed partial, since -  in general — there is more than one level to which an excited state may decay. 
In our case o f only two levels rparnal -  rw -
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<’•,!(>') = 7 " l l ' l2‘' ,2> O') = 4 ~ — ■ t  (C J )
§ I & I /ora/

This is the main result. It should again be caudoned that this is the total absorption cross- 

section from one o f the sublevels o f 1 into all the sublevels o f  2 for non-polarized light. If 

the incident light is polarized then the detailed structure needs to be taken into account 

through the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

B. Absorption in the presence o f Doppler broadening

1 2Vln(2)
Normalized 
Doppler profile 
D(v)

■J2izaiDoppler Doppler

Lorentzian 
FWHM= r lolat

Doppler shift (A v Doppler )V

(Laser frequency)

Figure C-2: Absorption when the natural linewidth ( r mioJ) is much narrower than the Doppler 
width ( p = 2j2ln(2kx (FWHM)). The incident light is monochromatic with frequency 
V . The cross-section for exciting a particular velocivty class with Doppler shift (Avn hl) is 

0 ’.2 (‘, + Al'awfcr)-
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In many cases the Doppler width is much larger than total natural width o f the 

transition A V'0opp/<r »  A Vwlal (This is certainly the case in our case o f a vapor cell at 700°C).

Then radiation o f a particular frequency, V , mainly interacts with the very small fraction of 

the sample, with a Doppler shift smaller than the linewidth. This leads to an effective cross- 

section6, <Jtffective, which is much smaller than the cross-section <X,2 , which we calculated 

above:

1 8 2  22 ^'partial 2 -^ln(2 ) <•= _ L i i
2 *  g,

X2
r

partial

r
total

■ ^D(y) ■ l(v)dv

_  1 82 I 2
r* partial 2 Vln(2 ) k -

2 *  g, r* total Doppler

-  0.235 • i l
r partial

8 , r* Doppler

' I total y J l  I  Diippler

(C.4)
2-* g, r,Doppler

For a given temperature, T, and atomic mass, A, the Doppler width is given by 

2 . 1 5 1 0 4 [T  .r . . „
r Doppler ~ ------ ;---J — . U /t is  in  umts UL cm.

X VA

Then r r ^ .  = 1.09 • 10‘ 5 ^

The average atomic mass o f PbO is A =  223, so 

V&rtve “ 0 .63•  1 0 - 4 4 k  - s ■ cm~l)• X3

6 The effective cross-section is the absorption cross-section averaged over the Doppler profile.
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C. Application to the RO line o f the X  —> a  transition

m = + 2m =  0 m =  +1m = — 2 m =  -1

J  = r

/  = 2
X(l)

7 = 0

Figure C-3: Relevant states fo r the RO transition between the ground state X and excited 
state a( I ){J£* I o f lead-oxide. The signs indicate the (overall) parity o f the state.

Once the lifetime o f the excited state is known, the formula developed above may be used 

for order o f  magnitude estimates o f the absorption cross-sections in PbO.

We have measured the lifetime J  — 1“ component o f several vibrational levels o f a(l)[32T] 

and found it to be r ~ 1 0 0 / / S .  This means that the total natural width o f the line is

T/om/ ~ — "—  ~ 1 *5kHz ■ There are however many possible decay paths, so the partial width 
2k -T

is much smaller. For the most efficient excitation, we will choose a vibrational level o f 

a(l)[35T], for which the coupling to the V = 0 vibrational level o f the ground state X  is 

maximal. From our measurements, it appears that the m ost favorable Franck-Condon factor
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typically is o f  the order o f  25%, which means that V* o f the decay is into a particular

vibrational level. Because o f parity and angular momentum selection rules our excited state

can only decay to rotational levels with J  =  0 + or /  =  2 +. If  we estimate that 1/3 o f the 

decays are to the first o f these (we expect more decays to J  =2*  because o f the higher 

degeneracy) then the partial width for decay to this state ( 7 = 0 +) is

f  partial ~~  ̂ ^00Hz - We can now apply our formula for the effective cross-section:

= (1-63 • 1 0 - ‘ S ic  s-  cm-')

«(1.63 • 10" 4 J K  ■ s  • c m '1) • (570 • I O' 7 cm ) 3 • ! ° 0f/z  (C.5)
V I0 0 0 K

= 1 I O' 16 cm 2

Q
We have here left out the factor —  = 3 , because the excitation is onlv to the m=0

8 1

component o f  the excited state.
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